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(57) Abstract: The invention provides systems, devices, methods, and kits for performing an integrated analysis. The integrated
o analysis can include sample processing, library construction, amplification, and sequencing. The integrated analysis can be per

formed within one or more modules that are fluidically connected to each other. The one or more modules can be controlled

o and/or automated by a computer. The integrated analysis can be performed on a tissue sample, a clinical sample, or an environ
mental sample. The integrated analysis system can have a compact format and return results within a designated period of time.



INTEGRATED ANALYSIS SYSTEM

CROSS-REFERENCE

[0001] This application claims priority to U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 61/375,758 to

Jovanovich et al, filed on August 20, 2010, and to U.S. Provisional Patent Application No.

61/375,791 to Vangbo, filed on August 20, 2010, which are entirely incorporated herein by

reference.

STATEMENT AS TO FEDERALLY SPONSORED RESEARCH

[0002] This invention was made with Government support under Contract No. HDTRAl-lO-C-0077

awarded by the Defense Threat Reduction Agency and Grant No. R01HG003571-05A1 awarded by the

National Human Genome Research Institute. The Government has certain rights in the invention.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0003] Many protocols in molecular biology involve several iterations of performing a biochemical

reaction followed by capture and cleanup of the biochemical reactions. For example, DNA library

preparation can involve polishing nucleic acid fragments, A-tailing the polished fragments, and ligating

adapters to the A-tailed fragments. Currently, there are few inventions that can perform integrated

analysis of any unpurified sample, such as obtaining sequence information from an environmental

sample. As such, there is a need in the art for systems that can receive as input an unpurified sample and

perform automated sample preparation and analysis to generate laboratory-quality data. Further,

biochemical protocols can be improved to facilitate performing such integrated preparation and analyses.

[0004] While not necessary, in some cases the invention described herein can use microfluidic

components to reduce the amount of samples or reagents required for bioanalytical methods. Such

microfluidic components may incorporate different external dimensional form factors, external interfaces,

and/or internal fluidic geometries to facilitate performing biochemical protocols. In contrast, many

biological and environmental samples are first acquired in volumes far greater than, and incompatible

with, the scale of existing microfluidic analytical devices. Thus, some embodiments of the invention

provide modular microfluidic components that can be used as components of integrated fluidic systems,

and that can interface with effective fluidic communication to preparative modules or methods that

operate at a larger scale.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0005] The invention provides for an automated "Integrated Sample-to-Sequence" (ISS) system

comprising: a first module configured to receive a sample comprising a target polynucleotide and modify

said target polynucleotide; a second module fluidically connected to the first module configured to



receive said modified polynucleotide and perform a sequencing reaction on said modified polynucleotide;

and computer logic for controlling the first module and the second module. The first module can

comprise a microfluidic channel with pneumatically actuated valves leading to a chamber comprising

beads. The first module can comprise a sample processing module configured to modify the target

polynucleotide by purifying and fragmenting DNA. In some embodiments, a sample processing module

comprises a chamber with magnetic beads and a shearing device.

[0006] In some embodiments, the sample is a cellular sample, a tissue sample, a cell fraction, or an

environmental sample. The sample can contain as few as about ten or fewer cells, bacteria, or pathogens.

The sample can contain larger amounts of nucleic acids or cells, bacteria, or pathogens. The nucleic acid

can comprise DNA or RNA. The sample can be no more than 1 microgram of the nucleic acid.

[0007] In some embodiments, the first module comprises a plurality of reaction chambers, each

fluidically connected to one or more reagent reservoirs and sample wells by microfluidic channels

comprising pneumatically actuated valves. The first module can comprise a sample processing module

comprising one or more chambers having a volume of greater than about 1 mL for receiving the sample.

The first module can comprise a component for fragmenting nucleic acids in the sample. The component

for fragmenting nucleic acids can be a sonicator, bead-beater, enzymatic, or other suitable devices for

fragmenting nucleic acids.

[0008] In some embodiments, the first module comprises a library construction module configured to

add adapters to the target polynucleotide. The library construction module can comprise a chamber with

adapters. The first module can comprise a library construction module comprising one or more reaction

chambers surrounded by one or more pneumatically actuated valves for creating a library of nucleic acid

templates from nucleic acids in the sample. The one or more reaction chambers can be fluidically

connected to one or more reagent reservoirs comprising adapters.

[0009] In some embodiments, the first module comprises an emRCA module configured to perform

rolling circle amplification. The emRCA module can comprise a chamber with a strand-displacing

polymerase. In some embodiments, the first module comprises an amplification module configured to

perform bridge amplification.

[0010] In some embodiments, the first module comprises a distribution device capable of creating an

emulsion. The distribution device can comprise a first reagent reservoir and a second reagent reservoir,

wherein the first reagent reservoir comprises a first liquid that is immiscible with a second liquid in the

second reagent reservoir.

[0011] In some embodiments, the first module comprises a distribution device capable of distributing

the library of nucleic acid templates to a plurality of isolated reaction environments. The first module can

comprise a distribution device capable delivering nucleic acids in the sample to a plurality of wells,

channels, or chambers. The first module can comprise an automated liquid transfer device. The first

module comprises a distribution device capable of delivering nucleic acids in the sample to a plurality of

spatially or physically separated locations. The first module can comprise a droplet forming device.



[0012] In other embodiments, the first module and the second module occupy a volume of less than

about 6 cubic feet. The system can be less than about 3 cubic feet. The system can provide sequence

information on said target polynucleotide in less than about 22 hours. The second module can be capable

of sequencing at least 250 million, 10 billion, or 100 billion bases in less than 2.5, 4, 5, 6.5, 12, or 22

hours. The system can be capable of providing sequencing information on said target polynucleotide in

less than about 2.5, 4, 5, 6.5, or 12 hours.

[0013] In some embodiments, the first module performs one or more of the following steps: cell lysis,

nucleic acid isolation, nucleic acid fragmentation, end repair, addition of nucleotides, amplification,

normalization, and adapter ligation. In some embodiments, computer logic comprises a user interface for

inputting control parameters.

[0014] In further embodiments, the system can comprise an external pressure source for driving fluid

flow within the first module. In some embodiments, fluid flow within the first module is driven by a

microfluidic pump. In some embodiments, fluid flow within the first module is driven by one or more

pneumatic valves. The first module can be fiuidically connected to the second module by a flexible

connection.

[0015] In some embodiments, the second module comprises a 2MP CMOS image sensor capable of

interrogating 500,000 wells. The second module can perform sequencing by synthesis, real-time

sequencing, a pyrosequencing, sequencing by ligation, Sanger sequencing, nanopore sequencing, single

molecule sequencing, or other nucleic acid sequencing methods that measure physical, chemical, optical,

fluorescent, electrochemical, or dimensional aspects of the polynucleotide to determine the sequence.

[0016] In some embodiments, the device comprises a valve array comprising a series of valves

connected through fluidic connections, the array comprising, in order, a first terminal valve, at least three

intermediate valves and a second terminal valve; at least one first port, each fiuidically connected through

a separate control valve to the first terminal valve; and at least one second port, each fiuidically connected

through a separate control valve to the second terminal valve. In some embodiments, the at least one first

port is a plurality of first ports. In some embodiments, the plurality of first ports are fiuidically connected

to the first terminal valve through a common rail. In some embodiments, the at least one second port is a

plurality of second ports. In some embodiments, the plurality of second ports are fiuidically connected to

the second terminal valve through a common rail.

[0017] In some embodiments, the device comprises a ganged set of valve arrays, comprising: a

plurality of valve arrays, each valve array comprising a series of valves connected through fluidic

connections, the array comprising, in order, a first terminal valve, at least three intermediate valves and a

second terminal valve; at least one first port, each connected through a separate control valve to a first rail

that is fiuidically connected to each of a plurality of the first terminal valves; and at least one second port,

each connected through a separate control valve to a second rail that is fiuidically connected to each of a

plurality of the second terminal valves. In some embodiments, the device comprises at least one third

port, each connected through a separate control valve to a third rail that is fiuidically connected to each of



a plurality of the first terminal valves, wherein the at least one third port is fluidically connected to at least

one first terminal valve to which the at least one first port is not connected. In some embodiments, the

device comprises at least one fourth port, each connected through a separate control valve to a fourth rail

that is fluidically connected to each of a plurality of the second terminal valves, wherein the at least one

fourth port is fluidically connected to at least one second terminal valve to which the at least one third

port is not connected. In some embodiments, the device comprises an actuation system configured to

actuate in parallel a plurality of the valves in different valve arrays.

[0018] In some embodiments, the device comprises N microfluidic chambers in series, wherein N is at

least two; at least one channel fluidically connected to said series of N microfluidic chambers; and at least

N+l reservoirs fluidically connected to said channel. In some embodiments, the device comprises

microfluidic apparatus comprising: at least one microfluidic channel, said channel comprising N

chambers in series, where N is at least two; and at least N+l reservoirs fluidically connected to said

channel, wherein said reservoirs comprise at least two reagents; wherein said chambers and said

reservoirs are arranged to allow sequential addition and mixing of reagents from each of said reservoirs.

In some embodiments, the device further comprises an outlet reservoir, said outlet reservoir being

arranged to allow removal of at least a portion of said reagents from said apparatus. In some

embodiments, N is at least 5. In some embodiments, each chamber comprises a valve. In some

embodiments, each valve is a pneumatic valve. In some embodiments, each chamber comprises the same

volume. In some embodiments, each of said N+l reservoirs comprises a different reagent. In some

embodiments, the channel or series of N microfluidic chambers is unbranched. In some embodiments,

the length of said channel or series of N microfluidic chambers is less than about 30 mm. In some

embodiments, the channel or series of N microfluidic chambers comprises a first end and a second end,

and further comprises at least a first and second channel, wherein said first channel is fluidically

connected to said first end and said second channel is fluidically connected to said second end. In some

embodiments, at least a first reservoir is connected to said first channel and at least a second reservoir is

connected to said second channel. In some embodiments, said first reservoir comprises a nucleic acid

sample, PCR mix, cell lysis buffer, reverse transcriptase, restriction enzyme, or ligase. In some

embodiments, said second reservoir comprises magnetic beads.

[0019] In some embodiments, the valves of the array are diaphragm valves. In some embodiments, the

capture particles are magnetically responsive. In some embodiments, the capture particles are

immobilized with magnetic force. In some embodiments, the chambers of the array are flanked by a

valve.

[0020] In some embodiments, the invention provides for a microfluidic apparatus configured for

automated preparation of one or more DNA samples for sequencing comprising: a sample loading

module, a reagent loading module, a mixing module, a bead-loading module, a bead-capturing module, a

bead-washing module, a bead-elution module, a collection module, and a waste disposal module; wherein



each of said modules comprises a microfluidic channel, wherein at least three of said modules share a

common chamber or valve.

[0021] In some embodiments, the system can provide over 5 million base reads in less than 5 hrs. In some

embodiments, the system detects 10 microorganisms in a solution of 1 ml of buffer. In some

embodiments, the system is capable of detecting as low as 10 microorganisms in a 1 mL sample with a

sensitivity greater than 98%, a specificity greater than 98%, or a confidence greater than 98%>.In some

embodiments, the system is capable of generating about 1.5 Gigabases of sequence data from raw sample

in a 0.2 cubic meter breadboard system.

[0022] In some embodiments, the system further comprises a receiver configured to receive a sample of

more than 0.5 mL, a fluorimeter, and a disposable cartridge fluidly connected to or pre-filled with a lysis

buffer, nucleic acid eluting buffer, WGA reagent(s), library construction reagents, normalization reagents.

The system can be fully automated.

[0023] In some embodiments, the system further comprises a microfluidic cartridge, optionally with

one or more of the following: one or more elastomeric valves, one or more pneumatic valves, a magnetic

field generator, a fluorescent detector, control electronics, and a pneumatics supply. In some

embodiments, the system further comprises a sequencing module. In some embodiments, the system

contains at least 10 or 12 sample receiving modules. The system can comprise a bead beater. In some

embodiments, the system comprises 2 or more pre-filled cartridges. In some embodiments, the system is

less than 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, 0.5, or 0.3 cu ft. In some embodiments, the system comprises a computer readable

medium generating sequence data output based on sequence generated by sequencing module, performing

quality-scored base calls to variant calling, and sequence alignment.

[0024] In some embodiments, the invention comprises a breadboard integrating: a sample processing

module, a library construction module; a normalization module; a sequencing module; and a computer

readable medium for controlling the modules, communicating between the module(s), remote databases,

and/or the user, or processing data.

[0025] In some embodiments, the invention comprises pellet of lyophilized reagent(s) for performing

WGA, cell lysis, nucleic acid elution, or library construction. In some embodiments, the invention

comprises a cartridge comprising one or more microfluidic channels connected to one or more

microfluidic chambers, wherein said chambers comprise one or more of the pellets of claim 31. The

cartridge can comprise pneumatic valves.

[0026] Another aspect of the invention provides for a method for performing sequencing comprising:

inputting sample comprising a target polynucleotide into a system that automatically isolates DNA or

RNA from the sample and sequences the target polynucleotide. The sample can be an environmental

sample, tissue sample, cell fraction, cellular sample, culture, fermentation sample, or any other sample

containing nucleic acids. The system can perform the following steps: modifying the target

polynucleotide; transferring the modified polynucleotide to a sequencing module; and sequencing the

modified polynucleotide in the sequencing module.



[0027] The invention also provides for a method for performing sequencing comprising: (a) isolating a

target polynucleotide from a sample; (b) modifying the target polynucleotide; (c) transferring the

modified polynucleotide to a sequencing module; and (d) sequencing the modified polynucleotide in the

sequencing module, wherein each step is automated by computer logic and occurs in a fluidically

connected environment. The sample can be an environmental sample, tissue sample, cell fraction,

cellular sample, culture, fermentation sample, or any other sample containing nucleic acids.

[0028] In some embodiments, greater than about 250 million, 10 billion, or 100 billion bases are

sequenced in less than about 0.5, 1, 2.5, 4, 5.5, 6.5, 12, or 22 hours.

[0029] The target polynucleotide can be isolated in a first module that comprises a microfluidic device.

The microfluidic device can comprise a valve. The valve can be selected from the group consisting of a

diaphragm valve, a rotating valve and a pneumatically actuated valve. Some embodiments of valves

usable with this invention are described in U.S. Patent Application 12/321 ,594 and described herein.

[0030] In some embodiments, an isolating step comprises binding the polynucleotide in the sample to

particles, which can be magnetic beads. The modifying step can comprise fragmenting the

polynucleotide in the sample. The modifying step can comprise circularizing the polynucleotide. The

nucleic acids can be circularized using a biotinylated adapter. The modifying step can comprise

amplifying the polynucleotide in an emulsion to produce amplified polynucleotides. The modifying step

can comprise amplifying the polynucleotide by bridge amplification to produce amplified

polynucleotides. The modifying step can comprise immobilizing the amplified polynucleotides to a bead.

The modifying step can comprise immobilizing the amplified polynucleotides to the surface of a flow

cell.

[0031] In some embodiments, the method further comprises transferring the bead to a substrate prior to

sequencing the amplified polynucleotides. The sequencing step can comprise a sequencing method

selected from the group consisting of sequencing by synthesis, real-time sequencing, pyrosequencing,

sequencing by ligation, Sanger sequencing, nanopore sequencing, single molecule sequencing, reversible

dye-terminating sequencing, or other nucleic acid sequencing methods that measure physical, chemical,

optical, fluorescent, electrochemical, or dimensional aspects of the polynucleotide to determine the

sequence..

[0032] The invention provides for a kit for performing sequencing comprising: a microfluidic device

comprising a chamber fluidically connected via channels to a reservoir, wherein the chamber comprises a

pneumatically actuated valve; and an adapter for sequencing nucleic acids.

[0033] Another aspect of the invention provides for a method executable by a processor for sequencing

a sample comprising: providing a first instruction to a first module for preparing a polynucleotide in the

sample for sequencing; providing a second instruction to the first module for transferring the

polynucleotide from the first module to a second module; and providing a third instruction to the second

module for sequencing the polynucleotide.



[0034] Another aspect of the invention provides for a method comprising: providing a linear array;

introducing a first fluid from one of the first ports into the first terminal valve; moving the first fluid from

the first terminal valve into an intermediate valve; introducing a second fluid from another of the first

ports into the first terminal valve; and mixing the first fluid and the second fluid by moving the second

fluid into an intermediate valve in which the first fluid was moved to produce a mixed fluid. In some

embodiments, the method further comprises introducing capture particles from a first port or a second

port into a terminal valve, wherein the capture particles are configured to bind an analyte in the mixed

fluid; and binding the analyte to the capture particles by mixing the mixed fluid and the capture particles

by moving the mixed fluid and the capture particles back and forth at least once through one of the

intermediate valves. In some embodiments, the method further comprises immobilizing the capture

particles with bound analyte in the linear valve array; and washing the capture particles by moving a wash

solution from at least one of the ports over the capture particles and removing the wash solution from the

linear valve array. In some embodiments, the method further comprises eluting the analyte from the

capture particles. In some embodiments, the method further comprises moving the analyte to one of the

ports. In some embodiments, the method further comprises mixing the eluted analyte with a reagent in

the valve array.

[0035] Another aspect of the invention provides for a method, comprising: providing a microfluidic

apparatus comprising N chambers in series, wherein N is at least two; at least one channel fluidically

connected to said series of N chambers; and at least N+l reservoirs fluidically connected to said channel,

wherein at least one of said chambers or said channel is microfluidic; introducing a first reagent from a

first reservoir into a first chamber; introducing a second reagent from a second reservoir into a second

chamber; and mixing said first and second reagents within said microfluidic apparatus to form a mixed

reaction. In some embodiments, said series comprises a first end and a second end, wherein said first

reagent is introduced through said first end and said second reagent is introduced through said second

end. In some embodiments, the second chamber is adjacent to said first chamber in said series; and

mixing comprises moving both said first and second reagents from said first and second chambers to at

least a third chamber. In some embodiments, the first and second chambers are the same, and mixing

comprises moving both said first and second reagents to another chamber. In some embodiments,

introducing said first reagent fills more than one chamber. In some embodiments, introducing said second

reagent fills more than one chamber. In some embodiments, the method further comprises introducing a

third reagent from a third reservoir into a third chamber, and mixing said third reagent with said mixed

reaction to form a second mixed reaction. In some embodiments, the method further comprises repeating

the steps of introducing a reagent from a reservoir and mixing said reagent with said mixed reaction,

wherein said additional steps are repeated at least N times. In some embodiments, said first or second

reagent comprises a target sample, and the method further comprises modifying said target sample in said

mixed reaction to form a product solution. In some embodiments, mixing comprises flowing at least one

of said reagents in a forward and in a reverse direction. In some embodiments, the method further



comprises removing at least a portion of said mixed reaction from said series of chambers through said

channel. In some embodiments, the apparatus further comprises valves, and said introducing or mixing of

said first or second reagent is performed by opening or closing said valves.

[0036] In some embodiments, the method further comprises separating a component of said product

solution from the rest of said product solution. In some embodiments, said separating comprises:

providing a retention chamber in said series of chambers; providing a solid substrate in said retention

chamber, wherein said solid substrate comprises a binding site for said component; mixing said product

with said solid substrate such that the component binds to said solid substrate; and flowing said product

solution from said retention chamber such that said solid substrate remains in said retention chamber, and

wherein said component remains bound to said solid substrate. In some embodiments, said component

comprises an affinity tag and said solid substrate comprises a binding partner for said affinity tag. In

some embodiments, said component binds through charged interactions to said solid substrate. In some

embodiments, said component binds through hydrophobic interactions to said solid substrate. In some

embodiments, said component comprises a nucleic acid or an amino acid. In some embodiments, said

solid substrate comprises a particle, a magnetic particle, or at least one surface of the retention chamber.

[0037] In some embodiments, the method further comprises removing said product solution from said

series of chambers; introducing an elution solution into said retention chamber; optionally mixing said

elution solution and said solid substrate such that said component is released from said solid substrate;

flowing said elution solution out of said retention chamber; and optionally removing said solid substrate

from said retention chamber. In some embodiments, the method further comprises providing a

sequencing instrument fiuidically connected to said microfiuidic apparatus and performing sequencing on

a component of said product solution.

[0038] Another aspect of the invention provides for a method, comprising providing a reaction mixture

comprising at least one labeled nucleotide, a polymerizing enzyme, and a nucleic acid polymer, wherein

said labeled nucleotide comprises an affinity tag; synthesizing a product nucleic acid from the reaction

mixture, wherein said synthesis incorporates the labeled nucleotide comprising the affinity tag into said

product nucleic acid; and isolating said product nucleic acid from the reaction mixture by binding to a

binding moiety that binds said affinity tag. In some embodiments, the synthesizing step is selected from a

DNA polymerizing step, a reverse transcription step and an A-tailing step. In some embodiments, the

method further comprises removing unincorporated labeled nucleotide from the reaction mixture before

isolating said product nucleic acid from the reaction mixture.

[0039] In some embodiments, the method further comprises a step selected from ligating an adapter

sequence to said product nucleic acid and polishing said product nucleic acid. In some embodiments, the

method further comprises at least one modifying step comprising: providing additional reagents to form a

modified reaction mix and modifying said product nucleic acid in said modified reaction mix to form a

modified product nucleic acid. In some embodiments, said modifying comprises incorporating dATP to a

terminal end of said product nucleic acid; synthesizing a nucleic acid strand complementary to at least a



portion of said product nucleic acid; fragmenting said product nucleic acid; ligating an oligonucleotide to

said product nucleic acid; or any combination thereof. In some embodiments, the method further

comprises isolating the modified nucleic acid from said modified reaction mix.

[0040] In some embodiments, said nucleic acid polymer is an RNA molecule, said polymerizing

enzyme is a reverse transcriptase, and said synthesizing produces a first DNA strand complementary to

said RNA molecule; said additional reagents comprise DNA polymerase; said modifying comprises

synthesizing a second DNA strand complementary to the first DNA strand, wherein said first and second

DNA strand form a double-stranded DNA molecule. In some embodiments, the method further

comprises providing an adapter nucleic acid; ligating the adapter nucleic acid to the double-stranded

DNA molecule to produce a ligated DNA molecule; providing a solid substrate comprising a binding

moiety for the affinity tag; binding the ligated DNA molecule to the solid substrate; washing unligated

adapter nucleic acid away from the ligated DNA molecule bound to the solid substrate; and eluting the

ligated DNA molecule from the solid substrate. In some embodiments, the method further comprises

adding a labeled enzyme, wherein said labeled enzyme comprises an affinity tag. In some embodiments,

said labeled nucleotide and said labeled enzyme comprise different affinity tags.

[0041] In some embodiments, the binding moiety is attached to a solid substrate. In some

embodiments, the solid substrate is a particle. In some embodiments, the particle is a magnetically

responsive particle. In some embodiments, the solid substrate is a wall of a microfluidic channel or

chamber. In some embodiments, the product nucleic acid is complementary to said nucleic acid polymer.

In some embodiments, the product nucleic acid comprises said nucleic acid polymer. In some

embodiments, the product nucleic acid comprises DNA or RNA. In some embodiments, the product

nucleic acid is less than about 50 nucleotides in length. In some embodiments, affinity tags are selected

from the group consisting of biotin, avidin, GST, His peptide, FLAG, MBP, GFP, epitope tag, and any

derivatives thereof. In some embodiments, the nucleic acid substrate comprises a plurality of nucleic acid

polymers. In some embodiments, the reaction mixture comprises microfluidic volumes and each step of

said method is performed in a microfluidic apparatus.

[0042] Another aspect of the invention provides for a method that comprises providing a reaction mixture

comprising a nucleic acid substrate and a labeled enzyme in free solution, wherein said labeled enzyme

comprises an affinity tag; performing an enzymatic reaction in free solution using said labeled enzyme

and said nucleic acid substrate to produce a product nucleic acid in said reaction mixture; providing a

solid substrate comprising a binding moiety for said affinity tag; binding said labeled enzyme to said solid

substrate; and separating said reaction mixture from said bound labeled enzyme to generate a product

mixture substantially depleted of the labeled enzyme. In some embodiments, the labeled enzyme is

selected from a group consisting of a polymerase, a restriction enzyme, a ligase, a phosphatase, an

exonuclease, and a kinase. In some embodiments, the product nucleic acid is not separated from said

product mixture.



[0043] In some embodiments, the method further comprises performing the following steps at least once:

performing an additional reaction on said product nucleic acid without separating said product nucleic

acid from said product mixture, wherein said additional reaction is optionally performed in free solution

with an additional labeled enzyme; and optionally separating said product mixture from said additional

labeled enzyme.

[0044] In some embodiments, said nucleic acid substrate is a nucleic acid polymer, said labeled enzyme is

a first labeled polymerase, wherein said reaction mixture further comprises free nucleotides and other

reagents necessary for nucleic acid polymerization, and wherein said enzymatic reaction is synthesizing a

first DNA strand complementary to the nucleic acid polymer; further comprising performing one or more

of the following steps: i) providing a second labeled polymerase to the product mixture, wherein said

second labeled polymerizing enzyme comprises a second affinity tag, ii) synthesizing a second DNA

strand complementary to said first DNA strand to form a product DNA molecule in said product mixture,

iii) providing a second solid substrate comprising a binding moiety for said second affinity tag, iv)

binding said second labeled polymerase to said second solid substrate, and v) separating the product

mixture from the bound second labeled polymerase; vi) providing an additional enzyme and processing

said product DNA molecule using said additional enzyme; further providing an adapter nucleic acid and a

ligase; ligating the adapter nucleic acid to said product DNA molecule to produce a ligated DNA

molecule; and purifying said ligated DNA molecule.

[0045] In some embodiments, the first and second affinity tags are different or the same. In some

embodiments, the method further comprises providing a sequencing instrument fluidically connected to

said microfluidic apparatus and sequencing said ligated DNA molecule.

[0046] In some embodiments, the invention provides for a method for detecting one or more genetic

sequences from a cell in a sample comprising: applying a cellular sample to a system that performs the

steps of cell lysis, nucleic acid elution, library preparation, whole genome amplification and sequencing.

The sample can be an environment sample. The sample can be a blood sample. The cell can be a

microorganism. The microorganism can be a virus. The microorganism can be an RNA virus. The

sample can comprise less than 10 ng, 9 ng, 8 ng, 7 ng, 6 ng, 5 ng, 4 ng, 3 ng, 2ng, or 1 ng of DNA.

[0047] In some embodiments of the invention, the method comprises detecting an organism from a

sample containing as few as any of 100, 50, 25, 15, 10 or 7 cells of the organism. The organism can be

detected by sequencing nucleic acid from the cells.

[0048] In some embodiments, the method further comprises monitoring said one or more steps using a

display. The display can be a touch-screen display. In some embodiments, the method does not

necessitate additional human actions. In some embodiments, each reaction is performed in up to 10, 9, 8,

7, 6, 5 or 4 minutes. In some embodiments, the time from sample to sequence can be less than 500

minutes wherein the sequence comprises at least 1.5 Gigabases of sequence. The total time from sample

to sequence can be less than 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, or 1 hr and with at least 60, 70, 80, or 83% read

accuracy. In some embodiments, the sequencing comprises sequencing by synthesis in a flow cell, single



molecule sequencing, sequencing on a bead, sequencing by detecting pH or ion fluxes, sequencing using

a nanopore, sequencing using fiber optics, or sequencing in a microdroplet. In some embodiments, the

method is performed to provide a diagnostic, select treatment, provide a prophylaxis, vaccine

development, provide a response or detect bioterrorism.

[0049] In some embodiments, amplification comprises: inclusion of nucleotide analogs, using Phi29

DNA polymerase, using a polymerase having strand-displacement, rolling circle amplification, using a

polymerase having proofreading activity, and/or using random hexamer priming. Amplification can

amplify the nucleic acids by at least 1 million fold.

[0050] In some embodiments, the invention provides for a method and a system for performing said

method, comprising introducing into an integrated system an impure nucleic acid-containing sample and

operating the system to automatically purify the nucleic acid and generate sequence information on said

nucleic acid. In some embodiments, at least part of the process is performed in a microfluidic

environment. The sample can be cells or biomolecular macromolecules. The sample can be a forensic

sample, an environmental sample or a medical sample. In some embodiments, purifying comprises

lysing cells in the sample or capturing the nucleic acid on particles. The sample can have a non-

microfluidic volume and purifying can comprise moving the nucleic acid into a microfluidic channel. In

some embodiments, sequencing comprises real-time sequencing, pyrosequencing, sequencing by ligation,

Sanger sequencing reversible dye-terminating sequencing, sequencing by synthesis, super

pyrosequencing, sequencing by proton detection, nanopore detection, semiconductor sequencing or

exonuclease-based sequencing.

[0051] In some embodiments, the method further comprises operating the system to chemically modify

the nucleic acid to produce modified nucleic acid. The chemically modifying can comprise amplification,

fractionation sequencing library preparation, whole genome amplification, or converting RNA into DNA.

Sequencing library construction can comprise fractionation, end repair, A-tailing, adaptor ligation, size

selection or normalization.

[0052] In some embodiments, the system can comprise reagents for library preparation including one or

more of the following: a ligase, adaptors, barcodes, polymerase, restriction endonuclease. The system can

comprise at least 1 microfluidic chamber comprising nucleic acid capture particles.

[0053] In some embodiments, the system can comprise (a) a nucleic acid purification assembly

configured to receive an impure nucleic acid-containing sample and to purify nucleic acid from the

impure sample; (b) a library preparation assembly configured to accept purified nucleic acid and to

generate a nucleic acid library; (c) a normalization assembly configured to normalize the nucleic acid

library to a concentration suitable for sequencing; (d) a reagent storage assembly configured to deliver

reagents to the purification assembly, the library preparation assembly and the normalization assembly,

and (e) a nucleic acid sequencer configured to accept and generate sequence information on the

normalized nucleic acid.



[0054] The nucleic acid purification assembly can comprise a sample inlet adapted to received a cotton

swab in fluidic communication with a cell lyser configured to receive cells from the sample inlet, lyse the

cells and capture nucleic acid from the cells on capture particles, an output configured to transmit capture

particles with captured nucleic acid to the library preparation assembly, and reagent inputs configured to

transmit reagents from the reagent storage assembly into the DNA purification assembly and optionally

wherein fluids are transmitted in the nucleic acid purification assembly through at least one mesofluidic

or microfluidic channel.

[0055] The library preparation assembly can comprise a plurality of reaction chambers, wherein each

reaction chamber is in fluidic communication with one of a plurality of inlet ports, each inlet port being

configured to transmit purified nucleic acid from the nucleic acid purification assembly, and each

reaction chamber is in fluidic communication with a reagent port configured to transmit reagent from the

reagent assembly and optionally wherein fluids are transmitted in the library preparation assembly

through at least one mesofluidic or microfluidic channel.

[0056] The normalization assembly can perform normalization in fluidic communication with

normalization inlets, which are configured to transmit fluid from the nucleic acid library assembly, a

detection subassembly in fluid communication with the normalization chambers configured to detect

analyte in a solution transported from the normalization chambers, and a library delivery subassembly, in

fluidic communication with the normalization chambers and configured to deliver a normalized sample to

a receiving port of the sequencer and optionally wherein fluids are transmitted in the normalization

assembly through at least one mesofluidic or microfluidic channel.

[0057] In some embodiments, the invention provides for a method comprising: a) in a microfluidic

flow path, performing a first chemical reaction on a biomolecular analyte to produce a first product, and

purifying the first product with capture particles; and b) without removing the first product from the

microfluidic flow path, performing a second chemical reaction on a the first product to produce a second

product and purifying the second product with capture particles. In some embodiments, the method

further comprises, without removing an Nth product from the microfluidic flow path, performing at least

one step subsequent to step (b) wherein each subsequent step comprises performing an Nth chemical

reaction on an (N-l)th product to produce an Nth product, and purifying the Nth product with capture

beads. The chemical reactions can be enzymatic reactions. The chemical reactions can be at least one of

nucleic acid end repair, A-tailing, adaptor ligation, reverse transcription or double stranded DNA

synthesis. The microfluidic flow path can comprise valves or chambers.

[0058] In some embodiments, the invention comprises a microfluidic chip comprising a library

construction module and at least one of an amplification or a sequencing module. The microfluidic chip

can comprise a flow cell. The flow cell can comprise a plurality of wells. The flow cell can comprise a

weir. In some embodiments, the invention further comprising a plurality of a first double-stranded

oligonucleotide bound to a solid substrate and a plurality of a second double-stranded oligonucleotide

bound to said solid substrate. The first double-stranded oligonucleotide can comprise a blunt end. The



second double-stranded oligonucleotide can comprise a single-base overhang. The single-base overhang

can be a T overhang. The solid substrate can be the surface of a chamber, channel, or flow cell. The solid

substrate can be a particle.

[0059] In some embodiments, the invention comprises a method for simultaneously performing library

construction and amplification comprising: providing a nucleic acid sample and a plurality of a first

double-stranded oligonucleotide bound to a solid substrate and a plurality of a second double-stranded

oligonucleotide bound to said solid substrate; performing a first ligation step that ligates said nucleic acid

sample to one of the plurality of said first double-stranded oligonucleotide; performing a second ligation

step that ligates said nucleic acid sample to one of the plurality of said second double-stranded

oligonucleotide; and amplifying said nucleic acid sample using a strand of said plurality of first and

second double-stranded oligonucleotides as primers. In some embodiments, the method further

comprises treating the pluralities of first and second double-stranded oligonucleotides such that a portion

of said pluralities of first and second double-stranded oligonucleotides not ligated to said nucleic acid

sample are modified to form single-stranded oligonucleotides bound to said solid substrate; and wherein

said amplifying uses said single-stranded oligonucleotides as primers. In some embodiments, the method

further comprises performing an end-repair reaction on said nucleic acid sample to provide at least one

blunt end on said nucleic acid sample, and where said first ligation step ligates the blunt end of said

nucleic acid sample to the blunt end of said first double-stranded oligonucleotide. In some embodiments,

the method further comprises performing a single nucleotide extension on said nucleic acid sample to

provide at least one single-base overhang, and where said second ligation step ligates said single-base

overhang of said nucleic acid sample to the single base overhang of the second double-stranded

nucleotide. In some embodiments, said single nucleotide extension is an A-tailing step and said double-

stranded nucleotide comprises a T overhang.

In some embodiments, the method comprises a) providing a substrate having attached thereto first

double stranded oligonucleotides, each having a blunt end and optionally at least some of which also have

blocked ends, and second double stranded oligonucleotides, each having an end comprising an overhang,

wherein only one strand of each of the first oligonucleotides and the second oligonucleotides is attached

to the substrate and only at the 5' end; b) contacting the attached oligonucleotides with target nucleic

acids, each of the target nucleic acids having a first blunt end and a second end, and performing a ligation

reaction that ligates a blunt end of one of the target nucleic acids with a blunt end of the first

oligonucleotide; c) modifying the second end of the ligated target nucleic acids and performing a ligation

reaction that ligates the second end of target nucleic acid to the end of the second oligonucleotide; d)

optionally, unblocking the blocked first oligonucleotides; e) denaturing double stranded nucleic acid

molecules attached to the substrate and removing unbound polynucleotides; f performing bridge PCR on

nucleic acids attached to the surface using attached unligated first oligonucleotides as extension primers

for nucleic acids attached to second oligonucleotides, and using unligated attached second

oligonucleotides as extension primers for nucleic acids attached to first oligonucleotides.



INCORPORATION BY REFERENCE

[0060] All publications and patent applications mentioned in this specification are herein incorporated

by reference to the same extent as if each individual publication or patent application was specifically and

individually indicated to be incorporated by reference.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0061] The novel features of the invention are set forth with particularity in the appended claims. A

better understanding of the features and advantages of the present invention will be obtained by reference

to the following detailed description that sets forth illustrative embodiments, in which the principles of

the invention are utilized, and the accompanying drawings of which:

[0062] Figure 1 shows a schematic of an exemplary system for performing sequencing on a sample.

[0063] Figure 2 shows a diagram of an integrated system for forming sequencing on a sample.

[0064] Figure 3 shows a schematic of steps that can be performed within a sample processing module.

[0065] Figure 4 shows a diagram of a sample processing module for lysis and DNA purification.

[0066] Figure 5 shows an exemplary sample processing module that can receive large volume samples

in syringe barrels. The samples can be processed within a polymer cartridge. Fluid routing can be

controlled by a microchip with pneumatically actuated valves integrated within the sample processing

module.

[0067] Figure 6 shows a schematic of an exemplary shearing device.

[0068] Figure 7 shows an image of an agarose gel showing results from DNA shearing.

[0069] Figure 8 shows a schematic of an exemplary integrated processing chip that can be a library

construction module.

[0070] Figure 9 shows a diagram of an exemplary integrated processing chip that can be a library

construction module.

[0071] Figure 10 shows a schematic of steps that can be executed by a library construction module.

[0072] Figure 11 shows a diagram of an integrated processing chip incorporated into a fluidic system

that includes the integrated processing chip, a pneumatic manifold, and thermo electric coolers.

[0073] Figure 12 shows a clamshell view of one embodiment of a diaphragm valve of this invention.

[0074] Figure 13 shows a clamshell view of one embodiment of a domed diaphragm valve of this

invention.

[0075] Figure 14 shows a cross-section of a "three layer" diaphragm valve in a closed configuration.

[0076] Figure 15 shows a cross-section of a "three layer" diaphragm valve in an open configuration

[0077] Figure 16 shows a schematic of a computer logic.

[0078] Figure 17shows a diagram of an exemplary linear module and an integrated processing chip

that contains multiple linear modules.

[0079] Figure 18 shows schematics of steps for various functions that can be performed by a linear

module.



[0080] Figure 19 shows a schematic of steps that can be performed by an integrated sequence to

sample system.

[0081] Figure 20 shows an exemplary embodiment of a sample processing module.

[0082] Figure 1 shows an exemplary embodiment of a library construction module.

[0083] Figure 22 shows an exemplary embodiment of a normalization module.

[0084] Figure 23 shows an integrated cartridge comprising a sample processing module, a library

construction module, a normalization module, and reagent and waste reservoirs.

[0085] Figure 24 shows an exemplary embodiment of the integrated sample to sequence system.

[0086] Figure 25 shows a schematic for how to integrate library construction and amplification.

[0087] Figure 26 shows a bar graph for lysis efficiency using an embodiment of a sample processing

module.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0088] The invention provides for systems, devices, methods, and kits for performing integrated

sequences of biochemical reactions followed by product isolation. The invention may be used for

producing nucleic acid sequencing data from a variety of samples, including whole-cell input samples,

using high-throughput sequencing-by-synthesis. The nucleic acid to be sequenced can be DNA or RNA.

The systems, devices, and methods can be fully automated by control software. The system is no more

than about 3, no more than about 6, or no more than about 10 cubic feet and can generate sequence

coverage from as low as about or less thanlO cells per sample with short sequence data (25 bases

reads/6.25M bases) in no more than about 3 hours and long reads (500 bases/250 Mbases) in no more

than about 7 hours. In some embodiments, the system can generate sequence coverage from less than 10

cells per 1 mL sample. The systems and methods can be scalable in throughput to at least about 10

Gigabases of sequence. The systems and methods can allow for rapid sequencing of samples and

detection of genetically modified bioagents and emerging pathogens. The system can be a miniaturized

deployable system that allows for mobile analysis. The system can be ruggedized to withstand travel or

field use.

[0089] The system can comprise one or more integrated and fluidically connected modules, including

a sample processing module, a library construction module, a normalization module, an amplification

module, a sequencing module, and a computer module. The amplification module can be for any type of

amplification, including emulsion PCR, rolling circle PCR, and bridge amplification. The modules can

comprise microfluidic or mesofluidic components. In some embodiments, the modules do not contain

microfluidic or mesofluidic components. The modules can comprise a linear, i.e., un-branched array of

chambers, each optionally separated by a valve. The chambers may optionally comprise valves, such as

diaphragm valves. When the chambers comprise valves, the valve chambers on the diaphragm valves can

function as reaction chambers and/or capture chambers. The array typically comprises at least five

chambers or diaphragm valves fluidically connected in a series. The first and last valves in series are



connected to ports through which samples, solutions or reagents can be introduced into the array. The

array may be connected to multiple ports for addition or removal of reagents and products from the array.

In certain embodiments, the first and last valves in series are each connected to a bus or rail into which a

plurality of ports feed. The array may be connected to reagent reservoirs, other modules or to other arrays.

Multiple arrays may be arranged in parallel and connected to the same set of ports.

[0090] Systems and Devices for Integrated Analysis

[0091] In some embodiments, the invention provides for systems and devices for integrated analysis of

samples. The systems and devices can perform the integrated analysis in an automated manner. In some

cases, the systems and devices are fully automated and do not require user intervention after a sample is

loaded and/or user input of sample conditions and analysis parameters. The system can receive a variety

of sample types, as described herein. The analysis performed by the system can include sequencing

nucleic acids in the sample. In some embodiments, the sequencing of nucleic acids can allow for the

detection of genetic modifications. In some embodiments the analysis system can perform a separation.

[0092] The system can include one or more integrated modules. In some embodiments of the

invention, the system includes a sample processing module, a library construction module, an

amplification module, a sequencing module, and a computer module. The modules can be electronically

integrated into a system by a computer module that can control and automate each of the integrated

modules. The computer module can be a single computer module. The modules can be physically

integrated into a system by the connections of each module to each other, including fluidic and electronic

connections. In one embodiment of the invention, the integrated system includes a sample processing

module, a library construction module, a normalization module, an amplification module, and a

sequencing module that are each fluidically connected to one another and are each electrically connected

to a computer module. The sample processing module, the library construction module, the normalization

module the amplification module, and the sequencing module can be mounted on a platform. In some

embodiments, the sample processing module, the library construction module, and , the normalization

module can be contained on a cartridge, such as a disposable cartridge. In some embodiments, multiple

copies of a module can be provided. As one example, 1 single sample processing modules can be

connected to a library construction module configured to simultaneously prepare 1 libraries from

samples. Any module can be a microfluidic module, or can contain no microfluidic components.

[0093] A schematic of an exemplary system is shown in Figure 1. The system can include a sample

processing module, a library construction or preparation module, an emulsion rolling circle amplification

(emRCA) module, and a sequencing module that are each controlled and/or automated by a computer

(shown as DevLink System Integration). Each module can have submodules, as shown in Figure 1, that

are configured to perform one or more steps. The sample processing module can be configured to receive

a sample. As shown in Figure 1, the sample processing module can prepare DNA fragments from a

sample comprising pathogen cells. The library construction module can prepare a library of circularized



nucleic acid fragments. The sequencing module can produce sequence data from the bead library. The

emRCA module is used generically to represent an amplification module which can be emRCA, an

emulsion PCR module, a polony module, a branched DNA module, a bridge amplification module, a

rolling circle PCR module, a real-time PCR module, an amplification by ligation module, a digital

amplification module or any other module that is suitable to amplify the nucleic acid as needed.

[0094] Another exemplary system is shown in Figure 24. The integrated sample to sequence system

contains an integrated cartridge for sample processing, a sequencer, various detectors, and devices for

controlling the various components of the system. The integrated consumables cartridge can include

reagents necessary for preparation of nucleic acids for sequencing from a raw sample. Detectors within

the device can be used for sequencing; to measure sample quality, such as sequencing library

concentration; or can be used to monitor the automated processes, such as detecting the time of transfer

from one module to another. For example, in the depicted system, moving the target nucleic acids from

the integrated consumables cartridge to the sequencer is carried out through capillary or other tubing. In

some embodiments, the relatively long distance can make it difficult to determine the exact time when the

target nucleic acids are input into the sequencer. A sensor can be placed at the end of the capillary tubing

in the sequencer, which will allow the integrated system to determine when the prepared sample has

reached the sequencer and can be sequenced. In another embodiment, the prepared sample can be moved

to a reservoir in the sequencing without the necessity of a sensor or precision in control of the rate of

movement of the sample. Once the raw sample is placed into the system, no additional input from the

user is required to generate sequence information.

[0095] One or more of the sample processing module, library construction module, emRCA module,

normalization module and sequencing module can be integrated into a system, where each module is

fluidically connected to each other and each module is controlled and/or automated by a computer or

computer logic. In some embodiments, the modules can be connected nonfluidically, such as by a device

that transfers aliquots of sample or product from one module to another, such as by pipetting. One or

more of the sample processing module, library construction module, emRCA module, normalization

module and sequencing module can be integrated into a single system, where each module is fluidically

connected to each other and each module is controlled and/or automated by a single computer or a single

computer logic. A computer can be integrated with the system as a computer module. The integrated

modules may be mounted on a platform, a single platform, or one or more platforms. An example of

integrated modules is shown in Figure 2. Figure 2 shows a combined sample processing module and

library construction module ( 101), an emRCA module ( 103), and a sequencing module ( 105).

[0096] The one or more modules of the system configured to receive a sample and produce sequencing

results can have a volume of about or no more than any of 1, 2, 2.5, 3, 4, 4.5, 5, 6, 6.5, 7, 8, 9, 10, or 100

cubic feet. The one or more modules can be selected from the group consisting of a sample processing

module, a library construction module, an amplification module, a sequencing module, and a computer

module. The modules of the system can be (a) a first module, which comprises a sample processing



module, a library construction module, and an emRCA module, and (b) a second module, which

comprises a sequencing module. In some embodiments, a computer is not integrated with the system

and/or is not included in the volume of the modules.

[0097] The one or more modules can be configured to receive a sample and produce sequencing

results, and the integrated ISS system can return sequencing results in about or no more than any of 0.1,

0.3, 0.5, 1, 2, 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 6, 6.5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 36, or 48

hours. In some embodiments, a module can simultaneously process at least 1, at least 2, at least 3, at least

4, at least 5, at least 6, at least 7, at least 8, at least 9, at least 10, at least 12, at least 24, at least 48, at

least 96, at least 384, or at least 1000 samples. The sequencing results can include sequencing information

on the sample for about or greater than about 1 million, 100 million, 125 million 250 million, 1 billion,

1.5 billion, 3 billion, 10 billion, or 100 billion bases. In some embodiments, the system can process reads

of about or more than any of 5, 25, 50, 100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 350, 500, 1000, 2000, 5000, 10 thousand,

100 thousand, 1 million, 10 million, or 100 million bases. In some embodiments, the system can process

about or more than any of 1, 1 thousand, 10 thousand, 500 thousand, 750 thousand, 1 million, 2 million, 3

million, 4 million, 5 million, 6 million, or 10 million reads in a single run. In some embodiments, the

system can generate sequence coverage using a sample containing less than any of 5, 10, 25, 50, 100, 250,

500, or 1000 femtograms of DNA. In some embodiments, the system can generate sequence coverage

from about, less than, or more than 1, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 50, 100, 200, 500, 1000, or 2000 target

cells, viral particles, or molecules per input sample. In some embodiments, the input samples can contain

mixed populations of cells, viral particles, and/or molecules, and can also contain contaminants, such as

organic and inorganic molecules or other substances that may be found in forensic or environmental

samples. In some embodiments, the system or modules of the system can simultaneously process or

sequence multiple samples in parallel. In some embodiments, the system or modules can simultaneously

process at least about 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 24, 48, 96, 192, or 384 samples.

[0098] A system comprising one or more modules configured to receive a sample and produce

sequencing results can produce the sequencing results without manual assistance and/or in an automated

fashion. In some embodiments, the system performs each step in an automated fashion based on pre-set

instructions. The system can move the sample, or portions of the sample, reagents, and products in an

automated fashion based on pre-set instructions. The pre-set instructions can be programmed, selected, or

inputted by a user and/or by a manufacturer, or any combination thereof.

[0099] The system can be configured to detect pathogens, genetic modifications, gene sequences,

and/or obtain sequencing results on samples containing as few as 1000, as few as 100, as few as 10

bacteria, or as few as 1 bacteria in a sample. In some embodiments, the system can detect at least 1, 10,

100, 1,000, 10,000, or 100,000 different microorganisms in a sample. The detection limit can be as low

as 1, 10, 100, or 1000 cells in a sample. The sample volume can be 10, 100, 1000, or 10000 microliters.

The low detection limit can be achieved using the devices and methods described herein that allow for



efficient and/or high yield cell lysis, DNA recovery, DNA shearing, library construction, amplification,

and sequencing steps.

[00100] Other systems and methods for integrated analysis are described in Farias-Hesson, Semi-

Automated Library Preparation for High-Throughput DNA Sequencing Platforms, Journal of

Biomedicine and Biotechnology Volume, 201 0 and U.S. Patent Nos. 7,749,737 and 7,704,735, which are

each incorporated by reference in their entirety.

[00101] In an exemplary embodiment, the ISS system of the invention can generate 1.5 Gigabases per

run, enabling deep sequencing from a variety of sample types, and facilitating complete metagenomic

analyses, including the sequencing of multiple entire microbial genomes in depth. In some embodiments,

the system can process and sequence samples comprising gram positive or gram negative bacteria.

Consumable requirements can be kept at a minimum. In some embodiments, a single-use disposable

Integrated Consumable Cartridge can comprise multiple modules of the system as depicted in Figure 23.

For example, the Integrated Consumable Cartridge can integrate the Sample Processing module and the

Library Construction module into a single cartridge operated by the ISS System. The cartridge can input

raw samples and output a pooled normalized library. The cartridge can also include shared reagents or

other resources for use by the integrated modules. In some embodiments, the reagents used in the

invention or located in an Integrated Consumable Cartridge may be stabilized, such as by lyophilization;

freeze drying; adding stabilizing molecules such as osmoprotectants, glycine betaine, potassium

glutamate, trehalose, lactose, maltose, polymeric sugars such as dextrans or Ficoll, or organic molecules

such as polyethylene glycol or polyvinylpyrrolidine; or any combinations thereof.

[00102] In some embodiments, the invention can incorporate a reverse transcription reaction. In

embodiments where the sample contains target RNA molecules, RNA degradation can be minimized in

the lysate by using proprietary or non-proprietary stabilization reagents or chaotropic salts. Processing

times to perform the reactions can be minimized by enhancing the full volume chemistry with optimal

enzyme concentrations, minimizing reaction volumes (consistent with system performance), and

maximizing the size of pumps in the modules to decrease times for mixing and pumping. Modifications

facilitating full system integration can be designed and integrated into the module.

[00103] Modules can be fluidically connected via microfluidic or macrofluidic connections. In some

embodiments, modules are connected through a flexible connection, such as via tubing or capillary tubes.

In some embodiments, microfluidic modules are fabricated into one or more microfluidic chips and

fluidically connected using microfluidic channels, chamber, or other microfabricated structures. In some

embodiments, modules can be linked by movable microfluidic structures such as a sliding linear valve as

described in U.S. patents 6,870, 185 and 7,244,961, or sliding rotary valves as described in U.S. Patent

6,190, 6 16. In short, such microfluidic devices can incorporate a sliding or rotating component that can

move a linking microfluidic structure into or out of fluidic communication with one or more modules.

[00104] In some embodiments, modules are removable. In some embodiments, modules are disposable.

One or more modules can be in a disposable cartridge. One or more modules can be in a reusable



cartridge. In some embodiments, a system of the invention comprises multiple copies of one or more

modules. In the cartridge shown in Figure 23, twelve sample processing modules are fluidically

integrated with a library construction module, a normalization module, and buffer and waste reservoirs.

Samples can be input into the sample processing modules and processed in parallel, such as by cell lysis,

nucleic acid purification, and nucleic acid fragmentation. The integrated cartridge can move the

fragmented nucleic acids from the sample processing modules to the library construction module, which

is configured to process at least twelve samples simultaneously. In one embodiment, the fragmented

nucleic acids are passed from the sample processing module to the library module through the fluidic

channels on the normalization module. The library construction module can then modify the fragmented

nucleic acids to generate a sequencing library, which can be passed to the normalization module. The

normalization module can determine the concentration of the sequencing library, and optionally adjust the

sequencing library concentration or pool multiple sequencing libraries into one sample. The integrated

cartridge can then transfer the normalized sequencing library to the sample inlet of a sequencing module,

for example through a capillary tube. Movement within the cartridge, or from the cartridge to the

sequencing module, can be controlled by pumps or valves, including microfluidic pumps. In some

embodiments, a sensor may be placed next to or near the end of the capillary tube to detect when the

sequencing library reaches the sequencing module.

[00105] Module components and assembly

[00106] Modules of the invention can comprise microfluidic chambers, channels, or valves. A

microfluidic chamber of the invention can hold a volume of about, no more than any of about, or more

than any of about 0.005, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1, 1.25, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 5, 7, or

10 µ . The chamber can be enclosed or open to the environment. The chamber can be fluidically

connected to downstream modules and submodules by one or more channels, tubes, or flexible

connections. The channels can be microfluidic channels. The channels, or any other channel described

herein, can comprise one or more valves, such as pneumatically actuated valves. An example of a

pneumatically actuated valve, e.g., a diaphragm valve, is shown in Figure 12, Figure 14, and Figure 15.

In some embodiments, the pneumatically actuated valve can be constructed using three layers of material,

a top glass wafer, a bottom glass wafer, and an elastomeric film sandwiched between the top and bottom

glass wafers. The elastomeric film can be PDMS. The top and bottom glass wafers can have features

designed to create channels for passage of fluid, seats for contacting the elastomeric film when the valve

is in a closed state, and ports for application of a pneumatic fluid that can control the position of the

elastomeric film. Other materials, such as plastics, can be used in place of glass, and the elastomeric film

can be replaced with other materials, as are described in U.S. Patent Application 12/949,623. Other forms

of valves and diaphragm valves, including two-layer valves, are also envisioned, such as are described in

U.S. Patent Publication 2010/0303687, U.S. Patent 7,258, 744, and in Unger et al. (2000) Science

288:113-116.



[00107] Diaphragm Valves

[00108] A diaphragm valve uses a diaphragm to open or close a fluidic path between fluidic conduits.

A diaphragm valve typically comprises a valve body having a valve inlet and a valve outlet that

communicate with the fluidic conduits entering and exiting the valve. The body also has a diaphragm

disposed within the body and configured to move on or off a valve seat to close or open the valve. In

some embodiments, the diaphragm does not fully contact the valve seat when fully actuated. The valve

body also defines a valve chamber, which is a space is created between the diaphragm and the valve seat

when the valve is open, and a valve relief, which is a space into which the diaphragm can deflect away

from the valve seat. When the valve is open, a continuous fluid path is formed through which the valve

inlet is in fluid communication with the valve outlet.

[00109] Microfluidic devices with diaphragm valves that control fluid flow have been described in U.S.

Patent Nos. 7,445,926 (Mathies et al.), 7,745,207 (Jovanovich et al.), 7,766,033 (Mathies et al.), and

7,799,553 (Mathies et al.); U.S. Patent Publication Nos. 2007/0248958 (Jovanovich et al.), 2009-0253181

(Vangbo et al.), 2010/0165784 (Jovanovich et al.), 2010/0285975 (Mathies et al.) and 2010-0303687

(Blaga et al.); PCT Publication Nos. WO 2008/115626 (Jovanovich et al.) and WO 2010/141921 (Vangbo

et al.); PCT application PCT/US20 10/40490 (Stern et al., filed June 29, 2010); U.S. application

12/949,623 (Kobrin et al, filed November 18, 2010); and U.S. provisional applications 61/330,154

(Eberhart et al., filed April 30, 2010), 61/349,680 (Majlof et al., filed May 28, 2010) 61/375,758

(Jovanovich et al., filed August 20, 2010) and 61/375,791 (Vangbo, filed August 20, 2010).

[00110] In one embodiment, the diaphragm valves of this invention comprise three layers: A fluidics

layer, an actuation layer and an elastic layer sandwiched between them. However, two-layer valves are

also contemplated herein. The elastic layer is configured to cover at least a portion of the mating surfaces

of the fluidics layer and the actuation layer that comprise valves. The fluidics layer and actuation layer

typically are comprised of a material more rigid than the elastic layer, e.g. plastics, silicon, ceramics, or

glass. Diaphragm valves of this invention are formed by functional elements in the three layers. A valve

inlet and a valve outlet communicate with fluidic conduits in the fluidics layer to form a fluidic path. A

valve inlet and a valve outlet comprise openings on the surface of the fluidics layer facing the elastic

layer. The portion of the surface of the fluidics layer between the valve inlet in the valve outlet can

function as a valve seat. The elastic layer provides one or more diaphragms. A diaphragm in a valve is

actuatable to be positioned against or away from a valve seat, closing or opening the valve. An actuator

to actuate the diaphragms is comprised, at least in part, in the actuation layer.

[00111] In one embodiment, the diaphragm valves of this invention comprise two layers: a fluidics layer

and an actuation layer. The fluidics layer, the actuation layer, or both layers may comprise an elastic

material, which further serves as the diaphragm of the valve.

[00112] The face of a fluidics layer or an actuation layer that faces the elastic layer in a sandwich format

is referred to as a mating face. A mating face typically will have functional elements such as conduits,

valves and chambers that are exposed to and are covered by the elastic layer. The surfaces of such



functional elements are referred to as functional surfaces. When mated together and assembled into a

sandwich, the portions of the mating faces that touch the elastic layer are referred to as sealing surfaces.

Sealing surfaces may be bonded to or pressed against the elastic layer to seal the device against leaks.

[00113] Mating faces of the fluidics layer and the actuation layer can be substantially planar, flat or

smooth. Fluidic conduits and actuation conduits may be formed in the surface of the fluidics or actuation

layers as furrows, dimples, cups, open channels, grooves, trenches, indentations, impressions and the like.

Conduits or passages can take any shape appropriate to their function. This includes, for example,

channels having semi-circular, circular, rectangular, oblong or polygonal cross sections. Valves,

reservoirs and chambers can be made having dimensions that are larger than channels to which they are

connected. Chambers can have walls assuming circular or other shapes. Areas in which a conduit

becomes deeper or less deep than a connecting passage can be included to change the speed of fluid flow.

Channels have a width of at least any of 0.01, 0.1, 1, 20, 50, 100, 150, 200 or 300 microns or no more

than any of 200, 100, 50, or 20 microns. Channels can have a depth of at least any of 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10,50,

100, or 150 microns, or no more than any of 200,100, 50 or 20 microns. A channel can have side walls

that are parallel to each other or a top and bottom that are parallel to each other. A channel can comprise

regions with different cross sectional areas or shapes. In some embodiments the microchannels have the

same width and depth. In other embodiments the microchannels have different widths and depths. In

another embodiment a microchannel has a width equal to or larger than the largest analyte (such as the

largest cell) separated from the sample. In another embodiment the channels are smaller than the largest

analyte (such as a cell or bead). This is a way of collecting materials, e.g., collecting particles on a

constriction, a dam or a weir.

[00114] A diaphragm valve closes when the diaphragm sits against a valve seat, thereby preventing

fluid flow between the valve inlet and the valve outlet. When the diaphragm is off the valve seat, it

creates a fluidic chamber or passage through which fluid may flow. A fluidic conduit is then in fluid

communication with the valve chamber through the valve ports. The valve may be configured so that

under ambient conditions (i.e., no external application of positive or negative pressure) the diaphragm

naturally sits on the valve seat, thus closing the valve, and is deformed away from the seat to open the

valve by application of positive or negative pressure relative to ambient (a so-called "normally closed"

valve). The valve also may be configured so that under ambient conditions (i.e., no external application

of positive or negative pressure) the diaphragm naturally does not sit on the seat and is deformed toward

the seat to close the valve by application of positive or negative pressure relative to ambient (a so-called

"normally open" valve). In this case, application of positive pressure to the elastic layer from the

actuation conduit will push the elastic layer onto or near the valve seat, closing the valve. Thus, the

diaphragm is in operative proximity to the valve seat and configured to be actuatable to contact the valve

seat or to be out of contact with the valve seat.

[00115] Positive and/or negative pressure exerted against the diaphragm from the actuation layer serves

to close or open diaphragm valves. Negative pressure or vacuum exerted by the actuation conduit



deflects the diaphragm into the valve relief, resulting in an open valve. A sufficiently high positive

pressure exerted by the actuation conduit deflects the diaphragm toward the valve seat, causing of the

valve to close. And intermediate pressure exerted by the actuation conduit can prevent liquids or gases in

a fluidic conduit from leaking across the diaphragm into the actuation conduit.

[00116] A clamshell view of a three layer diaphragm valve is shown in Figure 12. A cross-sectional

view of a closed diaphragm valve is shown in Figure 14 and a cross-sectional view of an open diaphragm

valve is shown in Figure 15. A fluidics layer 10 1 comprises a fluid conduit comprising a fluidic channel

102 interrupted by a valve seat 103 which, in this case, is flush with the surface of the fluidic layer. In

this embodiment, fluidic channel opens into a fluidics valve body 104. One face of the fluidics layer

contacts the elastic layer 105 in the assembled device. This face comprises sealing surfaces 106, to which

the elastic layer can be sealed, and exposed surfaces of the functional components - fluidic conduit

including the valve seat. An actuation layer 111, comprises an actuation conduit comprising an actuation

channel 112 and an actuation valve body 113 disposed opposite the valve seat. The actuation layer also

comprises a face that contacts the elastic layer in the assembled device that has sealing surfaces 114 and

exposed surfaces (surfaces of 112 and 113) of functional elements. In some embodiments, the top or

bottom glass wafers may be replaced with other materials, such as silicon, metals, plastics, or elastomers.

[00117] This invention contemplates several configurations for a valve seat. In one embodiment, the

valve seat is configured as an interruption in a fluidic channel disposed along the mating face of a fluidics

layer. In this case, the channels are covered over by the elastic layer. The termini of the channels that are

coincident with the valve recess function as valve inlet and valve outlet.

[00118] In some embodiments of the invention, a diaphragm valve does not have a valve seat, and fluid

flow through the fluidic channel is not completely obstructed under application of positive or negative

pressure. This type of valve is useful as a fluid reservoir and as a pumping chamber and can be referred

to as a pumping valve. In some embodiments, valves may be used as a chamber. The vacuum that can be

applied include extremely high vacuum, medium vacuum, low vacuum, house vacuum, and pressures

such as 5 psi, 10 psi, 15 psi, 25 psi, 30 psi, 40 psi, 45 psi, and 50 psi. In some embodiments, valves may

be driven by pressure, including vapor or hydraulic pressure. Valves may be naturally open or naturally

closed.

[00119] Figure 13 depicts an embodiment of a normally open valve in which a surface of an

interruption that would otherwise form a valve seat for a normally closed valve is recessed with respect to

the surface of the fluidic layer bonded to the elastic layer. In this case, the valve seat will be raised with

respect to the elastic layer. Positive pressure on the elastic layer pushes the elastic layer against the valve

seat, closing the valve. Valve seats can be recessed with respect to the rest of the surface by about 25

microns to about 75 microns, e.g., about 50 microns, using, for example, ablation techniques.

[00120] In another embodiment of a normally open valve, the valve seat is not configured as an

interruption in a fluidic conduit. Rather, it takes the form of a recess with respect to a surface of the

fluidics layer that normally contacts the elastic layer, so that the elastic layer does not sit against the



recessed surface without application of pressure on the elastic layer, e.g., through the actuation chamber.

In this case, the valve may not have a discrete valve chamber in the fluidics layer that is separate from the

valve seat. The valve seat can take a curved shape that is concave with respect to the surface of the

fluidics layer, against which the elastic layer can conform.

[00121] In certain embodiments of a normally open valve, the concavity is recessed less than the

channels to which it is connected. For example, the deepest part of the concavity can be about one-third

to one-half the depth of the channel (e.g., 30 microns to 50 microns for the concavity versus 100 microns

for the channel). For example, the elastic layer may be about 250 microns thick, the channels about 100

microns deep and the valve seat about 30 microns deep. The thinner the elastic layer, the deeper the

concavity can be, because the elastic layer can conform to the concavity without excessive deformation.

In certain embodiments the channels can enter partially into the concavity, for example forming a vault.

In certain embodiments, the channels and concavity are formed by micromachining. The actuation layer

can comprise a valve relief into which the diaphragm deflects for opening the valve.

[00122] Flow-through and in-line valves can include valves that are situated at intersections of greater

than two, three, four, or more channels, which can be used as control valves to regulate reagent input in a

module, such as to a linear array. Valve seats or other structures can be designed such that closure of the

valve can prevent or reduce flow in one or more of the channels while allowing fluid to flow in one or

more of the other channels. For example flow can be blocked along three of five channels, while flow

can continue through two of the five channels. A flow-through valve can also be referred to as a T-valve,

as described in WO 2008/1 15626 (Jovanovich et al.). See FIGS. 7 and 8. A plurality of flow-through

valves can be arranged along a single channel to create a bus in which fluid flowing in the common

channel can be diverted to one or more of the channels intersecting at each of the valves.

[00123] Diaphragm Pumps

[00124] In another embodiment pumps are provided. A pump typically comprises a closable inlet, a

closable outlet and a pump head. The closeable inlet and outlet can, themselves, be diaphragm valves.

The pump head can provide motive force for liquids in the pump. It can comprise a body divided by a

diaphragm that defines a valve chamber and a valve relief. The pump head can be configured as a valve

that has a valve seat and that close the fluidic channel. Alternatively, the pump head can have a valve

chamber (or pump chamber) configured so that the diaphragm does not, in operation, close the fluidic

passage completely or at all. For example, the pump chamber can be configured as a shape, such as a

circular bore, to which the elastic layer, when pressurized, cannot completely conform to close the valve.

In this embodiment, deforming the diaphragm into the valve relief increases a volume to accept fluid, and

deforming the diaphragm into the valve/pump chamber pumps liquid out of the chamber. In this

configuration, the position of the diaphragm alters the effective cross-section of the fluidic conduit and,

thus, can regulate the speed of flow through the valve. A pump head that does not, in operation,

completely seal is sometimes referred to as a "pumping valve."



[00125] Three diaphragm valves placed in a series can function as a diaphragm pump, e.g., a positive

displacement pump. (See FIG. 7.) The middle valve can be a pumping valve. Positive displacement

diaphragm pumps are self-priming and can be made by coordinating the operation of the three or more

valves, and can create flow in either direction. A variety of flow rates can be achieved by the timing of

the actuation sequence, diaphragm size, altering channel widths, and other on-device dimensions.

[00126] To operate a three-part diaphragm pump, a first valve is opened and a third valve is closed.

Then, the second, or middle, valve is opened, drawing liquid through the first valve and into the chamber

of the second valve. Then, the first valve is closed, the third valve is opened. Then, the second valve is

closed, pumping liquid in the valve through the third valve. For example, moving the diaphragm into the

valve relief creates an intake stroke that pulls fluid into the valve chamber when the valve inlet is open

and the valve outlet is closed. Then, moving the diaphragm toward the valve seat creates a pump stroke

that pushes the fluid out of the valve chamber when the valve inlet is closed and the valve outlet is open.

Diaphragm pumps comprising more than three valves are also envisioned. For example, to operate a

four-part diaphragm pump, a second valve is opened and a fourth valve is closed. Then, the second and

third valves are opened, drawing liquid through the first valve and into the second and third valves. The

first valve is then closed, and the fourth valve opened. Then the second valve is closed, pumping liquid in

the valve through the third and into the fourth valve. The third valve can then optionally be closed to

push the liquid in the third valve through the fourth valve. In another embodiment, a four-part diaphragm

pump may be operated by sequentially operating the first three valves of the pump as a three-part valve,

followed by operating the second, third, and fourth valves of the pump as a second three-part valve.

Similar methods for operating diaphragm pumps comprising five or more parts are envisioned, and can be

derived from the methods described herein by one of skill in the art.

[00127] Routers can similarly be formed from these valves and pumps. The routers can be formed using

three or more valves each on a separate channel connecting to central diaphragm valve. A router also can

be made by configuring three channels, each comprising a diaphragm pump, to meet in a common

chamber, e.g., a pumping chamber. Bus structures can also be created that employ a series of at least two

flow-through valves in which intersecting channels intersect the same flow-through channel.

[00128] Fluidics Layer

[00129] In one embodiment, one of the sublayers is configured as a fluidics manifold. The fluidics

manifold can comprise one or more apertures that define a non-microfluidic volume and that traverses the

manifold and connects with a channel on either side of the via layer. The fluidics manifold can be

comprised of a rigid plastic. The via layer can be of a thin, substantially flat sheet of, for example, plastic

or glass.

[00130] The fluidics layer can comprise functional elements such as valve seats and chambers. The

fluidics layer can comprise impediments to movement of objects in fluidic channels, such as weirs.

Chambers can be used to store fluids or as locations at which chemical or biochemical reactions are



carried out, e.g., reaction chambers. Chambers can also form a component of valves. The fluidics layer

can be in thermal communication with a heat transfer element. The fluidics layer can be in

communication with a source of magnetic force, which can be used to regulate movement of magnetically

responsive particles in the device.

[00131] Elastic Layer

[00132] The elastic layer can be a smooth or flat, e.g., unsculpted, layer. Typically, a single monolithic

piece of elastic material covers a surface of a fluidics layer and an actuation layer into which a plurality of

functional elements, such as conduits, valves and chambers, are introduced. In a sandwich format,

surfaces of the fluidics layer and actuation layer contact the elastic layer and are covered by it. A single

elastic layer can provide diaphragms for a plurality of valves. In other embodiments, the elastic layer can

be sculpted to create thinner or thicker regions. Such regions can provide useful volumes or have altered

flexibility (thinner layers being more flexible). In some embodiments, the elastic layer can be

incorporated into the actuation layer or fluidics layer.

[00133] Actuation Layer

[00134] The actuation layer can comprise a mating surface configured to mate with the fluidics layer

across the elastic layer. The mating surface can be substantially flat or can comprise raised sealing rings

which are raised above the mating surface. The actuation layer can comprise at least one or a plurality of

actuation conduits, which can be fluidically connected with the valve relief and which can open elsewhere

on the actuation layer. Positive or negative pressure can be transmitted from these openings or ports to the

valve relief. Actuation conduits can be configured along the mating face of the actuation layer or as

internal channels in the actuation layer. For example, the actuation layer can be comprised of a plurality

of sublayers into which the channels are introduced. Alternatively, they can traverse the actuation layer,

for example as bores or apertures connecting one face of the actuation layer with the mating face.

Channels can have a cross-section that is less than that of the valve relief, or can be configured as a strip

having similar width as the valve relief to which it is connected. Actuation conduits can be configured to

operate one or a plurality of valves. For example, a fluidics layer can comprise a plurality of fluidic

circuits, each of which contains a valve, and a single actuation conduit can be in fluidic communication

with the valves. In this configuration, action in the actuation conduit will be translated to all of the valves

to which the conduit is connected, resulting in parallel operation.

[00135] Diaphragm valves in the devices of this invention can be actuated by a hydraulic actuator. In

some embodiments, the actuator comprises a hydraulic conduit comprised at least in part or completely

within the actuation layer; a translator; and an incompressible fluid contained the hydraulic conduit and in

fluid communication with the translator and with the diaphragm. Translation of the translator transmits

pressure (positive or negative) through the incompressible fluid to the diaphragm, actuating the

diaphragm. More specifically, positive or negative pressure exerted on an incompressible fluid in an



actuation conduit and in contact with the diaphragm moves the fluid against or away from the diaphragm,

translating the pressure and actuating the diaphragm toward or away from the valve seat.

[00136] The actuator comprises elements involved in actuating the valve. These can include, for

example, an incompressible fluid, the container which contains the incompressible liquid, and the

translator, which translates or moves the incompressible fluid. The translator can comprise a translation

surface that is in contact with the incompressible fluid. Movement of the translation surface exerts

pressure on the incompressible fluid, moving it toward or away from the diaphragm of the valve. The

translator further can comprise various elements for moving translation surface. This invention

contemplates a variety of actuator formats.

[00137] The incompressible fluid that transmits pressure through the actuation conduits can be referred

to as an actuant. The fluid can be any hydraulic fluid, including aqueous liquid or organic liquid, e.g.,

water, a perfluorinated liquid (e.g., Fluorinert), an oil (e.g., dioctyl sebacate (DOS) oil, monoplex DOS

oil, silicon oil or hydraulic fluid oil) or automobile transmission fluid. Various compressible substances,

including gases such as air, may also be used as an actuant. The pressure used to actuate the valves can

be, for example, less than about +/- 10 psig, less than about +/- 15 psig, less than about +/- 20 psig, less

than about +/- 25 psig, or greater than 25 psig (e.g., to close and open valves).

[00138] Monolithic Devices

[00139] In certain embodiments, the microfluidic devices of this invention are monolithic devices. In

monolithic devices, a plurality of fluidic circuits are provided on a single substrate. In the case of devices

comprising diaphragm valves, a monolithic device can comprise a single elastic layer functioning as a

diaphragm for a plurality of valves. In certain embodiments, one actuation channel can operate a plurality

of valves on a monolithic device. This allows parallel activation of many fluidic circuits. Monolithic

devices can have dense arrays of microfluidic circuits. These circuits function with high reliability, in

part because the channels in each circuit are fabricated simultaneously on a single substrate, rather than

being made independently and assembled together. In other embodiments, an actuation conduit can

control actuation of a single valve. For example, the actuation conduit can traverse the actuation layer

from the actuation surface to the other side.

[00140] The fluidic circuits and actuation circuits of these devices can be densely packed. A circuit

comprises an open or closed conduit. In certain embodiments, the device can comprise at least 1 fluidic

circuit per 1000 mm2, at least 10 fluidic circuits per 1000 mm2 or at least 50 fluidic circuits per 1000

mm2. Alternatively, the device can comprise at least 1 mm of channel length per 10 mm2 area, at least 10

mm of channel length per 10 mm2 or at least 20 mm channel length per 10 mm2. Alternatively, the device

can comprise valves at a density of at least 1 valve per cm2, at least 4 valves per cm2, or at least 10 valves

per cm2. Alternatively, the device can comprise features, such as channels, that are no more than 5 mm

apart edge-to-edge, no more than 1 mm apart, no more than 500 microns apart or no more than 250

microns apart.



[00141] In other embodiments, the device can comprise at most 1 fluidic circuit per 1000 mm , at most

10 fluidic circuits per 1000 mm2, at most 50 fluidic circuits per 1000 mm2. Alternatively, the device can

comprise at most 1 mm of conduit length per 10 mm2 area, at most 10 mm of conduit length per 10 mm2

or at most 20 mm conduit length per 10 mm2. Alternatively, the device can comprise valves at a density

of at most 1 valves per cm2, at most 4 valves per cm2, or at most 10 valves per cm2. Alternatively, the

device can comprise features, such as channels, that are no less than 5 mm apart edge-to-edge, no less

than 1 mm apart, no less than 500 microns apart or no less than 100 microns apart.

[00142] Materials

[00143] The elastic layer typically is formed of a substance that can deform when vacuum or pressure is

exerted on it, and can return to its un-deformed state upon removal of the vacuum or pressure, e.g., an

elastomeric material. The deformation dimension can be less than ten mm, less than one mm, less than

500 um, or less than 100 um. As the distance the membrane must deform to close the valve is decreased,

the deformation required is lessened. Thus, a wide variety of materials can be employed. Generally, the

deformable material has a Young's modulus having a range between about 0.001 GPa and 2000 GPa,

preferably between about 0.01 GPa and 5 GPa. Examples of deformable materials include, for example,

thermoplastic or cross-linked polymers such as silicones (e.g., polydimethylsiloxane), polyimides (e.g.,

Kapton ™, Ultem), cyclic olefin co-polymers (e.g., Topas™, Zeonor), rubbers (e.g., natural rubber, buna,

nitrile, EPDM), styrenic block co-polymers (e.g., SEBS), urethanes, perfluoro elastomers (e.g., Teflon,

PFPE, Kynar), Mylar, Viton, polycarbonate, polymethylmethacrylate, santoprene, polyethylene, or

polypropylene. Other classes of material that can function as the elastic layer include, for example, metal

films, ceramic films, glass films or single or polycrystalline films. Furthermore, an elastic layer can

comprise multiple layers of different materials such as combination of a metal film and a PDMS layer.

[00144] In certain embodiments, the elastic layer is sealed against the fluidics layer, actuation layer

and/or pneumatics layer by chemical bonding. When the elastic layer comprises a silicone polymer

(polysiloxane), such as poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS), silanol groups can be introduced on to the

surface, which are reactive with hydroxyl groups. Silicones typically are water repellant due, in part, to

an abundance of methyl groups on their surfaces. In order to increase the strength of bonding between

polysiloxanes and substrates comprising reactive groups, such as hydroxyls (e.g., glass), the siloxanes can

be made more hydrophilic by UV ozone, corona discharge, plasma oxidation, or other methods that

places silanol groups (Si-OH) on the surface. When activated PDMS is contacted with glass or other

materials comprising active hydroxyl groups and, preferably, subjected to heat and pressure, a

condensation reaction will produce water and covalently bond the two layers through, e.g., siloxane

bonds. This produces a strong bond between the surfaces. The binding between the elastic layer and

functional elements, such as valve seats, can be avoided, for example, when these areas are recessed and

unable to contact the elastic layer during bonding. Also, the surface of a valve or any functional elements



channel in the surface of the fluidic or actuation layer that faces the elastic layer can be provided with a

low energy coating to inhibit binding.

[00145] The fluidics and actuation layers of the device may be made out of various materials, in

particular, polymers, e.g., plastics. These include, for example, an olefin co-polymer (e.g., Zeonor), a

cycloolefm polymer ("COP"), a cycloolefm co-polymer ("COC"), an acrylic, a liquid crystal polymer,

polymethylmethoxyacrylate (PMMA), a polystyrene, a polypropylene, a polyester, a poly-ABS and a

polythiol. The polymeric material that forms the fluidics or actuation layers can be a flowable polymer

that can be molded. For example, the fluidics manifold can comprise a polyester (e.g., PET-G) and the

actuation layer can comprise ABS plastic. Glass (e.g., borosilicate glasses (e.g., borofloat glass, Corning

Eagle 2000, pyrex)), silicon and quartz also can be used.

[00146] Provision of Mating Surfaces with Reactive Groups

[00147] Layers can be held together by chemical bonding if they have or are provided with reactive

groups on their surfaces. In certain embodiments, the elastic layer comprises a siloxane, such as PDMS.

Siloxanes have or can be made to have siloxane groups on their surface. These groups are highly reactive

with hydroxyl groups. Glass substrates have hydroxyl groups on their surfaces, or these groups can be

introduced by exposure to UV ozone or oxygen plasma.

[00148] Plastics that are not based on siloxanes (e.g., carbon-based polymers) do not bond easily to

other materials, in part because such plastics do not have surface reactive groups available to engage in

chemical bonding. However, hydroxyl groups can be introduced onto the surface of plastics by coating

the plastics with materials that can generate hydroxyl groups or silanol groups. This material can be

applied to the plastic as a coating or a layer. Hydroxyl groups are introduced onto the surface of the

coated plastic, for example, by exposing to UV ozone or oxygen plasma. A condensation reaction can

take place under ambient temperature and pressure. It also can be accelerated by increasing temperature,

e.g., to at least 50 °C, and/or by applying pressure to the contacted surfaces.

[00149] It can be useful to have selected locations or areas on the surface of the plastic substrate that do

not bond or stick to the other substrate. This can be accomplished by eliminating, covering, preventing

the formation of, otherwise or neutralizing the material/surface hydroxyl groups at predetermined

locations on one of the substrates, e.g., the plastic substrate. For example, the material at a selected

location can be ablated, lifted-off or covered with another material. Also, hydroxyl groups can be

neutralized after formation. It also can be accomplished by recessing the surface of the substrate so that it

does not come into contact with the other surface, or does not do so for long enough for bonding to occur.

It also can be accomplished by applying the coating to selected locations at which the article will bond to

a second article. Such unbonded areas are useful locations for the placement of functional elements, such

as valves, at which sticking between the plastic layer and the second layer and is undesired.

[00150] In addition, metals like steel, bronze, nickel and nickel-cobalt alloys may also be used to

fabricate the master of the device of the invention, e.g., by traditional metal machining. Three-



dimensional fabrication techniques (e.g., stereolithography) may be employed to fabricate a device in one

piece. Other methods for fabrication are known in the art.

[00151] The plastic can be coated with a siloxane, e.g., a polysiloxane. Such materials are

commercially available. Silane coatings are described, for example, in U.S. Patents 4,113,665 (Law et

al.); 4,847,120 (Gent); 5,275,645 (Ternoir et al.) and 6,432, 19 1 (Schutt). Scratch-resistant coatings used

in optical applications are useful. Commercially available materials include, for example, 3M 906

Abrasion Resistant Coating (3M®), Duravue (TSP, Inc., Batavia OH), PSX (Coatings West, Brea, CA)

and GR-653LP (Techneglas, Perrysberg, OH). Silicones from Momentive Performance Materials are

useful coatings. SHC 5020 is particularly useful for acrylics and PHC 587 is particularly useful for

polycarbonates and COC. These coatings can be applied to plastic by well known methods such as

dipping, spraying, etc. Plastics coated with such materials are commercially available. They include, for

example, Acrylite AR® (Evonik Industries) which uses 3M 906, and TEC-2000 (ACP Noxtat, Santa Ana,

CA). Another silane-based coating useful in this invention is described in US 2009/0269504 (Liao,

October 29, 2009) and WO 201 0/042784 (Lee et al., April 15, 2010).

[00152] The metal oxide can be applied to a surface already coated with another material, such as a

refractory metal that facilitates adhesion of the metal oxide to the surface. Refractory metals include, for

example, chromium, titanium, tungsten, molybdenum, niobium, tantalum and rhenium. The chromium

layer need only be thick enough to allow the metal to adhere, for example, between 25 Angstroms and

100 Angstroms, e.g., around 30 Angstroms. The metal oxide layer also can be thin enough to just cover

the surface and provide sufficient hydroxyls for bonding. Thus, the metal oxide layer can be between 25

Angstroms and 100 Angstroms. The metal can be applied by sputtering, evaporation, or atomic layer

deposition using a shadow mask that exposes the surfaces to be coated, or by other techniques. Sputtering

can use, for example, Rf or DC energy. So, for example, a 30 Angstrom layer of chromium can be

applied to selective surfaces, followed by a 30 Angstrom layer of titanium oxide.

[00153] The oxide can comprise a layer of a semiconductor oxide, for example, silicon oxide or

germanium oxide deposited on a substrate. Alternatively, the substrate can be a silicon or germanium

material (e.g., a silicon wafer or a germanium wafer), the surface of which comprises the semiconductor

oxide.

[00154] Oxide can be deposited on the plastic substrate by a number of different methods known in the

art. Certain of these methods are particularly compatible with producing a patterned substrate in which

selected locations are not coated with the oxide. The surface of the plastic can be prepared for example

by cleaning with oxygen plasma or any method of cleaning a plastic surface known in the art. These

include, for example, chemical vapor deposition (CVD), plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition

(PECVD), physical vapor deposition (PVD) (e.g., sputtering or evaporation), application of liquid, e.g.,

by flowing or dipping or atomic layer deposition (ALD).



[00155] Low Energy Surfaces

[00156] Devices of this invention also can be provided that have functional surfaces treated to decrease

their surface energy. Low surface energies decrease sticking of the elastic layer to the fluidics or

actuation layer to which it is attached. When the elastic layer is a silicone, such as

poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS), the water contact angle of the treated surface should be at least 90°, at

least 100° degrees, at least 115°, at least 120° degrees or at least 140° degrees. (See, e.g., U.S. Patent

Publication 2010/0303687, Blaga et al., December 2, 2010.)

[00157] Many materials are useful to create low surface energies on exposed surfaces. In one

embodiment, the material is a low energy polymer such as a perfluorinated polymer or a poly(p-xylene)

(e.g., parylene). Teflon is a known low surface energy material, which is also inert and biocompatible.

The material can be a self-assembled monolayer. Self-assembled monolayers can be made from silanes,

including for example, chlorosilanes or from thiol alkanes. They typically have a thickness between

about 5 Angstroms and about 200 Angstroms. The low energy material can be a metal (e.g., a noble

metal such as gold, silver or platinum). Other materials that can be used to provide low surface energy

surfaces include hard diamond, diamond-like carbon (DLC) or a metal oxide (e.g., titania, alumina or a

ceramic).

[00158] Perfluorinated polymers include, for example, Teflon-like materials deposited from fluorinated

gases, PTFE (polytetrafluoroethylene, Teflon®), PFA (perfluoroalkoxy polymer resin), FEP (fluorinated

ethylene-propylene), ETFE (polyethylenetetrafluoroethylene), PVF (polyvinylfluoride), ECTFE

(polyethylenechlorotrifluoroethylene), PVDF (polyvinylidene fluoride) and PCTFE

(polychlorotrifluoroethylene). The material can have a thickness of about 100 Angstroms to about 2000

Angstroms.

[00159] In one embodiment, the material comprises a noble metal, such as gold. The noble metal can

be applied directly to the surface to be coated. Also, the noble metal can be applied to a surface already

coated with another material, such as a refractory metal that facilitates adhesion of the noble metal to the

surface, as described above. Refractory metals include, for example, chromium, titanium, tungsten,

molybdenum, niobium, tantalum and rhenium. For example, a 1000 Angstrom layer of chromium can be

applied to selective surfaces, followed by a 2000 Angstrom layer of gold. The chromium layer need only

be thick enough to allow the gold to adhere, for example, at least 30 Angstroms, at least 50 Angstroms, at

least 100 Angstroms, at least 500 Angstroms or at least 1000 Angstroms. The noble metal, also, need

only be thick enough to inhibit binding of the elastic layer. For example the noble metal can have a

thickness of at least 50 Angstroms, at least 100 Angstroms, at least 500 Angstroms, at least 1000

Angstroms or at least 2000 Angstroms. The metal can be applied by sputtering, evaporation, or atomic

layer deposition using a shadow mask that exposes the surfaces to be coated, or by other techniques.

Sputtering can use, for example, Rf or DC energy.



[00160] Assembly

[00161] For assembly, the fluidics layer, elastic layer and the actuation layer are mated and held

together in such a way that fluid in the conduits does not leak out between the layers. The layers can be

held together by physical pressure or by chemical bonding. For two-layer valves, the fluidics and

actuation layers may be mated and held together using similar methods known in the art.

[00162] In one embodiment, as described in U.S. sealing rings in the actuation layer exert localized

pressure on the elastic layer against the fluidics layer to form a pressure seal. Non-uniformities in the

facing surfaces may result in pressures that are not uniform across the entire surface of the sealing ring.

However, it is believed that localizing the pressure in the sealing rings results in sufficient pressure across

the ring surface to seal the valves. This allows the use of parts made of materials in which tight

tolerances are more difficult to achieve.

[00163] In some embodiments, layers are mechanically sealed (or pressed) against one another. In some

cases, such mechanical sealing generates pressure (or squeezing) that holds the layers together. Pressure

or squeezing of the layers together can be achieved using mechanical fasteners. Mechanical fasteners can

be selected from, for example, a screw, a clip, a snap fastener, a staple, a rivet a band (e.g., an elastic

band) and a pin. For example, bores through the three layers can function as guides for pins or screws.

The fluidic or actuation layer can comprise a snap that tightly snaps into a groove or recess in the other

layer. Accordingly, the actuation layer may not be completely planar, but may include bend that is

flattened when the layers are fastened.

[00164] In an example, layers are mechanically sealed against one another with the aid of gluing (e.g.,

glue screw). In such a case, glue may be provided between the layers to hold the layers together when

compressed. In another example, layers are mechanically sealed against one another with the aid of a

clamp or vacuum. In another example, layers are mechanically sealed against one another with the aid of

heat sealing. In another example, layers are mechanically sealed against one another with the aid of

ultrasonic welding.

[00165] To improve the seal between the elastic layer, such as PDMS, and the fluidics and actuation

layers, the elastic layer can be subjected to treatments to activate reactive groups on the surface that will

bond with reactive groups on the surface of the fluidics or actuation layers, e.g., hydroxyl groups.

Similarly, in two-layer valves where the diaphragm is a component of the fluidic or actuation layer, the

fluidic or actuation layer can be similarly treated.

[00166] In one method, the layers are sealed by being bonded together with covalent or non-covalent

bonds (e.g., hydrogen bonds). This can be achieved by mating the layers, e.g., fluidics, elastic and

actuation layers, together as a sandwich and applying pressure and heat. For example, when the elastic

layer comprises a silicone, such as PDMS treated as above to render the surface more hydrophilic, and the

fluidics and actuation layers are coated with a material comprising surface hydroxyl groups, the pieces

can be pressed together at a pressure of 100 kg to 500 kg, e.g., about 300 kg. They can be baked between



25° C and 100° C, e.g., about 90° C or at about 150° C for about 5 minutes to about 30 minutes, e.g.,

about 10 minutes, depending on the combination of temperature and pressure used. This will cure the

bonding between the elastic layer and the sealing surfaces. After bonding the layers together, conduits

can be flushed with, for example, PEG (e.g., PEG-200) or 1-2 propane diol (Sigma # 398039).

[00167] Sample Processing Module

[00168] The invention provides for a sample processing module that can be integrated with an analysis

system. The sample processing module can be configured to prepare a sample for an analysis procedure.

For example, the sample processing module can be configured to perform one or more steps, including

lysing cells, purifying and/or isolating nucleic acids from a sample and fragmenting the purified and/or

isolated nucleic acids. An object species is substantially pure or substantially purified if it is the

predominant species present (i.e., on a molar basis, more abundant than any other individual

macromolecular species in the composition), and a substantially purified fraction is a composition

wherein the object species comprises at least about 50% (on a molar basis) of all macromolecular species

present. Generally, a substantially pure composition means that about 80% to 90%> or more of the

macromolecular species present in the composition is the purified species of interest. The object species

is purified to essential homogeneity (contaminant species cannot be detected in the composition by

conventional detection methods) if the composition consists essentially of a single macromolecular

species. Solvent species, small molecules (<500 Daltons), stabilizers (e.g., BSA), and elemental ion

species are not considered macromolecular species for purposes of this definition. To purify refers to

performing a process of increasing the concentration of an object species in a composition compared with

at least one other individual macromolecular species in a composition and substantially purify refers to

purifying an object species to the point of being the predominant species present, i.e., to be substantially

pure.

[00169] In some embodiments, the sample processing module can perform whole genome

amplification. As shown in Figure 1, the sample processing module can have one or more submodules.

The submodules can include a cell lyser (which can also lyse cells in tissue), a DNA purifier, and a DNA

fragmenter. The dimensions of the sample processing module can be about or no more than any of about

0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.25, 1.5, 1.75, 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6 cubic feet. The sample processing module can prepare

the sample for an analysis procedure in about or no more than any of about 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 13,

15, 20, 25, 30, 30, 40, 45, 50, 55, or 60 minutes. The sample processing module and/or the steps for

preparing a sample for analysis can be automated by a computer or by computer logic. In some

embodiments, the sample processing module can prepare at least 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14,

15, or more than 15 different samples simultaneously. In an exemplary embodiment, six sample

processing modules can be integrated into a sample-to-sequence system, each sample processing module

capable of processing two samples simultaneously.



[00170] The sample processing module can 1) lyse cells and viruses, 2) purify total DNA or RNA using

paramagnetic bead-based nucleic acid purification, and 3) fragment the DNA or RNA into size selectable

ranges of base fragments, such as 600-800 bases or 200-300 bases. The lysis, nucleic acid purification,

and fragmentation can be integrated on a miniaturized, fully automated device and can recover sufficient

DNA or RNA from crude samples at, more than, or less than about 300 cells or viral particles per sample.

When used herein, "cells" can refer to eukaryotic cells, prokaryotic cells, archaea cells, spores, viral

particles, or fragments thereof. In some embodiments, a fully automated device can recover sufficient

nucleic acid from samples comprising less than 10 cells per mL of sample. In some embodiments, a fully

automated device can process samples containing only one type of cell or samples containing mixtures of

cells at an input sample concentration ranges, for example, from ten to ten million organisms per

milliliter. In some embodiments, the sample processing module can perform its functions, e.g. produce

fragmented nucleic acid molecules from an input sample, in less than or about 15, 30, 45, 60, 75, 90, 105,

120, 150, 180, 2 10, or 240 minutes.

[00171] The sample processing module can have one or more chambers. A chamber can be configured

to have a port for receiving a sample. The chamber can hold a volume of about, no more than any of

about, or more than any of about 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1, 1.25, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3,

5, 7, or 10 mL. The sample processing module can also have one or more waste chambers for collecting

waste products. The sample processing module can contain microfluidic elements, such as microfluidic

chamber, channels, or valves.

[00172] The sample processing module can receive any type of sample. The sample can be a cellular

sample, a cell fraction, an environmental sample, an unpurified sample, a tissue sample, or a biopsy

sample, a blood sample, a urine sample, or any other bodily fluid. The tissue sample can be a piece of

hair, skin, nail, flesh, or any other part of a body. The sample can include cells, spores, viruses in

environmental, food samples, air samples, processed food samples, and clinical samples. The sample can

be collected from an object, a human, an animal, a needle, or a crime scene. The sample may be collected

on a swab, an adsorbent pad, a knife, a scalpel, a syringe, a biopsy needle, or any other device for

collecting samples. The sample processing module can have a receiving port configured to receive the

sample from any object used to collect the sample.

[00173] A sample processing module can include a cartridge. A cartridge can reversibly engage one or

more submodules of the sample processing module. In other embodiments of the invention, the cartridge

is integrated with one or more submodules. The cartridge comprises one or more chambers that can be

fluidically connected to submodules of the sample processing module or any other module described

herein. The chambers can include one or more reagents. The reagents can be reagents for sample

processing, including a lysis buffer, beads, and a clean-up buffer. One or more chambers of the cartridge

can have a volume that is about, no more than any of about, or more than any of about 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2,

0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1, 1.25, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 5, 7, or 10 mL. The cartridge can include one or

more chambers for performing a reaction.



[00174] The sample processing module can also include a cell lysis submodule. The cell lysis

submodule can perform lysis or homogenization using chemical, enzymatic and/or mechanical

techniques. Lysis can be accomplished using commercially available technology integrated into the

sample processing module. A cell lysis submodule using chemical techniques can include one or more

chambers for mixing a sample with a lysis buffer. The lysis buffer can include a low pH buffer (pH of

about or no more than any of about 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, or 7) or high pH buffer (pH of about or greater than

about 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 1 , 13, or 14) , a low or high salt concentration buffer, or any combination thereof.

A cell lysis submodule using mechanical techniques can include a heating device, a sonication device,

bead-beating device, blender, a shear inducing device, or other mechanical devices known to lyse cells.

The shear inducing device can include one or more nozzles or valves for inducing shear to the sample.

The cell lysis submodule can also include one or more beads for performing bead beating. The beads can

be zirconia or silica beads or other materials. The cell lysis submodule can be purchased from

commercial sources, such as an OmniLyse from Claremont BioSolutions (Upland, California). In some

embodiments, the cell lysis module can recover nucleic acids from a sample at approximately linear

efficiency over at least 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, or 10 orders of magnitude.

[00175] The sample processing module can include a nucleic acid purification submodule. The nucleic

acid purification submodule can comprise one or more chambers for collecting or recovering nucleic

acids. The chamber can include one or more surfaces for binding or complexing with nucleic acids. The

surfaces can be a surface on a wall chamber, or a surface on a solid material, particle, or gel material.

Examples of solid materials or particles include beads, paramagnetic beads, nanoparticles, and magnetic

beads. The surface can bind to nucleic acids using specific interactions (e.g., using antibodies, nucleic

acid probes, aptamers, or other specific binders) or non-specific interactions (e.g., using electrostatic

interactions, charge interactions or other non-specific binders).

[00176] The nucleic acid purification submodule can include reagents for performing magnetic bead-

based purification. In some embodiments, the magnetic beads can be carboxylated magnetic beads, e.g.,

carboxylated Double Speed magnetic beads from Seradyne. The sample processing module can have one

or more magnets configured to attract or collect the magnetic beads.

[00177] An example of a sample processing module having modules for lysis and nucleic acid

purification is shown in Figure 4. The module has a manifold, a chip (clamped in between parts), a

pneumatic carrier, a pneumatic control, a vent, a heater seat, a sample input (Luer lock), a magnet seat, a

reagent input, and a processed sample output. Another example of a sample processing module is shown

in Figure 5. The sample processing module shown in Figure 5 utilizes a syringe barrel (501) to receive a

sample.

[00178] Another example of a cartridge-based sample processing module is shown in Figure 20. The

module has a funnel-shaped sample inlet leading to a chamber that accepts 0.3-1 .5 mL samples, a

mechanical lysis submodule, a chamber to capture nucleic acids onto paramagnetic beads, a pneumatic

interface, an outlet port, and a fluidics microchip. The outlet port can be fluidically connected to, e.g. a



library preparation module. The sample processing module can comprise a mechanically sealed

microfluidic chip, and can be about 2.5 inches in height.

[00179] This functional prototype sample processing module cartridge was made using rapid

prototyping techniques having a design compatible with injection molding. A microfluidic foil and an

elastomeric valve/pumping membrane are sandwiched between a pair of liquid and a pneumatic

manifolds. The liquid manifold also provides the interface and structural support for the on-board lysis

device (e.g. mechanical bead blender).

[00180] The sample processing module in Figure 20 works as follows. A sample is loaded into the sample

inlet and then pumped using the microfluidic pumps to the lysis chamber at the desired time. The lysis

chamber, e.g. OmniLyse, can use beads and a rapid blending motion to disrupt cells, tissue, spores,

viruses, or other samples. A prototype Sample Processing Module shown in Figure 20 incorporates an

off-the-shelf lysis device. The OmniLyse from Claremont Biosciences provides the benefits of bead

beating in a miniature format by employing a rotating bed of zirconium beads. This device has been

shown to effectively lyse spores and other types of cells. The microfluidic pumps can then move the

lysed sample to the bead chamber where paramagnetic beads are used to capture and purify the released

nucleic acids. Different beads including SPRI, SpeedBeads, MagnaSil, nanoparticles, and other beads

can be used. The nucleic acid is first typically bound to the beads and then washed to remove

contaminants. Reagents for the subsequent bead based clean-up (e.g., SPRI beads with a PEG mix and

70% EtOH for washing) are metered by a (similar) reagents distributor cartridge (not shown) and pushed

in via the Reagents Input and mixed with the sample. After having been captured in a smaller

compartment and washed, the beads now carrying the DNA are re-suspended in a solution such as 60 µ

EtOH and pumped out via the Output port shown.

[00181] The prototype sample processing module cartridge shown in Figure 20 has been shown to be

able to lyse bacteria cells and spores. In Figure 26, Bacillus atrophaeus spores in 600 ,µ samples at a

concentration of 105 cfu/mL were processed through the Sample Processing Module using an OmniLyse

bead beating devise and paramagnetic bead nucleic acid purification and the results compared to bead

beating using a Biospec bead beating device and manual SPRI (Beckman) nucleic acid purification The

output was measured using qPCR in both cases. The prototype Sample Processing Module was shown to

lyse Bacillus atrophaeus spores (labeled lysis only cartridge) and to lyse and purify nucleic acids in an

integrated, automated operation [(lysis + SPRI) cartridge].The sample processing module can include an

amplification submodule which can be whole genome amplification (WGA) or directed amplification.

The amplification submodule can perform isothermal amplification or amplification with thermal cycling.

In some embodiments, WGA is performed using random hexamer priming. In some embodiments, WGA

is performed using Phi29 DNA polymerase. In some embodiments, WGA is performed using rolling

circle amplification circularized nucleic acid samples. In some embodiments, directed amplification can

use specific primers to amplify only regions of interest using PCR or other amplification methods well

known to one skilled in the art and described herein.



[00182] The sample processing module can include a nucleic acid fragmenting submodule. The

fragmenting submodule can fragment nucleic acid using mechanical or chemical techniques, such as

chemical or enzymatic fragmentation, e.g., digestion by restriction enzymes, Fragmentase (New England

Biolabs, Ipswich, MA), or mechanical fragmentation. The fragmenting submodule can reduce the size of

a nucleic acid sample to fragments of less than 200 bases, about 200-300 bases, about 300-500, about

500-800, about 600-700, or about 650 base pairs, about 1000-2000, about 2000 to 5000, about 2000-

20,000, about 20000 to 100,000, about 100,000 to 1,000,000 or larger sizes as desired by the requirements

of the sequencer. The fragmenting submodule can reduce the size of a nucleic acid sample to size

distribution of within 10, 50, 100, 150, 200, 300, 400, 500, 1,000, 10,000, 100,000, 1,000,000, or

10,000,000 base pairs. The fragmenting submodule can produce nucleic acids fragments of any

predetermined size, which may be selected based on the efficiency, yield of circularization, application,

and/or read length of the analysis method. In some embodiments, the nucleic acid fragmenting module

includes a sonicator. For example, the sonicator can be a Covaris sonicator.

[00183] The nucleic acid fragmenting module can be a nucleic acid shearing module. An example of a

nucleic acid shearing module is shown in Figure 6. As shown in Figure 6, the shearing module can

include pressure sources (3, 6) that are fluidically connected by one or more channels. The pressure

sources can be syringes that are automated by a robot or other mechanical or electrical force. Sample can

be inputted at an inlet (1) to a chamber (2). The channel can have a shearing region (4) that has a width

and a depth such that nucleic acids that are passed from one syringe to the other syringe, or from a first

chamber (2) to a second chamber (5) experience sufficient shear to fragment the nucleic acids. The

shearing region can have sections with high and low cross-sectional area. The change in cross-sectional

area can be increases and decreases in size of about or greater than about 0.1, 0.5, 1.5, 2.5, 5, 7.5, 10, 15,

or 20 times. The channel can have regions that are 50 microns deep and 100 microns wide. Other

regions of the channel can have cross-sections that are about or greater than about 1.5, 2.5, 5, 7.5, 10, 15,

or 20 times larger. A sheared sample can be output from the nucleic acid fragmenting module at an outlet

(7)·

[00184] The submodules of the sample processing module can be fluidically connected by one or more

tubes and/or channels. The submodules of the sample processing module can be fluidically connected by

a chip comprising one or more channels. The chip can also comprise one or more valves, e.g.,

pneumatically actuated valves, for controlling and/or driving liquid flow. The chip can be a microfluidic

chip. The valves can be used for pumping liquids from one submodule to another, or from the sample

processing module to a downstream module. The valves can be microfluidic valves that form a

microfluidic pump. The valves of the chip can be controlled by a computer. The liquids within the

sample processing module can be driven by internal pressure sources, external pressure sources, gravity,

electroosmosis, vacuum, or any combination thereof. An example of an external pressure source can

include pressurized air or a syringe pump.



[00185] The sample processing module and submodules thereof, or any other modules and submodules

described herein, can be made from glass, polymer, metal, ceramics, or any other material. In some

embodiments, the polymer is a plastic material. A plastic material may include any plastic known to those

skilled in the art, such as cyclic olefin copolymer, polypropylene, polystyrene, polyethylene, polyethylene

terephthalate, polyester, polyamide, poly(vinylchloride), polycarbonate, polyurethane, polyvinyldiene

chloride, cyclic olefin copolymer, or any combination thereof. The sample processing module, or any

other module or submodule described herein, can be formed using any technique known to those skilled

in the art, such as soft-lithography, hard-lithography, milling, embossing, ablating, drilling, etching,

injection molding, or any combination thereof.

[00186] A sample processing module configured to perform cell lysis, nucleotide isolation, and

polynucleotide fragmentation can include a cell lysis submodule, a nucleotide isolation submodule, and a

polynucleotide fragmentation module. In some embodiments, the submodules can be incorporated into a

cartridge. A cell lysis submodule can include a chamber for receiving a sample. The receiving chamber

can be a syringe barrel, a chamber formed in plastic, or a chamber formed in glass or other suitable

materials. The receiving chamber can have a volume of about 1 mL. The chamber can have a desired

volume to receive any volume of sample described herein or be connected to an upstream fluidic system

that can receive as input larger volumes such as 10 mL or more, for example by sequentially accepting 1

mL aliquots into the 1 ml chamber. The receiving chamber can be in thermal contact with a heating

device, e.g., a Peltier thermoelectric heater/cooler. The receiving chamber can be fluidically connected to

a downstream polynucleotide isolation submodule by one or more channels or tubes. The channels can be

microfluidic channels, or they can be macrofluidic channels. The channels can comprise one or more

valves, e.g., pneumatically actuated valves. The receiving chamber can be fluidically connected to a

downstream polynucleotide isolation submodule by an integrated processing chip, described herein.

[00187] In one embodiment, the sample processing module can be made using rapid prototyping

techniques having a design compatible with injection molding. A microfluidic foil and an elastomeric

valve/pumping membrane can be sandwiched between a pair of liquid and a pneumatic manifolds. The

liquid manifold can also provide the interface and structural support for the on-board lysis device

(mechanical bead blender). The cartridge can have a funnel-shaped inlet that accepts a 0.3-1 .5 mL sample

that is then being circulated through the bead blender for any desired time. Reagents for the subsequent

SPRI clean-up (a PEG/magnetic beads mix and 70% EtOH for washing) can be metered by a (similar)

reagents distributor cartridge (not shown) and pushed in via a reagent input port and mixed with the

sample. After having been captured in a smaller compartment and washed, the beads now carrying the

DNA can be re-suspended in 60 µ EtOH and pumped out via an output port.

[00188] An integrated processing chip can be formed by etching one or more channels and/or chambers

in a two layers of glass that sandwich an elastomeric layer. One glass layer can be used to form

fluidically connected channels and chambers for transferring materials and performing reactions. Another

glass layer can be used to form fluidically connected channels and chambers for actuating the elastomeric



layer. Other materials can be used in place of glass, including but not limited to rigid and elastomeric

polymers. Actuating the elastomeric layer can cause valves within the integrated processing chip to open

and close. Actuation of the elastomeric layer can also cause chambers to increase and decrease in

volume. Coordinated actuation of the chambers and valves can allow for pumping of liquids within the

integrated processing chip.

[00189] An integrated processing chip with a polynucleotide isolation submodule can have a

purification chamber for performing isolation of polynucleotides. The purification chamber can have a

volume of between about 5-1000 nanoliters, 1 to 50 microliters, 50-1 00 microliters, 10-1 000 microliters,

50-500 microliters, or about 100 microliters. The chamber can have a solid surface for immobilizing or

complexing with polynucleotides. The solid surface can have affinity binding moieties or otherwise

complex with the polynucleotides through specific or non-specific interactions. The chamber can have a

solid surface for immobilizing or complexing with enzymes or other proteins. The solid surface can be a

wall of the integrated processing chip or can be beads or nanoparticles. The beads may be paramagnetic

beads that respond to a magnetic field. In some embodiments, the beads can be supplied to the

purification chamber through a bead reagent chamber. The bead reagent chamber can be a chamber in the

integrated processing chip, or can be a chamber outside the integrated processing chip. In some

embodiments, the bead reagent chamber is within a cartridge that can be reversibly engaged with the

integrated processing chip. Beads in the bead reagent chamber can mix with lysed sample, and then be

collected in the purification chamber by application of a magnetic field to the purification chamber.

Wash buffer and elution buffer chambers can also be fiuidically connected to the purification chamber.

The wash buffer and elution buffer chambers, like the bead reagent chamber, can be within the integrated

processing chip or outside the integrated processing chip. The wash buffer and elution buffer can be used

to prepare eluted and isolated polynucleotides.

[00190] The sample processing module can include a fragmentation submodule that is fiuidically

connected to the polynucleotide isolation submodule. Eluted nucleotides can then be directed to the

polynucleotide fragmentation submodule through fluidic connections within the integrated processing

chip. The polynucleotide fragmentation submodule can be within the integrated processing chip, or can

be outside the integrated processing chip. In one embodiment, the cell lysis submodule can be used to

shear the unpurified nucleic acid e.g. the OmniLyse or bead beating methods shear nucleic acids as cells

or tissue are lysed. In a preferred embodiment, the fragmentation submodule can be downstream of the

polynucleotide isolation submodule. In one embodiment, the polynucleotide fragmentation submodule

can have a first chamber for receiving the purified nucleotides fiuidically connected by a shearing channel

(which can be a channel of about 100 microns in width and 50 microns in depth that increases and

decreases in cross sectional area, as described herein) to a second chamber. The first chamber and second

chamber can have a volume of about 10-1 000 microliters, e.g., about 100 microliters. Modules for

performing sample preparation are described in U.S. Provisional Application No. 61/320,624, filed April

2, 2010, and U.S. Provisional Application No. 61/330, 154, filed on April 30, 201 0, which are each



incorporated by reference for all purposes. The nucleotide fragmentation submodule can have a fluidic

driving force for moving the purified nucleotides between the first and second chamber such that shear is

induced and the nucleotides are fragmented. The driving force can be an external driving force, or be a

driving force supplied by the pneumatically actuated valves in the integrated processing chip. The second

chamber can be fluidically connected to an input of a library construction module, described herein.

[00191] The Sample Processing Module can include an amplification submodule. The amplification

submodule can be inserted between the nucleic acid purification submodule and the nucleic acid

fractionation submodules in a preferred embodiment for WGA and other amplification or be inserted after

the nucleic acid fractionation submodule if shorter fragments are desired such as directed amplification

PCR, SPIA (NuGEN), branched DNA, or other nucleic acid methods.

[00192] Library Construction Module

[00193] The invention provides for a library construction module that can be integrated with either or

both of an upstream Sample Processing Module and a downstream analysis system as shown in Figure 1.

The library construction module can perform multi-step molecular biology reactions, such as to convert

RNA fragments into DNA and the DNA fragments into either single stranded circularized nucleic acids or

double stranded linear nucleic acids that are ready for amplification. The library construction module can

be configured to perform different workflows as improved chemistries are developed. In one

embodiment, the library construction module can polish frayed DNA ends, ligate a 'vectorette' on the

ends to produce circularized nucleic acids, purify the circularized nucleic acids, and produce a

representative library of single-stranded circularized nucleic acids. In a preferred embodiment, as shown

in Figure 19, the library construction module can polish a frayed DNA end (end-repair), clean the reaction

using paramagnetic beads, add an A tail, clean the reaction using paramagnetic beads, ligate an adapter,

and perform two bead cleanups with different size selections to select a given and adjustable length size

range of the library. In another embodiment, transposons can be used in the library construction module

to prepare libraries; this method can generate libraries with reduced GC bias when starting with less than

50 ng of nucleic acid sample and can require fewer fluidic steps than the process shown in Figure 19.

These steps can be fully integrated onto a miniaturized module. In some embodiments, library

preparation can be performed without the use of a subsequent PCR step to amplify the library before

emPCR or bridge amplification. In some embodiments, the library construction module can perform its

functions, e.g. produce sequencing libraries from fragment nucleic acid samples, in less than or about 5,

10, 15, 30, 45, 60, 75, 90, 105, 120, 150, 180, 210, 240, 270, or 300 minutes.

[00194] The library construction module includes one or more chambers for performing reactions. In

some embodiments, the chambers perform multiple diverse molecular biological reactions in a

programmed sequence. The library construction module, or any other module described herein, can have

temperature controlled reservoirs and/or chambers with a non-miscible solvent or solvents. The non-

miscible solvent can be used to control evaporation or to form emulsions, as described later herein. The



solvent can be perfluorocarbon solvent, which can contract the proximal and distal ends of an aqueous

reaction volume.

[00195] The library construction module can be configured to receive nucleic acid fragments from a

sample processing module, to add adapter to the nucleic acid fragments, and circularize the nucleic acid

fragments. The library construction module can also perform one or more purification or recovery steps,

including recovering nucleic acids that have been modified with an adapter, recovering circularized

nucleic acids, and/or removing non-circularized nucleic acids.

[00196] The chambers can be fluidically connected to other submodules and modules by one or more

channels in a microfluidic device, by tubing, or by robotics. The channels can comprise one or more

pneumatically actuated valves. The chambers can be configured for parallel processing of samples, such

that multiple parallel reactions can be performed simultaneously. Examples of a microfluidic chip are

shown in Figure 8, Figure 9, Figure 17, and Figure 2 1.

[00197] Figure 11 shows a diagram of an integrated processing chip incorporated into a fluidic system

that includes the integrated processing chip, a pneumatic manifold, and thermo electric coolers. The

integrated processing chip can mount onto an aluminum base with integrated Peltier thermo electric

coolers. Pumps and valves in the integrated processing chip can be pneumatically actuated by a

pneumatic manifold housed in the aluminum base. An aluminum bezel can evenly distribute force

generated by bolts, which can simultaneously (a) compress o-rings on the top surface of the pneumatic

manifold against the bottom surface of the integrated processing chip, and (b) press the thermo electric

cooler top surfaces against the fluidic system reaction incubation channels.

[00198] Figure 8 shows an exemplary integrated processing chip for performing library construction

with dual parallel processors and two reagent rails that each can supply four reagents, as described in U.S.

Patent Application 12/321 ,594. Reaction cascades can be executed by alternate reaction assembly into

Outl (labeled as Oa) and Out2 (labeled as Ob) ports that are mated to temperature-controlled Reaction

Incubation Channels in a separate Fluidic Manifold. Magnetic beads can be captured in the Pump

structures in each processor (labeled as P).

[00199] In one example, the integrated processing chip of Figure 8 can receive as input fragmented

DNA and prepare libraries as follows. An end-repair reaction can be performed by pumping aliquots of a

sample (using Input 1, Input 2, or both Input 1 and Input 2 if both processors are used in parallel) and an

end-repair master mix into the processor. The reaction can be mixed by pumping through multiple

chambers, and the mixed reaction can be loaded through Oa to a reaction incubation channel to incubate

the reaction for the desired time. Beads for purifying the resulting end-repaired molecules can then be

loaded into the processor and the reaction mixture added back into the processor through Oa. After

another round of mixing, the beads comprising the bound end-repair molecules can be retained in the

processor while the rest of the mixture can be pumped out of the processor through a waste reservoir W.

The process can then be repeated to perform an A-tailing reaction by inputting the A-tailing enzyme

mixture from a different reagent port, using the same procedure as described for the end-repair reaction to



extend an A tail onto the polished DNA, and then purifying the products using bead-based purification.

The process can then repeated again to perform a ligation by inputting the ligation enzyme mixture with a

pair of adapters from a different reagent port, using the same procedure as described for the end-repair

reaction to ligate the adapters onto the A-tailed and polished DNA fragments, and then purify the

products using bead-based purification. Since each bead-based purification can be used to select a

minimum or maximum nucleic acid size, a library that contains fragments above a desired size cut-off can

be produced by using a 'high-pass' selection with the ligation step. Subsequently, a second 'low-pass'

size selection step can be performed to select for fragments below a desired size cut-off. Thus, by using

different reagent inputs with different reagents, a library with the desired fragment size range between the

'high-pass' and 'low-pass' cut-offs can be produced with this microchip design. Figure shows an

integrated processing chip configured for performing library construction with inputs for six reagents

(ligation mix, vectorette, End Repair (ER) Mix, Exonuclease I (Exo) Mix, Wash, and streptavidin beads)

and two DNA fragment inputs. The integrated processing chip has two DNA fragment inputs for

performing parallel reactions. Outl and Out2 are connected to reaction incubation channels for

performing reactions. An alternate embodiment of an integrated library construction module is shown in

Figure 2 1.

[00200] A library construction module can be configured to perform one or more reactions. The

reactions can be the reactions listed in Figure 10. The reactions can be performed at any suitable

temperature, which may vary with the specific enzyme or reagent used, as is known in the art. In some

embodiments, enzymatic or chemical fragmentation, end repair, A-tailing, ligation, or exonuclease

digestion can be performed at about 4°C, between about 4°C and about 16 °C, between about 16 °C and

about 22°C, between about 22°C and about 30 °C, or above 30°C. Heat inactivation of enzymes can be

performed at greater than or equal to about 37°C, greater than or equal to about 45°C, greater than or

equal to about 65°C, greater than or equal to about 75°C, or greater than or equal to about 95°C. In some

embodiments, heat inactivation can be used to eliminate the bead purification steps between reactions. A-

tailing or polynucleotide synthesis can be performed at temperatures of about 16 °C to about 25°C, about

25°C to about 65°C, or above about 65°C. The reactions can be performed in one or more chambers.

The chambers can be surrounded or enclosed by one or more pneumatically actuated valves. The

chambers can be pneumatically actuated valves. The chambers can be fluidically connected to one or

more sources. The sources can be reagent reservoirs and sample wells. The fluidic connections can

comprise one or more pneumatically actuated valves. Possible sources for each reaction are shown in

Figure 10. The reactions can also be the reactions shown in Figure 19. The reactions can include end

repair, addition of a vector, ligation, binding to beads, including streptavidin beads, washing, exonuclease

digestion, and heat inactivation. The reactions can add an adapter to a nucleic acid fragment and

circularize the nucleic acid fragment. The adapter can be an adapter used in a sequencing reaction. The

library construction module can include one or more reagents for performing the reactions described

herein. For example, the library construction module can include a chamber comprising adapters.



[00201] In one embodiment of a Library Construction Module, shown as 2 1100 in Figure 2 1, the library

construction module produces 12 sequencing libraries from an input of 12 purified and optionally

amplified DNA samples. The module can perform any combination of fragmentation, end repair, A-

tailing, and ligation using a series of controlled mixing, incubation, and bead-based clean-up operations.

[00202] For mixing, the pump 21205 can sequentially withdraw liquid from Input Chamber 21203 and

Reagent Input 21204 and expel liquid into Reaction Compartment 21201 . For purification, capture beads

from reagent input 21204 can be mixed with sample in chamber 21203. The beads can be captured in the

reaction compartment 21201 using a magnet (not shown) and the liquid is expelled through the waste port

21206. Wash solutions can be pumped from 21204 through the captured beads in 21201 to the waste

21206. An elution solution can be pumped from 21204 into 21201 causing the product to release from the

beads. The product is then pumped to the input chamber 21203.

[00203] A typical library construction protocol can perform these mixing and purification operations

multiple times using different reagents to perform each step of library construction. Fragmentation can be

carried out by mixing a fragmentation master mix, which can for example comprise a restriction enzyme,

introduced through 21204 with template in chamber 21203, incubating the mixture, and performing

purification. End repair, A-tailing, and ligation can be similarly accomplished, using end-repair master

mix, A-tailing master mix, and ligation master mix, respectively. Each master mix can be introduced

through reagent input 21204. The final libraries can be positioned in chamber 21203.

[00204] In some embodiments, the library construction module can comprise components, such as a flow

cell, channel, or chamber, that can be used by the sequencing module. In some embodiments, the library

construction, amplification, and the sequencing module can be incorporated as a single combined module.

Optionally, a normalization module can also be incorporated as a part of the combined module. The

combined module can be incorporated into a microfluidic chip. The combined module can be non-

microfluidic. The fluidics of the combined module can be used to prepare libraries as described herein or

with alternative chemistries known in the art. In some embodiments, the combined module can perform

bridge amplification, emulsion PCR, rolling circle PCR, bead-bound amplification, amplification by

ligation, real-time PCR, or any other amplification method as described herein or known in the art.

Bridge amplification can be performed in the combined module by, for example, immobilizing the

appropriate primers in a flow cell on a shared microfluidic chip. The sequencing library can be pumped

into the flow cell, and bridge amplification and sequencing is performed. Multiple samples prepared by

the library construction module, can be pooled and pumped into a single channel of a flow cell on the

microchip, or the multiple samples can be pumped separately into separate channels of the flow cell. A

single sample can be pumped into multiple channels of the flow cell. For example, the microchip shown

in Figure 2 1 can simultaneously prepare up to 24 samples, which can be pumped into 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 6, 7 8,

9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, or more than 24 flow cell channels. In an

alternate implementation, the combined module can perform amplification on beads, such as emRCA or

emulsion PCR (emPCR). The flow cell can contain a weir such that the beads can be pumped into the



flow cell and trapped by the weir. In another embodiment, the flow cell could contain individual

structures to trap beads after amplification, such as etched or molded wells, grooves, or other structures.

In this manner, the integrated processing chip can incorporate additional functions.

[00205] In some embodiments, library construction can be performed in an amplification module. In one

embodiment, bridge amplification is performed on a solid substrate also used for library preparation, such

as particles, paramagnetic beads or capillary channel surfaces. Figure 25 shows one possible workflow

that utilizes two sets of double-stranded oligonucleotides, each bound to a solid substrate. For clarity, the

two sets are depicted as spatially separate left and right clusters. However, spatial separation is not

necessary; for example, the two sets of oligonucleotides can be evenly mixed. In this example, the left set

of oligonucleotides contain a blunt end. The right set of oligonucleotides can comprise a single base

overhang, such as a T overhang. In some embodiments, a portion of the blunt ends of the left set of

oligonucleotides are blocked with a removable blocking group. In some embodiments, a portion of the

single base overhangs of the right set of oligonucleotides are blocked with a removable blocking group.

The two sets of oligonucleotides may be blocked with the same or a different removable blocking group,

and the blocking groups can be removed by the same or different means, such as by chemical cleavage,

photocleavage, UV cleavage, heat-based cleavage or other methods. In some embodiments, the portion

of blocked blunt ends is less than 5% or at least any of about 5%, 10%, 20%, 25%, 30%, 40%, 50%, 60%,

70%, 75%, 80%, 85%, 90%, 95%, 97%, 98%, 99, or 99.99%. In some embodiments, the portion of

blocked single base overhangs is less than 5% or at least any of about 5%, 10%>, 20%, 25%, 30%, 40%,

50%, 60%, 70%, 75%, 80%, 85%, 90%, 95%, 97%, 98%, or 99%, or about 100%.

[00206] To perform combined library preparation and sequencing, a DNA sample, which can optionally be

fragmented or generated from reverse transcription, can be introduced. End-repair can be performed to

generate blunt ends on the DNA sample, and the blunt ends ligated to any unprotected blunt ends of the

left set of oligonucleotides. In another embodiment, end-repair is not performed, and only blunt ended

DNA sample molecules will ligate to the blunt, unblocked oligonucleotides.

[00207] Preferably, a single DNA sample molecule is ligated per detectable region, which will allow

detection of a single sequence. The detectable region can be, for example, a single well, bead, or site on a

solid substrate that can be distinguished from other detectable regions. In the example depicted in Figure

25, a detectable region can be the group of bound oligonucleotides. Preferably, only one end of a single

DNA sample molecule is ligated during this ligation step, to avoid situations where the DNA sample

molecule is ligated on either end to the two oligonucleotides of the same sequence, which can reduce

sequencing accuracy by resulting in simultaneous elongation of both strands of the DNA sample molecule

in subsequent steps. In some embodiments, a removable blocking group can be used to protect a portion

of the left set of oligonucleotides from ligation. In some embodiments, the concentration of the DNA

sample or of components of the ligation reaction can be controlled to reduce or otherwise adjust ligation

rates.



[00208] The ligase can then be washed away. In some embodiments, a second polishing reaction can be

performed to create a blunt end on free end of the ligated sample DNA. In some embodiments, the

original end-repair step can be sufficient to generate blunt ends on both ends of the DNA sample

molecule. An Ά -tailing' master mix can next be added and any unblocked blunt DNA fragments

extended with an A. In some embodiments, removable blocking groups on the right set of

oligonucleotides can prevent A-tailing of the single base overhang. After removing the A-tailing mix,

ligase in master mix can again be added. Optionally, any blocking groups on the right set of

oligonucleotides can be removed after removing the A-tailing mix. A-tailed overhangs of the ligated

sample DNA can base pair with the T overhang of the right set of oligonucleotides to form a ligated

sample DNA bridge between the left and right sets of oligonucleotides. The left set of oligonucleotides

can then be unblocked. Optionally, the left set of oligonucleotides can be unblocked at the same time as

the right set of oligonucleotides.

[00209]Next, PCR bridge amplification can be performed. Figure 25 shows only the first round of

amplification. In some embodiments, only one strand of the double-stranded oligonucleotides is linked to

the solid substrate, and the left and right sets of oligonucleotides can be treated to remove the unbound

strand, leaving single-stranded oligonucleotides suitable for acting as primers for subsequent

amplification steps. In some embodiments, both strands of the oligonucleotides are bound to the solid

substrate, and a denaturing step can be used to temporarily form single-stranded primers for

amplification. In this method, the left and right sets of primers can include sequences for one or more of:

an amplification primer, a sequencing primer, and any quality control sequences, such as barcode

sequences, as taught in U.S. Patent Application 12/526,015.

[00210] Sequencing of the sample DNA can then be performed by any of the methods described herein.

In some embodiments, one of the strands of the left or right set of oligonucleotides can be used as a

sequencing primer. In other embodiments, a sequencing primer complementary to the primer strand can

be added with the sequencing master mix. In some embodiments, one strand of the amplified sample

DNA is removed from the solid substrate prior to sequencing. The method described herein has the

advantages of combining library preparation, amplification, and sequencing on one device. In preferred

embodiments, microfluidic pumps can be used to move liquids. In other embodiments, other mechanisms

to move fluid are envisioned, such as other types of microfluidic pumps, hydraulic pumps, macrofluidic

pumps, and so on. Similar workflows can be applied to library construction on particles, followed by

emPCR or emRCA or other forms of amplification.

[00211] The size of the library construction module can be about or no more than any of about 0.1, 0.2,

0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.25, 1.5, 3, or 5 cubic feet. The library construction module can perform a library

construction reaction in about or no more than any of about 5, 10, 15, 25, 50, 60, 90, 100, 120, 180, or

240 minutes.

[00212] The library construction module can include an integrated processing chip and/or one or more

components exterior to the integrated processing chip. For example, the library construction module can



include one or more reagent chambers that are not within the integrated processing chip. The one or more

reagent chambers can be within a cartridge, or they can be one or more bottles or reagent cartridges. The

integrated processing chip can be the same integrated processing chip used in the sample processing

module, or a separated integrated processing chip.

[00213] An integrated processing chip can have one or more reaction chambers that are fluidically

connected to reagent chambers and input chambers by fluidic channels within the integrated processing

chip. The reaction chambers can be about 0.001- 0.010 microliters, 0.010 to 0.025 microliters, 0.025 to

0.1 microliters, 0.1 to 0.5 microliters, 0.5-100 microliters, 1-50 microliters, e.g., 25 microliters in volume.

The small volumes of the reaction chambers can allow preparation of sequencing libraries using small

amounts of samples and reagents, which can improve the speed and cost-efficiency of the preparation

steps. In some embodiments, incubation periods for a library preparation step can be reduced due to the

small volumes of reactants used. In some embodiments, incubation periods for a library preparation step,

such as end repair, A-tailing, ligation, or nucleotide synthesis can be less than about one hour, less than

about 30 minutes, less than about 15 minutes, less than about 10 minutes, or less than about 5 minutes.

The fluidic channels can have one or more pneumatically actuated valves and/or chambers for controlling

the flow of liquids within the integrated chamber.

[00214] The integrated processing chip can be configured such that more than one library construction

reaction can be performed in parallel. Parallel reaction chamber can share reagent chambers. The reagent

chambers can be chambers for a ligation mix, adapters, vectors, exonucleases, a wash buffer, magnetic

beads, streptavidin coated beads, and end repair enzymes. The reaction chambers can be in thermal

contact with a heating/cooling device, e.g., a Peltier device. The reaction chambers can also be fluidically

connected to an outlet port that is fluidically connected to an amplification module.

[00215] Normalization Module

[00216] The function of the normalization module can be to provide an optimal library concentration to

the sequencer. The concentration of each library can be measured, for example, using a fluorescently

stained sample and an off-the-shelf fluorimeter. In other embodiments, the concentration can be measured

by UV spectrophotometry, conductivity, or other methods known in the art. Each library can then be

diluted accordingly and optionally pooled. The Normalization Module can also efficiently transfer fluids

between the other cartridge modules.

[00217] Figure 22 shows a prototype design of the normalization cartridge 22100 that can process 12

sequencing library samples. The concentration of ds-DNA in each library is measured at the optical

flowcell 22201 using the pump 22209 to withdraw aliquots of library samples that enter the

Normalization module through interface 22210 and to withdraw dsDNA stain in buffer from Dye Input

22208, to mix and position the sample. The flowcell 22201 can be interrogated by a detector (not shown).

The detector can be a fluorimeter, including a commercially available fluorimeter. After each

measurement the optical flow cell is washed by a pressurized vial of wash buffer 22203 passed through



the flow cell to waste 22204. This process can be carried out in series for each library. In some

embodiments, multiple optical flow cells may be provided to simultaneously analyze more than one

sequencing library.

[00218] Pooling of the libraries can be carried out by first pumping each library into mix chamber

22205. A controller can reference the measured dsDNA concentrations to modulate each of the pumping

valves 2221 1 for each library appropriately, for example to produce a mixture comprising equal

concentrations of each library. Transfer buffer 22206 can enter the mix chamber 22205 to dilute the

libraries. Transfer buffer flow can also be used to push the pooled library to a sequencing module

through port, channel or other fluidic connection 22202, such as a MiSeq flowcell.

[00219] The normalization module can provide an optimal library concentration to the amplification or

sequencing module. The normalization module can quantify the concentration of the prepared sequencing

library, dilute the library for optimal analysis, and combine multiple libraries together for simultaneous

amplification or sequencing. In some embodiments, the normalization module can combine about or

more than any of 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 24, 48, 96, 192, or 384 libraries. In some embodiments,

the normalization module can perform its function on the prepared sequencing libraries in less than about

5, 10, 15, 20, 25, or 30 minutes.

[00220] In some embodiments, the concentration of each library is measured using a fluorescently

stained sample and a fluorimeter. Each can be diluted accordingly and then pooled. Preferably, the

normalization module can also efficiently transfer fluids between the other modules. In some

embodiments, the library quantification and/or dilution by the normalization module is accurate to within

about 1% 2%, 3%, 5%, 6%, 7%, 8%, 9%, 10%, 15%, 20%, or 25%. In some embodiments, the

normalization module is capable of automating dilution within a range of about or more than about 5-fold,

10-fold, 20-fold, 30-fold, 40-fold, 50-fold, 100-fold, 500-fold, 1000-fold, 2000-fold, 3000-fold, 4000-

fold, 5000-fold, 6000-fold, 7000-fold, 8000-fold, 9000-fold, or 10000-fold.

[00221] In some embodiments, the module removes an aliquot from each sample, dilutes it with a

dsDNA stain in buffer, and positions it in an aperture that is interrogated by an off-the-shelf fluorimeter.

A schematic for one such normalization module is shown in Figure 22. In one embodiment, these

measurements are made serially, after which metered dilution and pooling is carried out in parallel.

[00222] Amplification Module

[00223] In some embodiments of the invention, the system can include an amplification module. The

amplification module can amplify one or more nucleic acids from a sample. In some embodiments, the

amplification module can include a device for creating a plurality of reaction chambers or sites. In some

embodiments, the amplification module includes a plurality of reaction chambers, wells, or flow cells.

The plurality of reaction chambers can be separated spatially using, for example, multiple reaction wells,

an emulsion, or droplets. The module can be configured to perform a variety of amplification techniques,

including emulsion amplification, emulsion rolling circle amplification, bridge PCR, and BEAMing. See,



for example, Fan et al., "Highly parallel genomic assays." Nature Review Genetics 2006, 632-44. In

some embodiments, the amplification module can perform its functions, e.g. amplifying the prepared

sequencing libraries in less than or about 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 60, 75, 90, 105, or 120 minutes.

In some embodiments, the amplification module includes a device for creating an emulsion. The device

can include ports for receiving an aqueous reaction mixture and an immiscible fluid. The device can mix

the reaction mixture and the immiscible fluid to create an emulsion. The device can create an emulsion

rolling circle amplification reaction. The device can place a template, e.g., circular templates, capture

beads, random primers, and a DNA polymerase, e.g., phi29 DNA polymerase, in an emulsion of silicone

oil. The emulsion can be created by vortexing or other methods to create an emulsion that packages these
3 9components into about 1x1 0 , 1x1 0 , 1x1 0 , 1x1 0 , or 1x1 0 isolated reaction environments. Each

reaction environment can include about, no more than any of about, or more than any of about 0.1, 0.2,

0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.7, 1, 1.5, 2, 3, 4, or 5 nucleic acid template. Each reaction environment can include about,

no more than any of about, or more than any of about 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.7, 1, 1.5, 2, 3, 4, or 5 beads.

[00224] The amplification module can include one or more chambers for incubating the plurality of

reaction environments at a pre-selected temperature. The one or more chambers can be in thermal contact

with one or more heaters and/or coolers. The heaters and/or coolers can be thermoelectric coolers, Peltier

devices, temperature controlled water, temperature controlled air as taught in U.S. Patent 6,423,536, or

other types of heat exchangers. In some embodiments, circulating water of different temperatures can

process large volumes of emulsions.

[00225] After an amplification reaction, each reaction environment can include a bead that is coated

with amplified nucleic acid. The amplification can include an amplification of lxl O , lxl O6, lxl O9,

lxl O12, or lxl O15 times more nucleic acids. One strand of nucleic acid can be covalently linked to a bead.

[00226] In some embodiments, the amplification module is an emulsion rolling circle amplification

module that can amplify single copy, single-stranded circularized nucleic acids into clonal populations

using isothermal rolling circle amplification. In some embodiments, the amplification module is an

emulsion PCR module that can amplify single copy, single-stranded circularized nucleic acids into clonal

populations using PCR with temperature cycling.

[00227] In some embodiments, the amplification module is a bridge amplification module that can

amplify single copy, single-stranded circularized nucleic acids into clonal populations on the surface of a

flow cell. In other embodiments the amplification module is combined with the library construction

module as shown in Figure 25.

[00228] The size of the amplification module can be about or no more than any of about 0.1, 0.2, 0.5,

0.75, 1, 1.25, 1.5, 3, or 5 cubic feet. The amplification module can perform an amplification reaction in

about or no more than any of about 5, 10, 15, 25, 50, 60, 90, 100, 120, 180, or 240 minutes.

[00229] The amplification module can have an inlet port for receiving a library of polynucleotides or

DNA from the library construction module. The inlet port can be fluidically connected to a chamber or

channel for creating an emulsion. The chamber or channel for creating an emulsion can be a macro-



fluidic mixer or injection mixer, described herein. The chamber or channel can be fluidically connected

to a chamber that contains an immiscible liquid. The chamber or channel can also be fluidically

connected to one or more reagent chambers. The reagent chambers can include reagent chambers for

random primers, beads with specific primers, and DNA polymerases. Each reagent chamber can be

integrated with the chamber or channel for creating an emulsion, or can be on a separate component. A

separate chamber can be a component can be a cartridge, described herein. It can be the same cartridge

used to store and supply reagents for the sample processing module, or any other module described

herein. The chamber or channel for creating an emulsion can be fluidically connected to an amplification

chamber. The amplification chamber can be thermally controlled. The thermal control can be by way of

thermal contact to a thermoelectric cooler, or any other heating or cooling device. The amplification

chamber can be about 0.010-1 microliters, 1-10 microliters, 10-1000 microliters, 1000-5000 microliter or

e.g., about 100 microliters in volume.

[00230] The amplification chamber can be fluidically connected to an emulsion disruption chamber.

The emulsion disruption chamber can have one or more inlets for a reagent to disrupt the emulsion.

Emulsions can be disrupted using any technique known to one skilled in the art, for example, the

emulsion can be disrupted by addition of a chemical that destabilizes the emulsion. See, for example,

Kojima et al., "PCR amplification from single DNA molecules on magnetic beads in emulsion:

application for high-throughput screening of transcription factor targets," Nucleic Acids Research 2005,

el50.

[00231] Amplification modules can be built and used as described in U.S. Patent Publication

2003/0207267 and US patents 5,854,033, 5,198,543, 5,576,204 and 5,001,050, which are incorporated

herein by reference.

[00232] Sequencing Module

[00233] The invention provides for a sequencing module for sequencing nucleic acids. The sequencing

module can be used to perform sequencing to a read length of more than any of about 500 bases from

about or more than about 2 M clones. The sequencing module can be about 1 cubic feet in volume and

have long read lengths. The sequencing module can perform any type of next generation sequencing,

including an Illumina sequencer or next-next generation sequencing, such as a nanopore, zero mode

optical waveguide, single molecule sequencing, electronic sequencing, or any other analytical sequencing

modules. . See, for example, Shendure et al., "Next-generation DNA sequencing," Nature

Biotechnology, October 2008, 1135-1 145,; Metzker "Sequencing technologies — the next generation"

Nature Reviews Genetics 11, 31-46 (January 2010); Fuller et al., and references therein, "The challenges

of sequencing by synthesis." Nat Biotechnol. 2009 Nov;27(l l):1013-23; and Branton D. et al., and

references therein, "The potential and challenges of nanopore sequencing." Nat Biotechnol. 2008

Oct;26(10):l 146-53.



[00234] The sequencing module can perform sequencing on unamplified samples. See, for example,

Mamanova et al., "FRT-seq: amplification-free, strand-specific transcriptome sequencing," Nature

Methods, January 201 0, 130-1 32; Branton D. et al., and references therein. "The potential and challenges

of nanopore sequencing." Nat Biotechnol. 2008 Oct;26(1 0): l 146-53; and Eid et. al. "Real Time DNA

Sequencing from Single Polymerase Molecules", Science 323, 133-1 38.

[00235] .In some embodiments, the sequencing module can sequence reads of up to any of about 25, 50,

100, 150, 200, 300, 400, 500, 600, 700, 800, 900, 1000, 10,000, 100,000, 1,000,000, 10,000,000,

100,000,000, or more bases in less than any of about 0.1, 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, 45, 60, 75, 90, 105, 120,

135, 150, 165, 180, 2 10, 240, 270, 300, 360, 420, 480, 540, 600, 660, 720, 780, 840, 900, 960, 1020,

1080, 1140, 1200, 1260, 1320, 1380, 1440, 1500, 1560, 1620, 1680, 1740, or 1800 minutes. In some

embodiments, the sequencing module can sequence at least 120 Mb in 35 bp reads in less than or about 4

hours. In some embodiments, the sequencing module can sequence at least 10 Mb in reads of various

lengths using zero mode waveguides in less than or about 15 min. In some embodiments, the sequencing

module can sequence at least 680 Mb in 100 bp reads in less than or about 19 hours. In some

embodiments, the sequencing module can sequence at least 1 Gb in 150 bp reads in less than or about 27

hours.

[00236] The sequencing module can be configured to perform any next generation sequencing reaction,

sequencing by synthesis, zero mode waveguide, single molecule sequencing, nanopore sequencing or

other type of sequencing. The sequencing module can be configured to perform real-time sequencing,

sequencing by ligation, sequencing by hybridization, Sanger sequencing, reversible terminator-based

sequencing, pyrosequencing, and/or super pyrosequencing. The sequencing module can have a plurality

of reaction wells, sites, or flow cell channels for performing the sequencing reactions. The sequencing

module can include one or more detectors for monitoring and/or measuring the sequencing reactions. The

detectors can be CMOS sensors, CCD sensors, PMTs, pH measurement, quartz crystal microbalance,

nanopore, and/or semiconductor sensors. The CMOS sensor can be a 2 megapixel CMOS image sensor.

The CMOS sensor can be a 5 megapixel CMOS image sensor. The CMOS sensor can be a > 10

megapixel CMOS image sensor. The CMOS image sensor can interrogate about, no more than any of

about, or more than any of about 100 x 103, 500 x 103, 1000 x 103, 5000 x 103, 10000 x 103, 50000 x

103, 100000 x 103, or 1000000 x 103 wells or reaction environments. The detectors can be operably

linked to the sequencing module by one or more fiber optic plates and/or cables. The sequencing module

can be free of any lenses or lasers. In one embodiment, the CMOS image sensor is mated directly to a

picoliter reaction plate.

[00237] The sequencing reaction can read about or at least about 25, 500, 1000, 1500, 2000, 2500,

3000, 5000, 10000, 100,000, 1,000,000, 10,000,000, or 100,000,000 base pairs. Improvements in read

length can be made by improving the efficiency in nucleotide incorporation, removal of unincorporated or

remaining nucleotides, and lowering the rate of dephasing of the polymerase for next generation

sequencing. The phasing rate can be greater than 0.997 and the pre-phasing rate can be lower than 0.003.



This can produce a read length of greater than 500 base pairs at a better than 95, 97, 98, 99, or 99.9%

accuracy.

[00238] The size of the sequencing module can be about or no more than any of about 0.01, 0.05, 0.1,

0.2, 0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.25, 1.5, 3, or 5 cubic feet. The sequencing module can perform the sequencing

reaction in about or no more than any of about 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 25, 50, 100, 250, 500, 1000,

1500 or 2000 minutes.

[00239] The time for performing a sequencing reaction can be reduced by reducing cycle times for

many methods. Reduction in cycle times can be achieved by delivering reagents in concentrated slugs.

Concentrated slugs, or impulses, can be delivered using pneumatically actuated valves and pumps

described herein.

[00240] The flow cell can be designed to trap beads with a weir. The beads can contain clonal

amplification using emPCR or emRCA or other methods. To separate the signals, e.g., fluorescence,

beads without amplicons can be added or the reaction diluted or optimized to have a lower percentage of

beads having DNA and therefore giving sequencing signals to the detector. The weir allows fluids to be

readily pumped or other moved over the beads that are captured at the weir. This has the advantage of

greatly improved fluidic exchange compared to wells or zero mode waveguides, and can be used to

position material over nanopores, channels, or other next-next generation detectors.

[00241] Sequencing modules are described generally in U.S. Patent Publication Nos. 2003/01 98573,

2008/0262747, 2005/01 81394, 2009/0087850, 201 0/0093068, 2009/03251 83, 2008/01 31904,

201 0/01 37143, 201 0/0035252, 2009/0026082 and in U.S. Patent Nos. 7,170,050, 6,620,584, 7,486,865,

7,105,300, 7,244,567, 7,244,559, and 7,323,305.

[00242] Linear Arrays

[00243] In some embodiments of this invention, one or more of the modules comprise a linear array of

chambers. The chambers can be separated by valves. The array of chambers also can comprise an array

of valves, such as diaphragm valves, that comprise valve chambers. When the chambers comprise valves,

the valve chambers or the diaphragm valves can function as reaction chambers and/or capture chambers.

In a preferred embodiment, the array comprises at least five chambers or diaphragm valves fluidically

connected in a series. The first and last valves in series are terminal valves, either or both of which can be

connected to ports through which samples, solutions or reagents can be introduced into the array. Valves

located between the terminal valves in the array can be intermediate valves. In linear arrays, the fluidic

connections between chambers or valves of the array are typically unbranched. The array may be

connected to multiple ports for addition or removal of reagents and products from the array. In certain

embodiments, the terminal valves can each be connected to a bus or rail into which a plurality of ports

feed. The terminal valves may also be connected to sample input or product output channels. The array

may be connected to reagent reservoirs, other modules or to other arrays. Multiple arrays may be ganged,

e.g. arranged in parallel and connected to the same set of bus, rail, or input/output channels or ports.



[00244] In some embodiments of this invention, one or more of the modules comprise a linear array of

valve chambers, and said valve chambers may comprise diaphragm valves. Valve chambers can function

as pumps, reaction chambers, and/or capture chambers. A linear array typically comprises at least five

valve chambers fluidically connected in series, although fewer valve chambers may be used. Samples,

solutions, or reagents can be introduced into the linear array via channel(s) situated at any point in the

series. Fluidic connections between valve chambers are typically unbranched in linear arrays. In certain

embodiments, terminal valve chambers are each connected to (a) buses or rails into which a plurality of

channels feed, and (b) sample input/output channels.

[00245] Diaphragm valves used in linear arrays of this invention can be normally closed, pumping

valves, normally open valves (e.g., having valve seats recessed with respect to a fluidic surface, such as a

"domed" valve). Valves may or may not contain valve seats. The stroke volume is configured to be

sufficient to hold enough liquid in which to perform a chemical reaction, or part of a chemical or

biochemical reaction with later pooling of multiple reactions.

[00246] Chambers of a linear array of this invention can be of the same or different volumes. For

example, a capture chamber of the array may be the same volume, larger, or smaller than a non-capture

chamber of the array. If multiple linear arrays are ganged together, the chambers of one array may have

the same or different volumes as the chambers of another array.

[00247] Figure 17 depicts a diagram for one exemplary embodiment of a linear array module.

Chambers comprising valves PI , P2, P3, P4, and P5 (2021 , 2022, 2023, 2024, and 2025, respectively) are

arranged linearly along channel 2020. In this diagram, the linear array module 201 0 comprises three

linear arrays. However, linear modules may comprise 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 10 or less, 20 or less, 30 or less, 48

or less, 96 or less, or more than 96 linear arrays. Furthermore, the library preparation modules or other

types of modules of this invention may comprise 1, 2, 5 or less, 10 or less, or more than 10 linear

modules. In Figure 17, device 2000 comprises eight modules, each containing three linear arrays. Within

the depicted module, sets of multiple reagent reservoirs with individual control valves comprise reagent

rails 2080 and 2090, which are fluidically connected to the right and left terminal ends of the linear

arrays, respectively. The reagent rails are connected to each linear array through separate terminal

isolation valves, e.g. 2030 and 2035. In the depicted embodiment, different linear modules contain

chambers of different volumes. In other embodiments, different linear modules can contain chambers of

the same volume. Additional sample and product reservoirs 2040 and 2045 can be also connected, via

control valves, to the left and right ends of the linear arrays, respectively, or at many different positions.

In embodiments wherein the apparatus comprises multiple sets of linear modules, one or more of the

sample, product, waste, and reagent reservoirs may be shared across otherwise unconnected modules. In

these embodiments, 2082, 2084, 2086, 2088, 2092, 2094, 2096, and 2098 are inlet ports fluidically

connected to the shared reservoirs. In a different embodiment 2082, 2084, 2086, 2088, 2092, 2094, 2096,

and 2098 are inlet ports fluidically connected to the channels, tubing or other fluidic paths that can deliver

multiple boluses of liquids including reagents to the linear array. In some embodiments, not all of the



reservoirs are shared across different modules. Additional isolation valves, e.g. 2030 and 2035, are

located beyond the sample and product control valves to control fluid input and output from the linear

modules. Control valves of the three linear arrays may be controlled independently or depend on the

same control lines. In some embodiments, the valves of multiple linear modules can be simultaneously

actuated by a single control line, such as with actuator lines 201 5. A movable magnet 2060 can be

arranged so that it can be positioned adjacent to the P5 or other chambers. In some embodiments, the

magnet can be an electromagnet.

[00248] Linear arrays can be used to perform a wide variety of reactions, including but not limited to

cell lysis, cDNA synthesis, end repair, addition of a vector, A-tailing, ligation, binding to beads, washing,

exonuclease digestion, endonuclease digestion, chemical modification, chemical fragmentation, heat

inactivation, PCR, RCA, real-time PCR, real-time RCA, and component separation. Examples of

reactions are also found in Figures 10, 16, and 18. In some embodiments, a linear module can be used as

multiple modules of the invention. For examples, a linear module can be shared across one or more of a

sample loading module, a reagent loading module, a mixing module, a bead-loading module, a bead-

capturing module, a bead-washing module, a bead-elution module, a collection module, and a waste

disposal module. Reaction cascades can be performed without removing the reaction substrate from the

linear array. Samples for reactions performed by linear array modules can comprise nucleic acids,

proteins, amino acids, carbohydrates, lipids, or biologically active small molecules. Reagents can be

added from ports fluidically connected to either end of the linear array. Reagents or products can also be

removed from the linear array through the same or different ports. Reagent mixing can occur within a

single chamber of the array, or between multiple chambers of the array. In some embodiments, mixing

can be performed by pumping the contents of one or more chambers in a forward direction, in a reverse

direction, or alternating between the two directions. Mixing can also be performed by adding a second

reagent to a chamber partially filled with a first reagent. The chambers can be reused to perform multiple

sequential reactions. The linear structure of the arrays also is advantageous by allowing simple assembly

of multiple arrays on a chip or other structure for multiplexing of reactions.

[00249] In operation, different fluids to be mixed into a reaction fluid are introduced sequentially into

different chambers in the array. The reactions are mixed by moving them through a common chamber or

valve in the array. Optionally, the fluid is moved in both directions, e.g., back and forth, through a

common chamber or valve in the array. The mixed reactions can then be incubated to allow a

biochemical reaction to occur. Capture particles can be optionally introduced into a chamber in the array.

The capture particles can be, for example, magnetically responsive particles carrying groups that bind a

target analyte in the reaction solution or non-specific particles that bind a species, e.g., nucleic acids,

proteins, basic proteins, neutral, and acid proteins, lipids, amino acids, carbohydrates, lipids, or

biologically active small molecules; hydrophilic nucleic acids, proteins, lipids, amino acids,

carbohydrates, lipids, or biologically active small molecules; hydrophobic nucleic acids, proteins, lipids,

amino acids, carbohydrates, lipids, or biologically active small molecules. The particles and reaction



product are mixed with another, again, by moving one or both of them at least once through a common

valve in the array. The particles can be immobilized (e.g. with captured target analyte) in one or more

chambers or valves, such as in a capture chamber. In one instance, if the particles are magnetically

responsive particles, a magnetic force can be applied to the device to retain the particles in a capture

chamber. A wash solution can be passed through the immobilized particles to remove unbound material.

The bound reaction product can then be eluted from the particles, for example using an elution buffer.

The eluted reaction product can be moved out of the array to one of the ports for collection, or can be

retained in the array. This process can be reiterated with second, third, fourth or more reaction solutions

to perform sequential biochemical reactions.

[00250] Other examples of methods to retain capture particles are well-known in the art. As one

example, a weir or other structure can be used to retain beads by size in a capture chamber. Further, a

target analyte can be retained by binding to other solid substrates. For example, a target analyte can be

attached to an inner surface of a capture chamber coated with groups that bind the target analyte. Such

groups may bind by charge, binding affinity, or hydrophobicity, among others. Such groups may also

form a specific binding pair with a component of the target analyte. Examples of such binding pairs

include biotin and streptavidin or avidin; an antibody and its epitope; complementary nucleic acid

sequences, a peptide tag and a peptide binding domain, an aptamer and its binding partner, and a binding

domain and its ligand. Specific examples of affinity tags usable in binding pairs used in this invention

include GST, polyHis, FLAG, TAP, MBP, and GFP and its derivatives.

[00251] Because the reactions are performed in an unbranched array, reactions can easily be

multiplexed. Linear arrays can be organized in a device in an array of arrays, e.g., in a grid. Such arrays

can be ganged by connecting each of them to one or more common ports. For example, a rail to which a

plurality of ports is connected can, itself, be connected to each of the linear arrays in the array of arrays.

Thus, linear arrays of this invention can be used to reduce the footprint of devices designed to perform

large numbers of reactions or reaction sequences in parallel. Multiplexed arrays may also be controlled in

parallel using a shared actuation system, e.g. an actuation line that crosses valves across multiple linear

arrays.

[00252] The linear array can be used to mix samples. In some embodiments, the linear array can be

used to mix any number of samples, for example by sequentially adding reagents to be mixed through one

or both terminals of the linear array. Different reagents can be added from different ports. In some

embodiments, different reagents may be added from the same port. In some embodiments, the module

can include N mixing chambers to perform at least N mixing reactions. Reagents for the N mixing

reactions can be introduced via N+l inlets or stored in N+l reagent reservoirs. In some embodiments,

some of the mixing reactions can use at least one shared reagent. In some embodiments, N is at least one

of 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 20, 48, 96 or more. In some embodiments, at least a portion or component of

the mixed reaction can be removed from the linear array, such as through an outlet port or reservoir. In

some embodiments, an inlet port or reservoir can also serve as an outlet port/reservoir. Preferably, the



linear array combines five or more chambers. Such an arrangement is particularly advantageous because

it allows two sequential mixing steps of equal volumes.

[00253] Reagents for mixing reactions as embodied by this invention can be of various volumes. For

example, a reagent aliquot can be less than the volume of a chamber, equal to the volume of a chamber, or

more than the volume of a chamber. In some embodiments, a first reagent can be loaded into two or more

chambers of a linear array and mixed with a second reagent that fills one or more chambers.

[00254] In some embodiments, the linear module comprises a breadboard which can comprise a base to

support or hold in place a chip containing the linear arrays. The breadboard can comprise pneumatic

ports connected to the pneumatic control lines in an actuation layer of the microfluidic chip. The

breadboard can also comprise a manifold, such as a macrofluidic manifold, that interfaces with the linear

module and contains sample and/or reagent wells fluidically connected to inlets on the linear module. An

upper frame can be positioned above the manifold and chip and affixed to the base to hold the manifold

against the chip. The upper frame can comprise an opening to allow access to the reagent wells of the

manifold. In some embodiments, the upper frame may comprise a removable cover layer to allow access

to the manifold. In some embodiments, the linear array module may contain a robot that may supply

reagents, samples, wash solutions or other liquids to the linear array. The linear can have spacing among

inlets to interface with standard microtiter plate spacing, such as 9 mm spacing.

[00255] The linear array can be used to prepare sequencing libraries, for example for use with

commercially available sequencers, such as those using sequencing by synthesis, nanopore detection,

pyrosequencing, semiconductor sequencing, exonuclease-based sequencing, or other methods of

sequencing as described herein. For example, in a first reaction, reagents for end repair, such as T4 PNK

and T4 polymerase, can be loaded in P2 from a master mix reservoir MM1 . The target nucleic acids can

then be loaded from the sample reservoir into PI . A loading step can be preceded by a priming step,

which can reduce bubbles or remove contaminants from the chambers, valves, or channels. The contents

of PI and P2 can then be mixed by the sequential steps of: simultaneously opening P3 and closing PI to

pump the reaction into P2 and P3; simultaneously opening P4 and closing P2 to pump the reaction into P3

and P4; simultaneously opening P2 and closing P4 to pump the reaction into P2 and P3; and

simultaneously opening PI and closing P3 to pump the reaction into PI and P2. Pumping can also be

achieved by sequentially opening and closing appropriate chambers. During the course of forward and

reverse pumping, the contents of the two chambers are mixed. The mixed reaction is then incubated to

perform the end repair reaction. The product nucleic acids can then be purified from the reaction by

binding to beads or particles.

[00256] To purify nucleic acids from solution, a slurry containing magnetic beads can be loaded from a

bead reservoir into P3 and P4. The bead slurry can then be mixed with the product solution by

simultaneously opening P5 and closing PI to pump the mixture into P2-P5, then simultaneously opening

PI and closing P5 to pump the mixture into P 1-P4. Additional mixing can be performed by repeating

these forward and reverse pumping steps. The magnet can then be brought adjacent to P5, and the mixed



reaction containing nucleic acids bound to beads can be pumped out through the right end of the linear

array. The magnetic beads can be retained in P5 by the magnet while the remaining, nucleic acid-free

solution is removed from the linear arrays and output through a waste reservoir. The beads can then be

washed by pumping a wash solution from a wash reservoir from the right end of the linear arrays, through

the beads retained in P5, and out through the left end of the linear arrays to a waste reservoir. The washed

nucleic acids can then be eluted from the beads. An elution buffer can be loaded into P5, and the magnet

moved away from P5, Mixing can occur through reverse and forward pumping of the reaction from P5 to

P4 and back. The magnet can then be moved back to be adjacent to P5. The elution solution can then be

pumped from P5 to P3, P2, or PI while retaining the bead-bound nucleic acids in P5. The beads can then

be removed by pumping a solution into P5, mixing as described for the elution step, and then removing

the bead slurry out through the right end of the linear arrays into a waste reservoir. Alternatively,

purification can be performed to remove enzymes from the mixed reaction by using beads or particles that

bind selectively to the target enzymes, such as through affinity tags. In this case, after mixing, the

solution containing the nucleic acids can be retained in the linear arrays, and the enzymes bound to the

beads removed from the linear arrays. Nucleic acids, enzymes, or other reaction components can bind to

a solid substrate through affinity binding, charged interactions, or hydrophobic interactions.

[00257] After the purification step, the nucleic acid product is retained in a chamber within the linear

array. Thus, as will be apparent to one skilled in the art, the linear array can be used to perform any

number of sequential reactions without the need to remove the reaction from the linear array during a

reaction step or between reaction steps. For example, the end repair step can be followed by an A-tailing

step, followed by ligation to an adapter oligomer to generate libraries for sequencing. Optionally, the

final purification step can comprise using two sequential bead-based purifications, such as using SPRI

beads to select a specific range of polynucleotide lengths. In some embodiments, the linear arrays can be

used to perform nucleic acid amplification steps on the prepared nucleic acid libraries, including emulsion

PCR, bridge amplification, or rolling circle PCR. In other embodiments, amplification can be performed

in a separate amplification module.

[00258] In another embodiment, linear arrays can be used to produce cDNA from single cells, as

depicted in Figure 18. For example, single cells can be captured within a capture chamber of a linear

array by using a capture chamber containing a single cell capture probe. Flowing a sample mixture

comprising multiple cells can allow a single cell to bind and be retained in the capture chamber, after the

rest of the sample mixture is removed from the linear array. Next, lysis buffer can be added to the capture

chamber, and mixing by forward and reverse pumping performed to lyse the single cell. Nucleic acids

from the single cell, such as the mRNA transcripts, can be purified by bead binding and elution as

described herein. A reaction comprising a reverse transcriptase and other reagents can then be added to

the purified nucleic acids and mixed to perform cDNA synthesis. After cDNA first strand synthesis, the

nucleic acids can be re-purified and a reaction mixture suitable for second strand synthesis added to the

sample mixture. In other embodiments, the reverse transcriptase or other enzymes or affinity probes can



be affinity-tagged and the reverse transcriptase removed by binding to particles, such as magnetic

particles. In some embodiments, first or second strand DNA synthesis may include affinity-labeled

nucleotides in the reaction mixture, resulting in labeled cDNA that can be purified by affinity binding,

such as to magnetic particles.

[00259] The fluidic devices of this invention can comprise microfluidic elements, such as microfluidic

channels, microfluidic chambers and microvalves. The devices also can comprise macrofluidic channels,

chambers and valves, alone or integrated with microfluidic components. The devices also can comprise

mesofluidic channels, chambers and valves, alone or integrated with microfluidic components. A

microfluidic channel has at least one cross sectional dimension no greater than 500 microns, no greater

than 400 microns, no greater than 300 microns or no greater than 250 microns, e.g., between 1 micron and

500 microns. A microfluidic flow path is a flow path between two vents in communication with

atmosphere and configured so that a sphere having a diameter greater than 500 microns could not fit in at

least one point in the flow path. A mesofluidic channel has at least one cross-sectional dimension greater

than 500 microns and less than 5 mm.

[00260] A linear array comprising microfluidic elements of this invention can be of any length,

preferably less than about 30 mm in length, more preferably less than about 10 mm, and most preferably

less than about 5 mm in length. A macrofluidic channel has at least one cross sectional dimension greater

than 500 microns.

[00261] A non-microfluidic volume as used herein refers to a volume of at least 5 microliters, at least

10 microliters, at least 100 microliters and least 250 microliters, at least 500 microliters, at least 1

milliliter at least 10 milliliters, or at least 100 milliliters. The linear array can also process beads that have

been used to extract large volumes such as 1 milliliter, 2 milliliter, 5 milliliter, 10 milliliter, 50 milliliters,

100 milliliters, 500 milliliters, 1 liter and larger volumes.

[00262] System

[00263] A fluidic system used in the invention can comprise a fluidic assembly and an actuation

assembly. The fluidic assembly can comprise (1) elements to engage and hold the fluidic portion of a

microfluidic device that comprises fluidic conduits, (2) a fluidic manifold configured to mate or align

with ports on the microfluidic device and to deliver fluid into the fluidic conduits and (3) a fluid delivery

assembly, such as a robot or a pump, configured to deliver fluids to the fluidics manifold or to the

microfluidic conduits directly. The actuation assembly can comprise (1) elements to engage and hold the

actuation portion of a microfluidic device that comprises actuation conduits, (2) an actuation manifold

configured to mate or align with ports on the microfluidic device and to deliver actuant into the actuation

conduits microfluidic device; and (3) an actuant delivery assembly, configured to deliver fluids to the

actuation manifold or to the actuation conduits directly. The actuant delivery assembly can comprise a

source of positive or negative pressure and can be connected to the actuation conduits through

transmission lines. The instrument can also comprise accessory assemblies. One such assembly is a



temperature controller configured to control temperature of a fluid in a fluidic conduit. Another is a

source of magnetic force, such as a permanent or electromagnet, configured to apply magnetic force to

containers on the instrument that can comprise, for example, particles responsive to magnetic force.

Another is an analytic assembly, for example an assembly configured to receive a sample from the fluidic

assembly and perform a procedure such as capillary electrophoresis that aids detection of separate species

in a sample. Another is a detector, e.g., an optical assembly, to detect analytes in the instrument, for

example fluorescent or luminescent species. The instrument also can comprise a control unit configured

to automatically operate various assemblies. The control unit can comprise a computer comprising code

or logic that operates assemblies by, for example, executing sequences of steps used in procedure for

which the instrument is adapted.

[00264] An actuation system can control actuation of the valves. An actuation system can, for example,

comprise one or more solenoid valves that, when appropriately positioned, put an actuation conduit in

communication with a source of positive pressure compared with ambient and/or a source of negative

pressure compared with ambient. In a solenoid valve electric current through a solenoid actuates

movement of a magnet within the solenoid that comprises ports that can be switched between selected

inlet and outlet ports, thereby directing a fluid (gas or liquid) along an open path, or preventing fluid flow

at a stop. Typically the magnet is spring-biased to hold the valve in a selected position when not being

actuated. The actuation system can be controlled by a control system, such as a computer programmed to

operate the solenoid valves and the pressure sources.

[00265] A fluidics robot, such as a Tecan robot, can robotically add fluid to ports in the fluidics layer.

The actuation layer can be engaged with a manifold, such as a pneumatic manifold, that mates ports in the

pneumatic layer with a source of positive or negative pressure. In certain embodiments, a single

pneumatic channel operates valves in a plurality of different fluidic conduits in parallel. Then, by

pneumatically actuating the valves in various sequences, liquids can be pumped between chambers. The

chambers can be provided with reagents to allow reactions.

[00266] The full integration from sample-to-sequence using next-next generation sequencer modules

such as nanopores and single molecule sequencing, such as Helicos, can simplify the sample preparation

requirements to lysis and nucleic acid purification with a possible sizing step or fragmentation depending

on the sequencing module performance and will result in not having to perform the extended workflows

required by next generation sequencing. The Sample Processing Module and the Sequencing module can

be integrated to form a complete easy to use, fully automated sample-to-answer system.

[00267] Computer and Software

[00268] The one or more modules of the system can be controlled and/or automated by an electronic

processing and control device such as a computer and software. The computer module can display a user

interface for receiving control parameters and for returning results from the sequencing analysis. The

user interface can also be used to follow the steps performed by the modules of the system, including in



real-time. In some embodiments, the user interface can interact with the control software to set, modify,

or end a process on one or more modules of the system. The control software, also referred to as DevLink

herein, can control and coordinate all modules and submodules for full process integration and

automation. The software can be implemented in C# using Microsoft's .NET Framework. The software

can use a dual layer architecture, as shown in Figure 16. The critical instrumentation control can occur in

an isolated, "persistent service layer" executable that protects the hardware resources (memory, threads,

file handles, etc.) from volatile "user-layer" graphical environments.

[00269] In one embodiment, the instrument comprises a computer that can be programmed to introduce

the samples and reagents into the isolated region and then move them into a recovery region after the

reaction is complete to permit withdrawal of the sample for subsequent analysis. In another embodiment,

the microfluidic device can be programmed to move the reacted sample into a reservoir or a fluid zone

and add additional reaction reagents and reintroduce the sample into the isolated region for additional

reactions. In other embodiments, the microfluidic device can be programmed to move the reacted sample

into a reservoir or a fluid zone and add capture reagents and then move the sample into a capture region

for the physical separation of analytes of interest; e.g., through the use of a magnetic field to capture

magnetic beads coated with binding moieties. In other embodiments, the microfluidic device can be

programmed to move the reacted sample into a reservoir or a fluid stream and add detection reagents or

moieties and then move the sample into a recovery region to permit withdrawal of the sample for

subsequent analysis. In some embodiments, the computer can control a pneumatic actuator to control

pumps and valves of microfluidic modules within the system, including within linear modules. In some

embodiments, the computer can control a magnetic actuator to move a magnetic field to desired positions

to interact with fluids, devices, submodules, or modules of the system. In some embodiments, the

computer can control the system to transport a nucleic acid sample from one module to another module,

such as by controlling a pump to move a sample out of one module through an outlet port and into a

second module through a fluidically connected input port. In some embodiments, the computer can bring

two modules into fluidic communication, for example by moving one or both of the modules or by

moving a connecting structure between the two modules into fluidic communication with one or both

modules. A detection device, such as laser induced fluorescence Raman, Plasmon resonance,

immunocapture, mass spectroscopy, and DNA analysis devices known in the art, can be used to

interrogate the sample in a chamber or valve, within the channel of the shelf region or within another part

of the microfluidic device. See, e.g., WO 2008/1 15626 (Jovanovich). A microfluidic device having a

monolithic membrane is one example of a particularly suitable device for implementing a detection

system on a chip. According to various embodiments, the detection system can also include

immunocapture and DNA analysis mechanisms such as polymerase chain reaction (PCR), and capillary

electrophoresis (CE) mechanisms.

[00270] The system can be programmed to perform a variety of enzymatic and non enzymatic reactions,

such as reactions for DNA sequencing or cell lysis using high pH solutions. Such reactions can include



polynucleotide fragmentation, end repair of nucleic acid fragments, exonuclease digestion, endonuclease

digestion, A-tailing and adaptor ligation. In some embodiments, the system comprises a computer

readable medium comprising instructions for a computer-implemented method of controlling various

components of the system. In some embodiments, the system comprises a computer readable medium

comprising instructions for a computer-implemented method of collecting or analyzing data gathered by

various components of the system.

[00271] Running the software can include a three-stage process of factoring, wrapping and scripting.

"Factoring" can break the system up into stand-alone components, "wrapping" can normalize the

communications of each factored device. "Scripting" can implement high level work-flow on top of the

instrument wrappers.

[00272] Software for the integrated system can be written with this approach using DevLink core

libraries. The workflow script can contain all needed control parameters for each module and can display

an interface to an end-user to manipulate the control parameters as necessary. Error handling and

recovery can be implemented in a master script that can utilize information from all parts of the system to

properly evaluate a decision tree.

[00273] In some embodiments, the computer and software can be used to collect and store data from

various detection devices. Such data can include sequencing data as well as information regarding quality

control measurements or intermediate products, such as for tracking progression or for troubleshooting.

[00274] In some embodiments, after sequence data has been collected, the data can be automatically

converted to a standard FASTA sequence format. The master control script can delegate data archival

and processing to a custom "Numerical Analysis" engine that performs pattern recognition against known

target sequences of interest such as toxins, cloning vectors, antibiotic resistance, identity, genetic traits,

etc. In some embodiments, the data can be analyzed to generate confidence values for the data. The

computer and software can also be used to combine or analyze multiple data sets, such as from multiple

samples or from different sample runs. Final result presentation can be delegated to a report generator

that can runs under automated script control. In some embodiments, raw or partially processed data can

be saved or transferred to another location for processing, analysis, reporting, or database storage or

query. In some embodiments, data, including raw data, converted data, or reports generated from such

data, can be imported or exported across government borders.

[00275] Methods for Integrated Analysis

[00276] The invention provides methods for performing integrated analysis on a sample. The integrated

analysis can be automated such that no user intervention is required after initiating the analysis. In some

embodiments, a user can select desired analysis parameters and input a sample, and the sample is

sequenced without further user interaction. The sequence data can be returned in FASTA format. The

sample can be an unpurified sample, a tissue sample, an environmental sample, a clinical sample, or any



other sample described herein. The sequence results can be produced in about or no more than any of

about 0.01, 0.02, 0.05, .1, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24, 36, or 48 hours.

[00277] The integrated analysis of the sample can include one or more processing steps. The

processing steps can include lysing cells, isolating and/or purifying nucleic acids, modifying nucleic acids

(including fragmenting nucleic acids, cDNA synthesis, creating a nucleotide library, and amplifying the

nucleotide library), and sequencing. In some embodiments, the processing steps also include transferring

materials from one module or submodule to another module or submodule. The transferring step can be

from a sample processing module to a library construction module, from a library construction module to

an amplification module, from an amplification module to a sequencing module, or from a submodule of

one of the above mentioned modules to a downstream submodule. These processing steps can be

controlled and/or automated by a computer or by computer logic.

[00278] In some embodiments, isolating and modifying nucleic acids can be performed by a first

module. The first module can include a sample processing module, a library creation module, and an

amplification module. Sequencing can be performed by a second module, which can include a

sequencing module. As described herein, modules can be fluidically connected to each other and

controlled such that various reactions can be performed and fluids moved within and amongst the

modules in an automated manner.

[00279] Sample Processing

[00280] The invention provides for methods of sample processing and preparation. Sample preparation

can be performed automatically using the devices described herein. For example, a sample can be input

to a device by a user, and the device can use a computer-implemented method to interpret instructions to

perform the sample preparation. Such instructions can be preset by a manufacturer, selected by a user,

and/or given by a user . In some embodiments of the invention, a user can input sample volume, sample

type, and estimated sample amount. The sample may be, for example, a tissue sample, fluid sample,

environmental sample, forensic sample, cheek swab, or cell culture. The sample can be modified by a

lysing procedure configured to lyse cells, spores, or any other material. The lysing process can release or

expose nucleic acids. Nucleic acids in the sample, whether released by lysis or not, can be purified or

isolated using a purification procedure. The purification procedure can include immobilization of nucleic

acids to a solid substrate either specifically by hybridization or non-specifically. Immobilized nucleic

acids can be washed and then released using an elution buffer. Isolated and/or purified nucleic acids can

be subjected to a fragmenting procedure. The fragmenting procedure can include any procedure

described herein or generally known in the art to alter the size distribution of the nucleic acids in the

sample. Fragmentation can be achieved by, for example, enzymatic cleavage, by sonication, or by

mechanical shearing. The length of fragmented nucleic acids can be on average less than about 50 base

pairs, less than about 100 base pairs, less than about 200 base pairs, less than about 400 base pairs, less

than about 600 base pairs, less than about 1000 base pairs, less than about 2000 base pairs, or longer than



about 2000 base pairs. Fragmented nucleic acids can then be transferred to a library construction module

if desired.

[00281] Library Construction

[00282] A library of nucleic acids can be constructed using the methods of the invention. A library

construction module can receive fragmented nucleic acids and perform one or more reactions for creating

the library of nucleic acids. Steps for producing and sequencing a library of nucleic acid templates are

shown in Figure 19. Another set of steps for creating a library of nucleic acid templates is shown in

Figure 10.

[00283] In one embodiment, fragmented nucleic acids can be subjected to end repair. End-repaired

genomic fragments can be ligated to a vector that has an affinity tag. In some embodiments, the vector

can contain specific restriction enzyme recognition sites, sequences complementary to primers for

amplification or sequencing, or other sequences of use in the invention. The ligated vector and

fragmented nucleic acids can form a circularized nucleic acid template. Tagged nucleic acids can be

immobilized to beads. Non-circularized nucleic acid templates can be digested by an exonuclease.

Exonuclease can then be heat inactivated, leaving single-stranded circularized nucleic acid templates.

[00284] In another embodiment, fragmented nucleic acids can be subjected to end repair. End-repaired

fragments can be A-tailed, and the resulting A-tailed fragments ligated to an adapter sequence. The

adapter sequence can include an affinity tag. The adapter sequence can contain a sequence to allow

specific binding to a substrate, or for complementary binding to a primer for amplification or sequencing

or for indexing pooled samples. The resulting nucleic acids can be purified by affinity binding or SPRI.

In one embodiment, multiple steps of SPRI purification can be performed to isolate a population of

ligated, A-tailed fragments of an appropriate size for subsequent amplification as described herein.

[00285] In some embodiments, libraries are constructed from RNA samples. In these embodiments,

library construction can include reverse transcription of RNA samples to form cDNA. The cDNA can be

further used as a template for DNA polymerase and amplification to form double-stranded DNA.

Subsequent steps of library construction can then be performed as described herein.

[00286] In some embodiments, library construction can incorporate affinity tags into the library.

Affinity tags can be, for example, biotin, GST, MBP, or other labels as described herein. Affinity tags

can be incorporated during ligation steps, such as to a labeled vector or adapter as described supra.

Affinity tags can also be incorporated during A-tailing, such as by using biotinylated dATP, or during

DNA synthesis, such as by using a biotinylated nucleotide during either polymerization step when

preparing libraries from RNA samples.

[00287] Sequencing library preparation using labeled nucleotides

[00288] In some embodiments, libraries are prepared from short RNA samples, such as sRNA, siRNA

or miRNA. In such cases, the adapters used to generate libraries are approximately the same length as the

samples. The resulting ligated molecules are difficult to separate from the adapters by size, which can



interfere with subsequent amplification and sequencing. Thus, to generate sequencing libraries from short

RNA samples, it can be advantageous to label the library precursors using biotinylated nucleotides.

Labels other than biotin may also be used, as are well known in the art or described herein. Labeled

nucleotides can be incorporated during reverse transcription, or during synthesis of the second DNA

strand complementary to the initial cDNA. In another embodiment, labeled dATP can be incorporated

during an A-tailing step or during end repair or polishing steps. Labeled nucleotides are easily separable

from polynucleotides using methods known in the art, such as by using size-based separation. The

labeled library precursors can then be ligated to the adapter molecules, for example using T4 ligase. After

ligation, biotinylated library molecules can be separated from unlabeled adapters by binding to, for

example, streptavidin-labeled beads as described herein. In some embodiments, size-based separations

can then be performed. In some embodiments, subsequent size-based separation is not necessary before

amplification. The methods described herein can also be used for generating libraries from longer RNA

samples, or from DNA samples. The methods are particularly advantageous for generating libraries

containing short sequences to be sequenced, regardless of the type of nucleic acid from which the libraries

are derived. In some embodiments, the steps are performed in a microfluidic device, such as a linear

array or linear module. Sequencing libraries produced in this manner can be amplified or sequenced by

any of the methods described herein, such as by transferring the labeled library to an amplification or

sequencing module.

[00289] Solid phase immobilization

[00290] In some embodiments, the different steps of library preparation can be performed without

purifying the intermediate nucleic acid products from the reaction mixture. This allows for a more

simplified workflow during sequencing library preparation, which can aid automation. Libraries prepared

by these methods may be derived from samples containing RNA, DNA, or a combination thereof. In

some embodiments, instead of purifying nucleic acid intermediates from the reaction mixtures, the

enzymes used for the preparation steps are inactivated or removed from the mixture after use. Removing

or inactivating the enzymes can allow the next step in library preparation to proceed without interference

from enzymes used in prior steps. In one embodiment, an enzyme used for end-repair and A-tailing is

labeled with an affinity tag. In another embodiment, an enzyme used for nucleic acid synthesis is labeled

with an affinity tag. After the end-repair, A-tailing, or other enzymatic step, the enzyme can be bound to

a solid substrate that contains a specific binding partner for the affinity tag. In some embodiments, the

enzyme can also be bound to a solid substrate before or during the reaction. Solid substrates can include

but are not limited to particles, magnetic particles, or surfaces of chambers, channels or other components

of a library preparation module. The list of suitable affinity tag-binding partner pairs includes but is not

limited to: biotin and avidin or a related molecule; an epitope and an antibody; a polyHis tag and a His-

binding moiety such as Ni-NTA, MBP and amylose; a small peptide label and a corresponding peptide-

binding domain, or other binding pairs as described herein.



[00291] Examples of enzymes that can be tagged for the methods of this invention include but are not

limited to kinases such as PNK; polymerases including those from T4, Phi29, E. coli, T. aquaticus, or P.

furiosus and their derivatives, such as Klenow fragment; T4 ligase and other ligases; restriction enzymes;

phosphatases such as T4 phosphatase; and exonucleases.

[00292] In one embodiment, the labeled enzymes are bound to magnetic beads. The bead-bound

enzymes can then be removed from the rest of the reaction mixture, such as by centrifugation, size

separation (such as using a weir in a microfluidic device), or, in the case of magnetic or paramagnetic

beads, by the use of a magnetic force. In embodiments where the enzyme is bound to a wall, channel, or

other non-particle substrate, the reaction mixture can be removed from the chamber where the enzyme is

bound. The resulting mixture is thus depleted of active enzyme and can be directly used in the next step

of library preparation. In some embodiments, the volume of the depleted mixture can be reduced before

the next step of library preparation. In some embodiments, all the enzymes used during library

preparation can be labeled and added or depleted by the methods described herein. In some

embodiments, all but the last step of library preparation uses labeled enzymes and the depletion methods

described herein. Labeled enzymes may comprise the same affinity tag or different affinity tags. In some

embodiments, some enzymes are depleted after their use in a library preparation step while other library

preparation steps are followed by purifying the nucleic acid product from the reaction mixture, such as by

using SPRI. In some embodiments, an enzyme used in a library preparation step is inactivated, such as by

heat inactivation.

[00293] After library generation, the library can be further amplified prior to sequencing. In some

embodiments, the library can be directly used for sequencing as described herein, without the need for an

amplification step.

[00294] Amplification

[00295] The invention provides methods for performing amplification reactions. In some embodiments,

the amplification reaction can be an amplification reaction on an isolated nucleic acid molecule. The

amplification reaction can be performed in a reaction site. A reaction site can contain a single

amplification reaction, or can contain multiple amplification reactions. The reaction site can be a droplet,.

The droplet can be a droplet in an emulsion, as described herein. In some embodiments, the amplification

site is a reaction well, such as a nanowell or a picowell. In some embodiments, the amplification site is a

microfluidic structure, such as a microfluidic chamber or channel, surface, or membrane. In some

embodiments, the amplification site is a flow cell, or is located within a flow cell. The reaction site can

contain about one nucleic acid template, a bead with primers, random primers, and polymerases. In some

embodiments, amplification can be performed by polymerization or by sequential ligation. The

amplification reaction can be performed at one temperature, or at a plurality of temperatures. The droplet

or reaction well can be heated or cooled by one or more heat exchangers, heaters, and/or coolers. The

amplified nucleic acids can be bound to a solid phase, e.g., a bead, particle, nanoparticle, channel,



membrane, and/or elastomer. The amplified and/or bound nucleic acids can then be delivered to a

sequencing reaction as isolated and amplified nucleic acids. In some embodiments, the amplified and/or

bound nucleic acids from a plurality of reaction environments (e.g., reaction wells or droplets) are

combined and then delivered to a sequencing device. In one embodiment, amplification is performed on

a bead isolated within a droplet so that the population of amplified nucleic acids is also bound to the bead.

After amplification, the droplets can be combined while the different populations of amplified nucleic

acid remain bound to different beads. In one embodiment, amplification is performed by immobilizing

individual molecules at different locations on the surface of a chamber or flow cell. Two primers can be

bound to the surface of the chamber or flow cell, one complementary to one end of the target nucleic acid,

and one that contains a sequence at the other end of the target nucleic acid. Amplification occurs when

the free end of the template molecule binds to the complementary primer. The resulting product molecule

is then denatured, and both product strands used in the next amplification cycle. After multiple

amplification cycles, the resulting products are localized around the original binding site of the first target

molecule. The amplification process using any of the methods described herein can be performed by an

amplification module. The amplification process can be combined with the library construction process

as shown in Figure 25. The amplification step can be automated, similar to the other processes described

herein.

[00296] Amplification can be performed on circular templates, such as with rolling circle or strand

displacement amplification. Amplification can be performed in emulsions, such that each droplet of the

emulsion contains, on average, one or fewer template molecules. Amplification can be performed in

beads trapped by a weir with, on average, one or fewer template molecules per bead, preferably less than

one in seven or less. Other methods of nucleic acid amplification that can be used include quantitative

PCR, fluorescent PCR, multiplex PCR, real time PCR, single cell PCR, restriction fragment length

polymorphism PCR, hot start PCR, nested PCR, in situ polony PCR, bridge PCR, picotiter PCR, ligase

chain reaction, transcription amplification, self-sustained sequence replication, consensus-sequence

primed PCR, arbitrarily primer PCR, degenerate oligonucleotide-primed PCR, and combinations thereof.

Amplification may also include multiple steps of amplification, such as with pre-amplification steps.

[00297] Sequencing

[00298] The invention provides methods for performing sequencing on a target nucleic acid. The

sequencing can be performed using real-time sequencing, sequencing by synthesis, sequencing by proton

detection, pyrosequencing, superpyro sequencing, sequencing by ligation, Sanger sequencing, or any next

generation sequencing technique, next next generation sequencing technique, or future generations of

sequencing. The sequencing can be performed by a sequencing module. The sequencing process can be

automated similar to the other automated processes described herein.

[00299] Some methods of sequencing that are compatible with the invention as described herein can be

found in, for example, U.S. Patent publications 2009/0092970, 201 0/01298 10, and 2010/01 97507, and in



U.S. Patents 7,943,305; 7,575,865; 7,232,656; and 6,833,246. Typically, a sequencing reaction as used in

this invention includes a target molecule, at least one primer, and a polymerase. Nucleotides used for

sequencing, such as for sequencing by synthesis can vary. In some embodiments, nucleotides may be

unmodified. In some embodiments, nucleotides may contain an optically detectable label, such as a

fluorescent dye. The label can be, for example, attached to the gamma phosphate, the beta phosphate, to

the base, to the 2' carbon of the ribose, or to the 3' end of the nucleotide. The label can also include a

quenching molecule, which can be similarly attached to the nucleotide. The label or quencher can be

attached to the nucleotide by a selectively cleavable bond, such as by a photocleavable or chemically

cleavable bond. In some embodiments, sequencing uses oligonucleotides, such as during sequencing by

ligation. Oligonucleotides for use in sequencing by ligation can be less than about five base pairs, less

than about 8 base pairs, less than about 10 base pairs, or less than about 20 base pairs. Oligonucleotides

for use in sequencing may also be labeled as described for nucleotides.

[00300] In some embodiments, sequencing can be performed on molecules individually immobilized to

the bottom of a zero mode waveguide, allowing selective detection of fluorescently labeled nucleotides

present in the active site of the sequencing polymerase. Nucleotides that are incorporated into the

elongating strand can be detected and distinguished from nucleotides only transiently present in the active

site. After incorporation, the fluorescent label can be removed or destroyed prior to incorporation of the

next nucleotide.

[00301] In some embodiments, the labeled nucleotide contains a FRET pair comprising a fluorophore

and a quencher. Upon incorporation of the nucleotide into the elongating strand, the fluorophore is

unquenched. The unquenched fluorophore can then be detected to determine the target sequence. In some

embodiments, the labeled nucleotide contains a chemiluminescent label. Upon incorporation of the

nucleotide into the elongating strand, the label is unquenched and through a chain of reactions or directly

light is release and detected to determine the target sequence. In one embodiment, the change in pH by

the sequencing reaction is measured electronically. In one embodiment, the strand of DNA is moved

through a nanopore or nanostructure and the sequence detected

[00302] In some embodiments, sequencing can be performed in wells containing picoliter volumes.

Populations of molecules amplified from a single molecule of a sequencing library can be segregated

within individual wells with a polymerizing enzyme. Nucleotides can be sequentially flowed across

arrays of wells. Upon incorporation of a nucleotide, pyrophosphate is released. The released

pyrophosphate can then be detected enzymatically, such as using a luciferase based assay. In one

embodiment, the sequencing reaction includes ATP sulfurylase, luciferase, apyrase, and the substrates

luciferin and adenosine 5' phosphosulfate. Pyrophosphates released by nucleotide incorporation can be

converted to ATP by sulfurylase, and the ATP can then be used to produce oxyluciferin, which can be

detected as visible light.

[00303] In some embodiments, sequencing can be performed in the amplification module. As one

example, after bridge PCR amplification, sequencing can be directly performed on the immobilized,



amplified molecules. In one embodiment, the amplified molecules comprise two complementary strands

immobilized on the surface of a flow cell. One of the complementary strands can be removed from the

flowcell by selectively cleaving one of the two primers used for amplification and washing the cleaved

strand out of the flow cell. The remaining strand can then be sequenced by any of the methods described

herein, such as sequencing by synthesis with fluorescent detection. In one embodiment, microfluidic

valves and pumps control the flow of reagent to the flowcell. In one embodiment, the library construction

or nucleic acid occurs in the flow cell.

[00304] In some embodiments, sequencing can be performed by binding beads from the amplification

step to a solid surface, such as a slide. Sequencing of the immobilized amplified molecules can be

performed by sequencing by the ligation, such as by using sets of short, fluorescently labeled

oligonucleotide probes to detect specific dinucleotide base pairs. Upon ligation of a labeled probe, a

portion of the probe, including the fluorescent label can be cleaved off, and a new set of oligonucleotide

probes used to detect another portion of the target sequence. Multiple rounds of detection using different

initiating primers can be used to detect different subsets of the target sequence.

[00305] [In some embodiments, ion semiconducter sequencing can be used. Changes in electrical

charges or proton concentrations resulting from nucleotide incorporation can be detected, for example by

using CMOS chips. In one embodiment, individual molecules are separated into different nanowells, and

a single type of nucleotide added into the wells. Without being bound by any particular theory, upon

incorporation of one or more of the nucleotide, hydrogen ions are released and can be detected. Multiple

incorporations can result in a higher signal. The nanowells can be sequentially exposed to the different

nucleotides, which allows detection of the target sequence. The nanowells can be formed in valves with

detection either through the activation layer or the fluidic layer or through an end of a layer.

[00306] In some embodiments, the amplified nucleic acids are sequentially cleaved, such as with an

exonuclease. The cleaved nucleotides can be detected, for example by mass spectrometry, or by detecting

fluorescent labels unique to each type of nucleotide. In some embodiments, the amplified nucleic acid

may be passed through a nanopore, and the sequence of the target nucleic acid detected by detecting

changes in an electric current or other measurements as the nucleic acid is passed across the nanopore.

[00307] Automation

[00308] The invention provides for automated methods for analyzing a sample. The automated method

can be an automated sequencing method. In some embodiments, a first instruction is provided to a first

module for preparing a sample for sequencing. The first instructions can include instructions for one or

more of the following steps: lysing cells, isolating nucleic acids, fragmenting the isolated nucleic acids,

adding adapters to the fragmented nucleic acids to create a library of nucleic acid templates, and

amplifying the library of nucleic acid templates. The first module can include a sample processing

module, a library construction module, and an amplification module. A second instruction can then be



provided to the first module and/or a second module to transfer the fragmented nucleic acids to a second

module. A third instruction can be provided to the second module for performing a sequencing reaction.

[00309] In some embodiments, an automated step or method can be performed without user

intervention, or without the use of a hand-operated pipette. In some embodiments, an automated step or

method can be performed by a robot.

[00310] Kits

[00311] The invention provides for kits for performing an automated sequencing reaction. The kit can

include one or more of the following components: a cartridge, a microfluidic chip, and reagents. The

cartridge can have one or more reaction chambers that can hold a macrofluidic volume. A macrofluidic

volume can be a volume of liquid that is about or greater than about 10, 50, 100, 500, 1000, 1500, or 2000

microliters. A microfluidic chip can be a device with one or more channels with micron or sub-micron

sized dimensions. The microfluidic chip can also have one or more pneumatically actuated valves. The

reagents can include one or more of any reagent described herein, for example, adapters, polymerases,

primers, magnetic beads, enzymes, chemicals, and buffers. In some embodiments, separate kits may be

provided for sample processing modules and for a sequencing module.

[00312] Examples

[00313] Example 1: Sample Processing

[00314] Cell lysis of lmL samples can be carried out using heat treatment at 95°C for 5 min; the heat is

provided by resistive heating through metal blocks with thermocouple feedback. Paramagnetic bead-

based purification can be used to purify and concentrate the DNA from the lysates. Optimization can

include enhanced focusing of magnetic fields to localize and concentrate magnetic forces. Fluid and bead

handling can be controlled to minimize losses and maximize low level sample detection. DNA can be

sheared and optimized to produce a narrow distribution of DNA between, for example, 500 and 800 bp.

The device can be designed to recover and shear DNA from as low as 10 organisms per mL.

[00315] Example 2 : Nucleic acid fragmentation

[00316] Genomic DNA was repeatedly pumped under high pressure (500 psi) by syringes 3 and 6

between wells 2 and 5 through shearing region 4 of the device shown in Figure 6. The channel was 50

microns deep and 100 microns wide.

[00317] Figure 7 shows the results of the nucleic acid fragmentation on an agarose gel. The gel is a

1.2% agarose gel. Lane 4 contains DNA markers. Lane 1 shows human genomic DNA. Lane 2 shows

human genomic DNA sheared using QiaShred. Lane 3 shows human genomic DNA sheared using the

device depicted in Figure 6. Most unsheared human genomic DNA (lanes 1 and 2) remained caught in

the electrophoresis gel wells. Some entered the gel during electrophoresis, resulting in the smear and a

band running at about 10 kb. Sheared DNA (lane 3) ran in a tight band at approximately 5 kb. DNA was

cycled 20 times between well 1 and well 2.



[00318] Example 3 : Library Construction

[00319] Processing times to perform the reactions can be minimized by enhancing the full volume

chemistry with optimal enzyme concentrations, minimizing reaction volumes (consistent with system

performance), and maximizing the size of diaphragm (pneumatically actuated) pumps to decrease times

for mixing and pumping. Modifications facilitating full system integration can be designed and integrated

into the module.

[00320] Example 4 : Emulsion Rolling Circle Amplification

[00321] The emRCA module can be designed to mix the circularized DNA, capture beads and silicon

oil in a volume capable of generating the number of beads needed for adequate DNA sequencing

throughput, which can be about 2 million. The emRCA Module can create, incubate, disrupt the

emulsion, and provide washed beads with immobilized amplified nucleic acid for DNA sequencing.

[00322] An incubation device, including a disposable cartridge, and an emulsion generator/cleanup

device can be integrated. A custom interface can be designed and built to deliver both fluids and

electrical power to the device.

[00323] Example 5 : Bridge Amplification

[00324] The amplification module can be designed to perform bridge amplification in the flowcell. The

DNA is added to the flowcell and attaches to the primers attached to the flowcell surface. Primers,

polymerase, master mix is added to the flow cell and PCR or other amplification performed to create

sufficient DNA for adequate DNA sequencing. The amplification module can adjust the temperate for

thermal cycling and isothermal reactions.

[00325] An incubation device, including a disposable cartridge, can be integrated. A custom interface

can be designed and built to deliver both fluids and electrical power to the device.

[00326] Example 6 : Sequencing

[00327] The sequencing module can be built with a 2 MP CMOS image sensor capable of interrogating

500,000 wells. This can correspond to 250 Mbases per run with 500 bp reads per well. The system can

be modular with each CMOS sensor representing a single core. In this way, multiple 250 Mbase "cores"

can be ganged together in a single system utilizing the same fluidics system. This can allow for

significant throughput increases fairly seamlessly without incurring significant penalties in terms of

increased system bulkiness.

[00328] Fluidics that can allow for the aforementioned "impulse" reagent delivery can be integrated into

this system. All sequence data generated by the advanced sequencing module, which can be a super pyro

sequencing module, can be analyzed and evaluated using standardized methods. Further refinements on

the error model of sequencing data can be carried out. The sequencing module can produce data (using a

modified Viterbi algorithm-based base caller) that has >99% single raw read accuracy at 500 base pairs.



[00329] Example 7 : Integration

[00330] The upstream modules, the Sample Processing Module and the Library Construction Module,

can be combined into a Unified Sample Preparation Module (USPM). The emRCA and

SuperPyroSequencing Modules can also be combined. The USPM and the emRCA and sequencing

modules can be integrated together.

[00331] The Sample Processing Module and the Library Construction Module can be combined into a

single Unified Sample Preparation Module that uses a single sample preparation cartridge. The combined

Unified Sample Preparation Module can unify the common components of each module, i.e. solenoids,

I/O boards, temperature controllers, into a single module that fully integrates the functions of the separate

microchips of each module into a single cartridge. The DevLink software integration can control both

modules using a unified script.

[00332] The single-use cartridge can contain microchips with diaphragm valves that direct fluids, on

board reagents, and the combined functionality of the Sample Processing Module and the Library

Construction Module, i.e. lysis, bead-based DNA purification, fragmentation, circularization, and

isolation of single-stranded circular templates.

[00333] For the integrated system breadboard, the cartridge can be fabricated by machining plastics or

rapid prototyping using stereolithography/3D printing (e.g. SLA) combined with microchips having

pneumatically actuated valves. The cartridge can minimize losses that occur onto surfaces and can

perform as many processes as possible in a common reaction. Lengths of interconnection channels can be

minimized. The devices can also be manufactured using high volume manufacturing technologies, such

as injection molding.

[00334] The amplified product on beads can be transferred from the amplification module to the

sequencing module using a peristaltic pump in the sequencing Module or by microfluidic pumps. The

pump can pull the prepared beads from the amplification module and distribute them into the picotiter

wells for analysis.

[00335] The software integration can 'wrap' the amplification and sequencing modules with DevLink

software using 'handles' that allow each one to manipulated with command line interfaces. DevLink

software can be a single interface to operate all modules by sequentially evoking scripts that operate the

individual modules from a single GUI. The software can wrap the sequencing program analysis software

to produce FASTA files or other formats. The software can wrap internal databases or interfaces to

external databases.

[00336] The integration can combine amplification/sequencing modules with the Unified Sample

Preparation Module. The fiuidic connection can be tubing from the Unified Sample Preparation Module

to the amplification/sequencing module. The unified upstream module can deliver circularized templates

or linear templates with adapters in approximately 1 mL volume to the amplification module using

pressure-assisted diaphragm pumps on the Unified Sample Preparation Module.



[00337] The integrated system can be used to sequence single organisms at different titers in buffer at

the success rates, read lengths, and detection limits discussed herein. This single organism can include

organisms with lambda DNA or other bacteriophages, and bacteria. The system can be used to sequence

mixtures of bacteria. Sequence data can be BLASTed.

[00338] Example 8 : Using a linear array to perform next generation sequencing library

preparation

[00339] This example describes a method of performing NGS library preparation from DNA fragments

using a module containing a linear array.

[00340] An example of a device containing a linear array can be used to prepare an adaptor-linked DNA

library from a sample of DNA fragments. Figure 17 shows the architecture of such a fluidic device. The

device is organized as an array of non-branching, linear valve arrays. Each valve array comprises valves

PI, P2, P3, P4, and P5, labeled as 2021, 2022, 2023, 2024, and 2025, respectively. The device shown

here has three valve arrays operated in parallel. Each valve array comprises an isolation valve 2030 on

one side of a first terminal valve and another isolation valve 2035 on one side of a second terminal valve.

The isolation valves control fluidic access to the valve array. Also, each valve array is fluidically

connected through the isolation valves to reagent rails 2080 and 2090, configured to provide liquids

through ports in the device to the valve array, respectively.

[00341] Creation of an adaptor library from DNA fragments includes three enzymatic steps: (1) end

repair (e.g. rendering the ends of the DNA fragments blunt and 5' phosphorylated), (2) A-tailing the end-

repaired fragments, and (3) adaptor ligation to the A-tailed fragments. DNA purification can be

performed after each enzymatic step. Non-microfluidic volumes can be loaded into non-microfluidic

compartments unless otherwise noted. Loading can be performed by a fluidics robot. Typically, when a

fluid is to be added into the array, the system is first primed with the liquid by pumping from a source

reservoir through the channels to a designated waste port. For simplicity, these steps are not mentioned in

the list of steps below. Note that each enzymatic step (and any associated DNA purification) is carried

out in a similar fashion, with the biggest differences being the location of the master mix reservoir and the

location of the starting material for the step. For example, in the first enzymatic step, the Sample

reservoir is the location of the starting material. In subsequent steps, the starting material is located in

one of the valve chambers of the array. The description below describes a single cycle of reaction

mixing, incubation, and DNA purification. Cascading three such cycles, with the small changes noted

above for subsequent cycles, can accomplish NGS library preparation.

[00342] The steps described below are one example of a sequence of actions to perform a single cycle

of reaction mixing, incubation, and DNA purification. Other sequences to perform the same method will

be apparent to one skilled in the art.



[00343] Reaction Mixing. Incubation, and SPRI DNA Purification

[00344] Sample comprising DNA fragment is loaded into sample reservoirs 2040, SPRI beads are

loaded in reservoir 2084, end repair master mix is loaded in reservoir 2094, A-tailing master mix is

loaded into reservoir 2092, ligation master mix is loaded into reservoir 2096, wash solution is loaded in

reservoir 2086, and elution solution (e.g., TE) is loaded in reservoir 2088. The default system state is

where all valves are closed. The protocol then proceeds as follows:

1. Transfer and isolate an aliquot (a valve chamber volume) of Sample in PI by (i) opening sample

valves 2041 , (ii) opening PI , and (iii) closing sample valves 2041 .

2. Transfer Sample into valve chamber P2 by simultaneously closing PI and opening P2.

3. Transfer and isolate an aliquot of end-repair master mix to Plby (i) opening rail valve 2095,

opening isolation valves 2030, (iii) opening PI , (iv) closing rail valve 2095, and (v) closing

isolation valves 2030.

4. Mix Sample and end-repair master mix aliquots by repeatedly cycling them across the valve array

in ping-pong fashion as follows: Ping = (i) close PI / open P3, (ii) close P2 / open P4, (iii) close

P3 / open P5; Pong = (i) close P5 / open P3, (ii) close P4 / open P2, (iii) close P3 / open PI .

5. Incubate reaction. Ping-pong mixing may optionally be continued throughout the reaction

incubation period ( 1-30 minutes at room temperature).

6. Load and isolate SPRI Bead Mix in P4 and P5 by (i) opening rail valve 2085, opening isolation

valves 2035, (iii) opening P5, (iv) opening P4, (v) closing isolation valves 2035, and (vi) closing

rail valve 2085 .

7. Transfer SPRI bead mix to P3 and P4 by simultaneously closing P5 and opening P3.

8. Mix completed reaction with SPRI bead mix by repeatedly cycling across the valve array in ping-

pong fashion as follows: Ping = close PI / open P5; Pong = close p5 / open PI .

9. Open P5 by (i) opening a rail valve connected to an empty rail reservoir (e.g. reservoir 2088), (ii)

opening the corresponding isolation valve(s) (e.g. valves 2035), and (iii) opening P5.

10. Capture the beads (and bound DNA) in P5 by generating a magnetic field gradient at P5, and

pumping the contents of P 1-P4 through P5 to a designated (rail) waste reservoir.

11. Isolate an aliquot of wash solution in PI by: (i) opening rail valve 2087, (ii) open isolation valves

2035, (iii) open PI , (iv) close rail valve 2087, (v) close isolation valves 2030.

12. Transfer wash solution to P4 by: (i) close PI / open P2, (ii) close P2 / open P3, (iii) close P3 / open

P4.

13. Transfer wash solution to P5 (washing beads) by: (i) opening isolation valves 2035, (ii) opening

rail valve 2083, (iii) close P4.

14. Repeat steps 11- 13 until wash solution is exhausted, and then pump air by repeating steps 11- 13

until beads are dry.

15. Introduce elution buffer into P5 by: (i) closing P5, (ii) opening rail valve 2089, (iii) opening

isolation valves 2035, (iv) opening P5.



16. Remove the magnetic field gradient from P5, and mix beads and elution buffer by transferring

eluate and beads to P4 by: close P5 / open P4.

17. Recapture beads in P5 by: (i) restoring magnetic field gradient to P5, (ii) close P4 / open P5.

Separate eluate (containing DNA) from beads by transferring eluate to P4 by: close P5 / open P4.

18. Resuspend beads in P5 by: (i) removing the magnetic field gradient from P5, (ii) introducing

elution buffer into P5 (as in step 15 above).

19. Transfer resuspended beads to a designated waste reservoir by: (i) opening isolation valves 2035,

(ii) opening rail valve 2083, (iii) closing P5. Repeat steps 18-19 until P5 is clear of beads.

20. Transfer eluate (containing DNA) to P2 by: (i) close P4 / open P3, (ii) close P3 / open P2.

[00345] After the final purification step of the last enzymatic cycle (e.g. ligating to adapter molecules),

a second bead-based purification step can optionally be performed to select ligated DNA of a target

length range.

[00346] Example 9 : Using biotinylated nucleotides to label sequencing libraries

[00347] Short RNA can be mixed with reverse transcriptase, dNTPs, and suitable buffers to perform a

reverse transcription reaction. The dCTP used in the reaction contains a biotin label (bdCTP). After

reverse transcription, the product contains the short RNA bound to a cDNA strand labeled with biotin at

each location where the cDNA contains a cytosine. The double-stranded nucleic acid is denatured, and

the labeled cDNA is purified from the rest of the reagents by binding to streptavidin-labeled beads.

Subsequently, unlabeled dNTPs are added with a DNA polymerase and suitable buffers for second strand

DNA synthesis, resulting in a double-stranded DNA molecule, where one strand contains bdCTP. The

double-stranded molecule can then be end-repaired, A-tailed, and otherwise modified in preparation for

ligation to an unlabeled adapter nucleic acid. Additional purification steps between these modification

steps can further remove any contaminating free bdCTP from the reaction mixture. Ligation can then be

performed using a ligase and ATP. Streptavidin beads can then be used to selective bind the labeled

nucleic acids, allowing the unligated adapters to be washed away. In some cases, trace amounts of

unligated target molecules may also bind to the beads. However, because they do not contain the adapter

sequence that contains the primer-binding sequence, they will generally not have a significant effect on

the sequencing reaction. The steps described can be performed in a linear array as described in Example

7, or can be performed in any other microfluidic library preparation module as described herein.

[00348] Example 10: Reaction cleanup by removing enzymes

[00349] During sequencing library preparation, instead of purifying the nucleic acid sample from a

reaction mixture after each reaction step, reaction cleanup can be performed. Reaction cleanup can be

performed in a module of an integrated sample-to-sequence system, such as a library preparation module

or an amplification module as described herein. To perform reaction cleanup, reactions can be performed

where some or all of the enzymes used during the preparation steps can be labeled with an affinity tag



such as a hexa-Histidine tag (His6). For example, during end-repair, an affinity tagged DNA polymerase

such as His-tagged T4 DNA polymerase and an affinity tagged kinase such as His-tagged T4

polynucleotide kinase (PNK) can be added to the reaction along with all the substrates and reagents

necessary for end-repair. After end-repair, beads that bind His6, such as magnetic Ni-NTA beads, can be

added to the reaction to bind the labeled enzymes. The beads, bound to the enzymes, can then be removed

using magnetic force, leaving a reaction mixture that contains the product and other substrates, but is

substantially depleted of the enzymes. The resulting depleted mixture can be concentrated or directly

used in the next library preparation step. For example, A-tailing can then be performed using His6-

tagged Klenow fragment and dATP, and the tagged Klenow fragment similarly removed by binding to

Ni-NTA beads, and the depleted mixture optionally concentrated. Ligase and adapter molecules can then

be added to A-tailed nucleic acid mixture. The final sequencing library product can then be purified from

the reaction mixture by SPRI or other suitable methods. The sequencing library product can then be used

for amplification or sequencing, such as by transferring the library from a library preparation module to

an amplification or sequencing module. Reaction cleanup can also optionally be performed in an

amplification module to remove the polymerases used in amplification prior to sequencing. In another

embodiment, the enzymes are immobilized on the bead, particle, or nanoparticle and can be added or

removed from the reactions by manipulating the bead, particle, or nanoparticle.

[00350] Example 11: Using an integrated sample-to-sequence system

[00351] An integrated sequence-to-sample system can be used to sequence bacteria at a sample

concentration of 10 cells per 1 mL sample. Gram positive and gram negative model organisms for testing

can be Staphylococcus epidermidis and Escherichia coli, respectively. Organisms are grown and

harvested in log phase, then aliquoted in appropriate media at a set of dilutions for quantitation. Cell

samples are then diluted to an appropriate concentration for testing.

[00352] Figure 19 depicts a schematic for the steps performed by one embodiment of the ISS of this

invention. 1 mL samples of the model organisms are input into sample processing module via a sample

port. The user can start automated sample processing and sequencing through a user interface that

interacts with the programmable control module. Optionally, the user can select a specific protocol or

input information regarding the samples through the interface. Additional input from the user is not

required for the system to obtain sequence information from the input samples.

[00353] The sample processing module can lyse the cells of the input sample, for example by using a

lysis submodule, such as a bead beater. Lysis protocols can be adjusted or selected for optimal release of

genomic DNA while minimizing degradation. Nucleic acids, such as DNA or RNA, can then be purified

from the lysed sample, such as by using non-sequence specific SPRI beads, or the surface of channels or

capillaries. In some embodiments, sequence-specific purification protocols may be used, such as

hybridization to oligonucleotides on beads, nanoparticles or surfaces. Purification or other steps can be



performed in a linear array. Optionally, whole genome amplification can be performed on the purified

nucleic acids, which is particularly useful for low sample concentrations.

[00354] The fragmented nucleic acids can be transferred to a library preparation module, which can

contain a linear array. The nucleic acids can be fragmented, such as by shearing into smaller fragments.

For example, the nucleic acid fragments can be about 25 base pairs in length or 300 base pairs in length or

other lengths as programmed. The library preparation module can perform an automated sequence of

reactions in a microfluidic device, for example at room temperature. The library preparation module can

mix the nucleic acid fragments with a polymerase and a polynucleotide kinase (PNK), such as biotin-

labeled T4 polymerase and biotin-labeled T4 (PNK) to perform end repair on the fragmented nucleic

acids. After end repair, the labeled enzymes can be removed from the reaction mixture, for example by

binding to streptavidin- labeled magnetic beads. The end-repaired nucleic acids can then be A-tailed by

mixing with dATP and a polymerase, such as Taq polymerase. The dATP can be labeled, such as with a

biotin derivative so that A-tailing incorporates biotin into the target nucleic acid. The labeled, A-tailed

target nucleic acid can then be purified, such as by SPRI to remove the biotin-labeled nucleotides and Taq

polymerase. Next, the library preparation module can mix the sample with a ligase, such as a T4 ligase

and an adapter oligonucleotide containing a T overhang to ligate with the A-tailed sample. The ligated

target nucleic acid can then be purified from the unlabeled adapter nucleotide and T4 ligase, such as by

binding to streptavidin- labeled beads, removing the remainder of the reaction mixture, and eluting the

nucleic acids from the sample to form a sequencing library. Size selection of the sequencing library can

be performed, such as by using SPRI.

[00355] Next, the sequencing library can optionally be transferred to a normalization module. The

normalization module can quantify the nucleic acid concentration of the sequencing library, for example

by taking an aliquot of the sequencing library, mixing with a dye that fluoresces upon binding to DNA,

and detecting with a fluorimeter. The normalization module can then dilute or concentrate the remaining

sequencing library sample to an appropriate concentration for amplification and sequencing. In some

embodiments, the normalization module can combine multiple sequencing library samples.

[00356] The normalized sequencing library can then be transferred to an amplification or sequencing

module. In some cases, the amplification and sequencing modules can be combined within a single

module. For example, the module can be a commercially available sequencer, such as an Illumina MiSeq

sequencer. Individual molecules of the sequencing library can be immobilized in a reaction chamber,

such as on different spots on the surface of a flow cell of the sequencing module. The module can

perform bridge amplification on the immobilized molecules to form dense regions on the surface of the

flow cell comprising multiple copies of both strands of the target nucleic acid. The module can then

remove one of the two strands from the surface of the flow cell. The module can use a polymerase and

reversibly terminated, fluorescently labeled nucleotides to perform sequencing by synthesis on the strand

remaining on the surface of the flow cell. The resulting sequence information can then be optionally



analyzed by the computing module and displayed on the user interface, saved to memory, or output to

another device.

[00357] While preferred embodiments of the present invention have been shown and described herein, it

will be obvious to those skilled in the art that such embodiments are provided by way of example only.

Numerous variations, changes, and substitutions will now occur to those skilled in the art without

departing from the invention. It should be understood that various alternatives to the embodiments of the

invention described herein can be employed in practicing the invention. It is intended that the following

claims define the scope of the invention and that methods and structures within the scope of these claims

and their equivalents be covered thereby.



What is claimed is:

1. A device comprising:

(a) a valve array comprising a series of valves connected through fluidic connections, the array

comprising, in order, a first terminal valve, at least three intermediate valves and a second

terminal valve;

(b) at least one first port, each fluidically connected through a separate control valve to the first

terminal valve; and

(c) at least one second port, each fluidically connected through a separate control valve to the second

terminal valve.

2. The device of claim 1 wherein the fluidic connections are unbranched.

3. The device of claim 1 wherein the at least one first port is a plurality of first ports.

4. The device of claim 3 wherein the plurality of first ports are fluidically connected to the first

terminal valve through a common rail.

5. The device of claim 3 wherein the at least one second port is a plurality of second ports.

6. The device of claim 5 wherein the plurality of second ports are fluidically connected to the

second terminal valve through a common rail.

7. The device of claim 1 wherein said valves are diaphragm valves.

8. A device comprising a ganged set of valve arrays, comprising:

(a) a plurality of valve arrays, each valve array comprising a series of valves connected through

fluidic connections, the array comprising, in order, a first terminal valve, at least three

intermediate valves and a second terminal valve;

(b) at least one first port, each connected through a separate control valve to a first rail that is

fluidically connected to each of a plurality of the first terminal valves; and

(c) at least one second port, each connected through a separate control valve to a second rail that is

fluidically connected to each of a plurality of the second terminal valves.

9. The device of claim 8 further comprising:

(d) at least one third port, each connected through a separate control valve to a third rail that is

fluidically connected to each of a plurality of the first terminal valves, wherein the at least one

third port is fluidically connected to at least one first terminal valve to which the at least one first

port is not connected.

10. The device of claim 9 further comprising:



(e) at least one fourth port, each connected through a separate control valve to a fourth rail that is

fluidically connected to each of a plurality of the second terminal valves, wherein the at least one

fourth port is fluidically connected to at least one second terminal valve to which the at least one

third port is not connected.

11. The device of claim 8 further comprising an actuation system configured to actuate in parallel a

plurality of the valves in different valve arrays.

1 . The device of claim 8 wherein said valves are diaphragm valves.

13. A method comprising:

(a) providing a device of claim 1;

(b) introducing a first fluid from one of the first ports into the first terminal valve;

(c) moving the first fluid from the first terminal valve into an intermediate valve;

(d) introducing a second fluid from another of the first ports into the first terminal valve; and

(e) mixing the first fluid and the second fluid by moving the second fluid into an intermediate valve in

which the first fluid was moved to produce a mixed fluid.

14. The method of claim 13 further comprising:

(f introducing capture particles from a first port or a second port into a terminal valve, wherein the

capture particles are configured to bind an analyte in the mixed fluid; and

(g) binding the analyte to the capture particles by mixing the mixed fluid and the capture particles by

moving the mixed fluid and the capture particles back and forth at least once through one of the

intermediate valves.

15. The method of claim 14 wherein the capture particles are magnetically responsive.

16. The method of claim 14 further comprising:

(h) immobilizing the capture particles with bound analyte in the linear valve array; and

(i) washing the capture particles by moving a wash solution from at least one of the ports over the

capture particles and removing the wash solution from the linear valve array.

17. The method of claim 16 wherein the capture particles are immobilized with magnetic force.

18. The method of claim 16 further comprising:

(j) eluting the analyte from the capture particles.

19. The method of claim 18 further comprising:

(k) moving the analyte to one of the ports.

20. The method of claim 18 further comprising:



(k) mixing the eluted analyte with a reagent in the valve array.

1. A microfluidic apparatus comprising:

N microfluidic chambers in series, wherein N is at least two;

at least one channel fluidically connected to said series of N microfluidic chambers; and

at least N+l reservoirs fluidically connected to said channel.

22. The microfluidic apparatus of claim 21, wherein each of said N+l reservoirs comprises a

different reagent.

23. The microfluidic apparatus of claim 21, wherein said series of N microfluidic chambers is

unbranched.

24. The microfluidic apparatus of claim 21, wherein said series of N microfluidic chambers

comprises a first end and a second end, further comprising

at least a first and second channel, wherein said first channel is fluidically connected to said first end

and said second channel is fluidically connected to said second end.

25. The microfluidic apparatus of claim 24, wherein at least a first reservoir is connected to said first

channel and at least a second reservoir is connected to said second channel.

26. The microfluidic apparatus of claim 25, wherein said first reservoir comprises a nucleic acid

sample, PCR mix, cell lysis buffer, reverse transcriptase, restriction enzyme, or ligase.

27. The microfluidic apparatus of claim 25, wherein said second reservoir comprises magnetic beads.

28. The microfluidic apparatus of claim 21, wherein N is at least five.

29. The microfluidic apparatus of claim 21, wherein each of said chambers comprises a valve.

30. The microfluidic apparatus of claim 29, wherein said valve is a pneumatic valve.

31. The microfluidic apparatus of claim 21, wherein said chambers all comprise the same volume.

32. The microfluidic apparatus of claim 21, wherein the length of said series of N microfluidic

chambers is less than about 30 mm.

33. A microfluidic apparatus comprising:

at least one microfluidic channel, said channel comprising N chambers in series, where N is at least

two; and



at least N+1 reservoirs fluidically connected to said channel, wherein said reservoirs comprise at least

two reagents; wherein said chambers and said reservoirs are arranged to allow sequential addition

and mixing of reagents from each of said reservoirs.

34. The microfluidic apparatus of claim 33, further comprising an outlet reservoir, said outlet

reservoir being arranged to allow removal of at least a portion of said reagents from said

apparatus.

35. The microfluidic apparatus of claim 33, wherein each of said N+1 reservoirs comprises a

different reagent.

36. The microfluidic apparatus of claim 33, wherein said channel is unbranched.

37. The microfluidic apparatus of claim 33, wherein said channel comprises a first end and a second

end, further comprising

at least a second and third channel, wherein said second channel is fluidically connected to said first

end and said third channel is fluidically connected to said second end.

38. The microfluidic apparatus of claim 37, wherein at least a first reservoir is connected to said

second channel and at least a second reservoir is connected to said third channel.

39. The microfluidic apparatus of claim 38, wherein said first reservoir comprises a nucleic acid

sample, PCR mix, cell lysis buffer, reverse transcriptase, restriction enzyme, or ligase.

40. The microfluidic apparatus of claim 38, wherein said second reservoir comprises magnetic beads.

41. The microfluidic apparatus of claim 33, wherein N is at least five.

42. The microfluidic apparatus of claim 33, wherein each of said chambers comprises a valve.

43. The microfluidic apparatus of claim 42, wherein said valve is a pneumatic valve.

44. The microfluidic apparatus of claim 33, wherein said chambers all comprise the same volume.

45. The microfluidic apparatus of claim 33, wherein the length of said series of N microfluidic

chambers is less than about 30 mm.

46. A microfluidic apparatus configured for automated preparation of one or more DNA samples for

sequencing comprising:

a sample loading module, a reagent loading module, a mixing module, a bead-loading module, a

bead-capturing module, a bead-washing module, a bead-elution module, a collection module, and



a waste disposal module; wherein each of said modules comprises a microfluidic channel,

wherein at least three of said modules share a common chamber or valve.

47. A method, comprising:

providing a microfluidic apparatus comprising N chambers in series, wherein N is at least two; at

least one channel fluidically connected to said series of N chambers; and at least N+l reservoirs

fluidically connected to said channel, wherein at least one of said chambers or said channel is

microfluidic;

introducing a first reagent from a first reservoir into a first chamber;

introducing a second reagent from a second reservoir into a second chamber; and

mixing said first and second reagents within said microfluidic apparatus to form a mixed reaction.

48. The method of claim 47, wherein said mixing comprises flowing at least one of said reagents in a

forward and in a reverse direction.

49. The method of claim 47, wherein said series comprises a first end and a second end, wherein said

first reagent is introduced through said first end and said second reagent is introduced through

said second end.

50. The method of claim 47, further comprising removing at least a portion of said mixed reaction

from said series of chambers through said channel.

51. The method of claim 47, wherein said apparatus further comprises valves, and said introducing or

mixing of said first or second reagent is performed by opening or closing said valves.

52. The method of claim 47, wherein said first or second reagent comprises a nucleic acid sample,

PCR mix, cell lysis buffer, reverse transcriptase, restriction enzyme, or ligase.

53. The method of claim 47, wherein said first or second reagent comprises magnetic beads.

54. The method of claim 47, wherein N is at least five.

55. The method of claim 47, wherein each of said chambers comprises a valve.

56. The method of claim 55, wherein said valve is a pneumatic valve.

57. The method of claim 47, wherein each of said chambers is flanked by a valve.

58. The method of claim 57, wherein said valve is a pneumatic valve.

59. The method of claim 47, wherein said chambers all comprise the same volume.



60. The method of claim 47, wherein said series of N chambers is unbranched.

61. The method of claim 47, wherein said second chamber is adjacent to said first chamber in said

series; and wherein said mixing comprises moving both said first and second reagents from said

first and second chambers to at least a third chamber.

62. The method of claim 47, wherein said first and second chambers are the same, and wherein said

mixing comprises moving both said first and second reagents to another chamber.

63. The method of claim 47, wherein said introducing of said first reagent fills more than one

chamber.

64. The method of claim 47, wherein said introducing of said second reagent fills more than one

chamber.

65. The method of claim 47, further comprising introducing a third reagent from a third reservoir into

a third chamber, and mixing said third reagent with said mixed reaction to form a second mixed

reaction.

66. The method of claim 47, further comprising repeating the steps of introducing a reagent from a

reservoir and mixing said reagent with said mixed reaction, wherein said additional steps are

repeated at least N times.

67. The method of claim 47, wherein said first or second reagent comprises a target sample, further

comprising modifying said target sample in said mixed reaction to form a product solution.

68. The method of claim 67, further comprising separating a component of said product solution from

the rest of said product solution.

69. The method of claim 68, wherein said separating comprises:

providing a retention chamber in said series of chambers;

providing a solid substrate in said retention chamber, wherein said solid substrate comprises a binding

site for said component;

mixing said product with said solid substrate such that the component binds to said solid substrate;

and

flowing said product solution from said retention chamber such that said solid substrate remains in

said retention chamber, and wherein said component remains bound to said solid substrate.

70. The method of claim 69, wherein said component comprises an affinity tag and said solid

substrate comprises a binding partner for said affinity tag.



71. The method of claim 69, wherein said component binds through charged interactions to said solid

substrate.

72. The method of claim 69, wherein said component binds through hydrophobic interactions to said

solid substrate.

73. The method of claim 69, wherein said component comprises a nucleic acid.

74. The method of claim 69, wherein said component comprises an amino acid.

75. The method of claim 69, wherein said solid substrate comprises a particle.

76. The method of claim 75, wherein said particle is a magnetic particle.

77. The method of claim 69, wherein said solid substrate comprises at least one surface of said

retention chamber.

78. The method of claim 69, further comprising:

removing said product solution from said series of chambers;

introducing an elution solution into said retention chamber;

optionally mixing said elution solution and said solid substrate such that said component is released

from said solid substrate;

flowing said elution solution out of said retention chamber; and

optionally removing said solid substrate from said retention chamber.

79. The method of claim 67, further comprising providing a sequencing instrument fluidically

connected to said microfluidic apparatus and performing sequencing on a component of said

product solution.

80. A method comprising:

providing a reaction mixture comprising at least one labeled nucleotide, a polymerizing enzyme, and

a nucleic acid polymer, wherein said labeled nucleotide comprises an affinity tag;

synthesizing a product nucleic acid from the reaction mixture, wherein said synthesis incorporates the

labeled nucleotide comprising the affinity tag into said product nucleic acid; and

isolating said product nucleic acid from the reaction mixture by binding to a binding moiety that

binds said affinity tag.

81. The method of claim 80, further comprising removing unincorporated labeled nucleotide from the

reaction mixture before isolating said product nucleic acid from the reaction mixture.

82. The method of claim 80, wherein said binding moiety is attached to a solid substrate.



83. The method of claim 82, wherein said solid substrate is a particle.

84. The method of claim 83 wherein the particle is a magnetically responsive particle.

85. The method of claim 82, wherein said solid substrate is a wall of a microfluidic channel or

chamber.

86. The method of claim 80, wherein said product nucleic acid is complementary to said nucleic acid

polymer.

87. The method of claim 80, wherein said product nucleic acid comprises said nucleic acid polymer.

88. The method of claim 80, wherein said product nucleic acid comprises DNA.

89. The method of claim 80, wherein said product nucleic acid comprises RNA.

90. The method of claim 80, wherein said product nucleic acid is less than about 50 nucleotides in

length.

9 1. The method of claim 80, wherein said affinity tag is selected from the group consisting of biotin,

avidin, GST, His peptide, FLAG, MBP, GFP, epitope tag, and any derivatives thereof.

92. The method of claim 80, further comprising a step selected from ligating an adapter sequence to

said product nucleic acid and polishing said product nucleic acid,

93. The method of claim 80, wherein said synthesizing step is selected from a DNA polymerizing

step, a reverse transcription step and an A-tailing step.

94. The method of claim 80, further comprising at least one modifying step comprising: providing

additional reagents to form a modified reaction mix and modifying said product nucleic acid in

said modified reaction mix to form a modified product nucleic acid.

95. The method of claim 94, wherein said modifying comprises incorporating dATP to a terminal end

of said product nucleic acid; synthesizing a nucleic acid strand complementary to at least a

portion of said product nucleic acid; fragmenting said product nucleic acid; ligating an

oligonucleotide to said product nucleic acid; or any combination thereof.

96. The method of claim 94, further comprising isolating the modified nucleic acid from said

modified reaction mix.

97. The method of claim 94, wherein said nucleic acid polymer is an RNA molecule, said

polymerizing enzyme is a reverse transcriptase, and said synthesizing produces a first DNA



strand complementary to said RNA molecule; said additional reagents comprise DNA

polymerase;

said modifying comprises synthesizing a second DNA strand complementary to the first DNA strand,

wherein said first and second DNA strand form a double-stranded DNA molecule.

98. The method of claim 97, further comprising

providing an adapter nucleic acid;

ligating the adapter nucleic acid to the double-stranded DNA molecule to produce a ligated DNA

molecule;

providing a solid substrate comprising a binding moiety for the affinity tag;

binding the ligated DNA molecule to the solid substrate;

washing unligated adapter nucleic acid away from the ligated DNA molecule bound to the solid

substrate; and

eluting the ligated DNA molecule from the solid substrate.

99. The method of claim 80, further comprising adding a labeled enzyme, wherein said labeled

enzyme comprises an affinity tag.

100. The method of claim 99, wherein said labeled nucleotide and said labeled enzyme

comprise different affinity tags.

101. The method of claim 98, wherein said reaction mixture comprises microfluidic volumes

and each step of said method is performed in a microfluidic apparatus.

102. The method of claim 101, further comprising providing a sequencing instrument

fluidically connected to said microfluidic apparatus and sequencing said ligated DNA molecule.

A method comprising:

providing a reaction mixture comprising a nucleic acid substrate and a labeled enzyme in free

solution, wherein said labeled enzyme comprises an affinity tag;

performing an enzymatic reaction in free solution using said labeled enzyme and said nucleic acid

substrate to produce a product nucleic acid in said reaction mixture;

providing a solid substrate comprising a binding moiety for said affinity tag;

binding said labeled enzyme to said solid substrate; and

separating said reaction mixture from said bound labeled enzyme to generate a product mixture

substantially depleted of the labeled enzyme.

104. The method of claim 103, wherein said labeled enzyme is selected from a group

consisting of a polymerase, a restriction enzyme, a ligase, a phosphatase, an exonuclease, and a

kinase.



105. The method of claim 103, wherein said solid substrate comprises a particle.

106. The method of claim 105, wherein said particle is a magnetically responsive particle.

107. The method of claim 103, wherein said product nucleic acid is not separated from said

product mixture.

108. The method of claim 103, further comprising performing the following steps at least

once: performing an additional reaction on said product nucleic acid without separating said

product nucleic acid from said product mixture, wherein said additional reaction is optionally

performed in free solution with an additional labeled enzyme;

and optionally separating said product mixture from said additional labeled enzyme.

109. The method of claim 103, wherein said nucleic acid substrate is a nucleic acid polymer,

said labeled enzyme is a first labeled polymerase, wherein said reaction mixture further

comprises free nucleotides and other reagents necessary for nucleic acid polymerization, and

wherein said enzymatic reaction is synthesizing a first DNA strand complementary to the nucleic

acid polymer;

further comprising performing one or more of the following steps:

i) providing a second labeled polymerase to the product mixture, wherein said second labeled

polymerizing enzyme comprises a second affinity tag,

ii) synthesizing a second DNA strand complementary to said first DNA strand to form a product

DNA molecule in said product mixture,

iii) providing a second solid substrate comprising a binding moiety for said second affinity tag,

iv) binding said second labeled polymerase to said second solid substrate, and

v) separating the product mixture from the bound second labeled polymerase;

vi) providing an additional enzyme and processing said product DNA molecule using said additional

enzyme;

further providing an adapter nucleic acid and a ligase;

ligating the adapter nucleic acid to said product DNA molecule to produce a ligated DNA molecule;

and

purifying said ligated DNA molecule.

110. The method of claim 109, wherein said first and second affinity tags are different or the

same.

111. The method of claim 109, wherein said nucleic acid substrate comprises a plurality of

nucleic acid polymers.



11 . The method of claim 109, wherein said reaction mixture comprises microfluidic volumes

and each step of said method is performed in a microfluidic apparatus.

113. The method of claim 11 , further comprising providing a sequencing instrument

fluidically connected to said microfluidic apparatus and sequencing said ligated DNA molecule.

114. An automated system comprising:

a first module configured to receive a sample comprising a target polynucleotide and modify said

target polynucleotide;

a second module fluidically connected to the first module configured to receive said modified

polynucleotide and perform a sequencing reaction on said modified polynucleotide; and

computer logic for controlling the first module and the second module.

115. The system of claim 114, wherein the first module comprises a microfluidic channel with

pneumatically actuated valves leading to a chamber comprising beads.

116. The system of claim 114, wherein the first module comprises a sample processing

module configured to modify the target polynucleotide by purifying and fragmenting DNA.

117. The system of claim 116, wherein the sample processing module comprises a chamber

with magnetically responsive beads and a shearing device.

118. The system of claim 114, wherein the first module comprises a plurality of reaction

chambers, each fluidically connected to one or more reagent reservoirs and sample wells by

microfluidic channels comprising pneumatically actuated valves.

119. The system of claim 114, wherein the first module comprises a sample processing

module comprising one or more chambers having a volume of greater than about 1 mL for

receiving the sample.

120. The system of claim 114, wherein the first module comprises a component for

fragmenting nucleic acids in the sample.

121. The system of claim 120, wherein the component for fragmenting nucleic acids is a

sonicator.

122. The system of claim 114, wherein the first module comprises a library construction

module configured to add adapters to the target polynucleotide.

123. The system of claim 122, wherein the library construction module comprises a chamber

with adapters.



1 4. The system of claim 114, wherein the first module comprises a library construction

module comprising one or more reaction chambers surrounded by one or more pneumatically

actuated valves for creating a library of nucleic acid templates from nucleic acids in the sample.

125. The system of claim 124, wherein the one or more reaction chambers are fiuidically

connected to one or more reagent reservoirs comprising adapters.

126. The system of claim 114, wherein the first module comprises a distribution device

capable of creating an emulsion.

127. The system of claim 126, wherein the distribution device comprises a first reagent

reservoir and a second reagent reservoir, wherein the first reagent reservoir comprises a first

liquid that is immiscible with a second liquid in the second reagent reservoir.

128. The system of claim 114, wherein the first module comprises an amplification module

configured to perform bridge amplification.

129. The system of claim 114, wherein the first module comprises a distribution device

capable of distributing the library of nucleic acid templates to a plurality of isolated reaction

environments.

130. The system of claim 114, wherein the first module comprises a distribution device

capable delivering nucleic acids in the sample to a plurality of wells.

131. The system of claim 114, wherein the first module comprises an automated liquid

transfer device.

132. The system of claim 114, wherein the first module comprises a distribution device

capable delivering nucleic acids in the sample to a plurality of spatially or physically separated

locations.

133. The system of claim 114, wherein the first module comprises a droplet forming device

134. The system of claim 114, wherein the sample is a cellular sample, a tissue sample, a cell

fraction, or an environmental sample.

135. The system of claim 114, wherein the first module and the second module occupy a

volume of less than about 6 cubic feet.

136. The system of claim 114, wherein the system is less than about 3 cubic feet.



137. The system of claim 114, wherein the system provides sequence information on said

target polynucleotide in less than about 22 hours.

138. The system of claim 114, wherein the second module is capable of sequencing at least

250 million, 10 billion, or 100 billion bases in less than 2.5, 4, 5, 6.5, 12, or 22 hours.

139. The system of claim 114, wherein the system is capable of providing sequencing

information on said target polynucleotide in less than about 2.5, 4, 5, 6.5, or 12 hours.

140. The system of claim 114, wherein the sample contains about ten or fewer cells.

141 . The system of claim 114, wherein the first module performs one or more of the following

steps: cell lysis, nucleic acid isolation, nucleic acid fragmentation, amplification, and adapter

ligation.

142. The system of claim 114, wherein the computer logic comprises a user interface for

inputting control parameters.

143. The system of claim 114, further comprising an external pressure source for driving fluid

flow within the first module.

144. The system of claim 114, wherein fluid flow within the first module is driven by a

microfluidic pump.

145. The system of claim 114, wherein the first module is fluidically connected to the second

module by a flexible connection.

146. The system of claim 114, wherein the second module comprises a 2MP CMOS image

sensor capable of interrogating 500,000 wells.

147. The system of claim 114, wherein the second module performs real-time sequencing, a

pyrosequencing, sequencing by ligation, or Sanger sequencing.

148. A method for performing sequencing comprising:

inputting sample comprising a target polynucleotide into a system that automatically isolates DNA or

RNA from the sample and sequences the target polynucleotide.

149. The method of claim 148, wherein the system performs the following steps:

modifying the target polynucleotide;

transferring the modified polynucleotide to a sequencing module; and

sequencing the modified polynucleotide in the sequencing module.



150. A method for performing sequencing comprising:

isolating a target polynucleotide from a sample;

modifying the target polynucleotide;

transferring the modified polynucleotide to a sequencing module; and

sequencing the modified polynucleotide in the sequencing module,

wherein each step is automated by computer logic and occurs in a fluidically connected environment.

151. The method of claim 148 or 150, wherein greater than about 250 million, 10 billion, or

100 billion bases are sequenced in less than about 2.5, 4, 5.5, 6.5, 12, or 22 hours.

152. The method of claim 148 or 150, wherein the sample is a cellular sample, a tissue sample,

an environmental sample, or a cell fraction.

153. The method of claim 148 or 150, wherein the target polynucleotide is isolated in a first

module that comprises a microfluidic device.

154. The method of claim 153, wherein the microfluidic device comprises a valve.

155. The method of claim 154, wherein the valve is selected from the group consisting of a

diaphragm valve, and a pneumatically actuated valve.

156. The method of claim 148 or 150, wherein the isolating step comprises binding the

polynucleotide in the sample to magnetic beads.

157. The method of claim 149 or 150, wherein the modifying step comprises fragmenting the

polynucleotide in the sample.

158. The method of claim 149 or 150, wherein the modifying step comprises circularizing the

polynucleotide.

159. The method of claim 158, wherein the nucleic acids are circularized using a biotinylated

adapter.

160. The method of claim 149 or 150, wherein the modifying step comprises amplifying the

polynucleotide in an emulsion to produce amplified polynucleotides.

161. The method of claim 160, wherein the modifying step comprises immobilizing the

amplified polynucleotides to a bead.

162. The method of claim 161, further comprising transferring the bead to a substrate prior to

sequencing the amplified polynucleotides.

163. The method of claim 150, wherein the modifying step comprises amplifying the

polynucleotide by bridge amplification to produce amplified polynucleotides.

164. The method of claim 163, wherein the modifying step comprises immobilizing the

amplified polynucleotides to the surface of a flow cell.



165. The method of claim 148 or 150, wherein the sequencing step comprises a sequencing

method selected from the group consisting of Sanger sequencing, sequencing by ligation,

reversible dye-terminating sequencing, real-time sequencing, and pyrosequencing.

166. A kit for performing sequencing comprising:

a microfluidic device comprising a chamber fluidically connected via channels to a reservoir, wherein

the chamber comprises a pneumatically actuated valve; and

an adapter for sequencing nucleic acids.

167. A method executable by a processor for sequencing a sample comprising:

providing a first instruction to a first module for preparing a polynucleotide in the sample for

sequencing;

providing a second instruction to the first module for transferring the polynucleotide from the first

module to a second module; and providing a third instruction to the second module for

sequencing the polynucleotide.

168. An automated sample-to-sequence system that can provide over 5 million base reads in

less than 5 hrs.

169. The system of claim 168 comprising a receiver configured to receive a sample of more

than 0.5 mL, a fluorimeter, and a disposable cartridge fluidly connected to or pre-filled with a

lysis buffer, nucleic acid eluting buffer, WGA reagent(s), library construction reagents,

normalization reagents.

170. The system of claim 168 further comprising a sequencing module.

171. The system of claim 168 comprising at least 10 or 12 sample receiving modules.

172. The system of claim 168 wherein the system comprises 2 or more pre-filled cartridges.

173. The system of claim 168 wherein the system is less than 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, o.5, or o.3 cu ft.

174. The system of claim 168 wherein the system detects 10 microorganisms in a solution of 1

ml of buffer.

175. The system of claim 174 wherein the system comprises a computer readable medium

generating sequence data output based on sequence generated by sequencing module, performing

quality-scored base calls to variant calling, and sequence alignment.

176. The system of claim 168 wherein the system is capable of generating about 1.5 Gigabases

of sequence data from raw sample in a 0.2 meter [confirm] square breadboard system.



177. The system of claim 168 wherein the system is capable of detecting as low as 10

microorganisms in a 1 mL sample with sensitivity greater than 98%, specificity greater than 98%,

confidence greater than 98%>. [[Confirm which numbers are correct, but have all including fall

backs (higher/lower) in spec]]

178. The system of claim 168, wherein the system further comprises a microfluidic cartridge,

optionally with one or more of the following: one or more elastomeric valves, one or more

pneumatic valves, a magnetic field generator, a fluorescent detector, control electronics, and a

pneumatics supply.

179. The system of claim 168, wherein said system is fully automated.

180. The system of claim 168, wherein said system further comprises a bead beater.

181. A method for detecting one or more genetic sequences from a cell in a sample

comprising: applying a cellular sample to a system that performs the steps of cell lysis, nucleic

acid elution, library preparation, whole genome amplification and sequencing.

182. The method of claim 181 further comprising monitoring said one or more steps using a

display.

183. The method of claim 181 wherein the display is a touch-screen display

184. The method of claim 181 wherein the sample is an environment sample.

185. The method of claim 181 wherein the microorganism is a virus.

186. The method of claim 181 wherein the microorganism is an RNA virus.

187. The method of claim 181 wherein said method does not necessitate additional human

actions.

188. The method of claim 181 wherein the sample is a blood sample.

189. The method of claim 181 wherein the time from sample to sequence is less than 500

minutes wherein sequence comprises at least 1.5 Gigabases of sequence.

190. The method of claim 181 wherein the sequencing comprises sequencing by synthesis in a

flow cell, single molecule sequencing, sequencing on a bead, sequencing by detecting pH or ion

fluxes, sequencing using a nanopore, sequencing using fiber optics, sequencing in a microdroplet.



191. The method of claim 181 wherein said method is performed to provide a diagnostic,

select treatment, provide a prophylaxis, vaccine development, provide a response or detect

bioterrorism.

192. The method of claim 181 wherein said sample comprises less than 10 ng, 9 ng, 8 ng, 7

ng, 6 ng, 5 ng, 4 ng, 3 ng, 2ng, or 1 ng of DNA.

193. The method of claim 181 wherein each reaction is performed in up to 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5 or 4

minutes.

194. The method of claim 181 wherein total time from sample to sequence is less than 10, 9,

8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, or 1 hr and with at least 60, 70, 80, or 83% perfect reads.

195. The method of claim 181 wherein said amplification comprises: inclusion of nucleotide

analogs, using Phi29 DNA polymerase, using a polymerase having strand-displacement, rolling

circle amplification, using a polymerase having proofreading activity, and/or using random

hexamer priming.

196. The method of claim 181 wherein said amplification is amplifies the nucleic acids by at

least 1 million fold.

197. A breadboard integrating: a sample processing module, a library construction module, a

normalization module, a sequencing module, and a computer readable medium for controlling the

modules, communicating between the module(s), remote databases, and/or the user, or processing

data.

198. A pellet of lyophilized reagent(s) for performing WGA, cell lysis, nucleic acid elution, or

library construction.

199. A cartridge comprising one or more micro fluidic channels connected to one or more

microfluidic chambers, said chambers comprise one or more of the pellets of claim 198.

200. The cartridge of claim 199 wherein said cartridge comprises pneumatic valves.

201 . A method comprising detecting an organism from a sample containing as few as any of

100, 50, 25, 15, 10 or 7 cells of the organism.

202. The method of claim 201 wherein the organism is detected by sequencing nucleic acid

from the cells.



203. A method comprising introducing into an integrated system an impure nucleic acid-
containing sample and operating the system to automatically purify the nucleic acid and generate
sequence information on said nucleic acid.

204. The method of claim 203 wherein the sample comprises comprising cells or biomolecular
macromolecules.

205. The method of claim 203 wherein the sample is a forensic sample, an environmental
sample or a medical sample.

206. The method of claim 203 wherein the sample has a non-microfluidic volume and
purifying comprises moving the nucleic acid into a microfluidic channel.

207. The method of claim 203 wherein the nucleic acid comprises DNA or RNA.

208. The method of claim 203 wherein the sample comprises no more than 1 microgram of the
nucleic acid.

209. The method of claim 203 wherein purifying comprises lysing cells in the sample or
capturing the nucleic acid on particles.

210. The method of claim 203 wherein sequencing comprises real-time sequencing,
pyrosequencing, sequencing by ligation, Sanger sequencing reversible dye-terminating
sequencing, sequencing by synthesis, super pyrosequencing, sequencing by proton detection,
nanopore detection, semiconductor sequencing or exonuclease-based sequencing.

211. The method of claim 203 further comprising operating the system to chemically modify
the nucleic acid to produce modified nucleic acid.

212. The method of claim 211 wherein chemically modifying comprises amplification,
fractionation or sequencing library preparation.

213. The method of claim 211 wherein chemically modifying comprises whole genome
amplification.

214. The method of claim 211 wherein chemically modifying comprises converting RNA into
DNA.

215. The method of claim 2 11 wherein chemically modifying comprises sequencing library
preparation, and sequencing library construction comprises fractionation, end repair, A-tailing,
adaptor ligation, size selection or normalization.

216. An integrated system configured to perform the method of claim 203 .

217. The integrated system of claim 216 comprising reagents for library preparation including
one or more of the following: a ligase, adaptors, barcodes, polymerase, restriction endonuclease.

218. The integrated system of claim 216 wherein at least part of the process is performed in a
microfluidic environment.



19. The integrated system of claim 216 wherein the system comprises at least 1 microfluidic
chamber comprising nucleic acid capture particles.

220. The integrated system of claim 216 comprising:

(a) a nucleic acid purification assembly configured to receive an impure nucleic acid-containing

sample and to purify nucleic acid from the impure sample;

(b) a library preparation assembly configured to accept purified nucleic acid and to generate a nucleic

acid library;

(c) a normalization assembly configured to normalize the nucleic acid library to a concentration

suitable for sequencing;

(d) a reagent storage assembly configured to deliver reagents to the purification assembly, the library

preparation assembly and the normalization assembly, and

(e) a nucleic acid sequencer configured to accept and generate sequence information on the

normalized nucleic acid.

221 . The integrated system of claim 220 wherein the nucleic acid purification assembly

comprises a sample inlet adapted to received a cotton swab in fluidic communication with a cell

lyser configured to receive cells from the sample inlet, lyse the cells and capture nucleic acid

from the cells on capture particles, an output configured to transmit capture particles with

captured nucleic acid to the library preparation assembly, and reagent inputs configured to

transmit reagents from the reagent storage assembly into the DNA purification assembly and

optionally wherein fluids are transmitted in the nucleic acid purification assembly through at least

one mesofluidic or microfluidic channel.

222. The integrated system of claim 220 wherein the library preparation assembly comprises a

plurality of reaction chambers, wherein each reaction chamber is in fluidic communication with

one of a plurality of inlet ports, each inlet port being configured to transmit purified nucleic acid

from the nucleic acid purification assembly, and each reaction chamber is in fluidic

communication with a reagent port configured to transmit reagent from the reagent assembly and

optionally wherein fluids are transmitted in the library preparation assembly through at least one

mesofluidic or microfluidic channel.

223. The integrated system of claim 220 wherein the normalization assembly comprises

normalization in fluidic communication with normalization inlets, which are configured to

transmit fluid from the nucleic acid library assembly, a detection subassembly in fluid

communication with the normalization chambers configured to detect analyte in a solution

transported from the normalization chambers, and a library delivery subassembly, in fluidic

communication with the normalization chambers and configured to deliver a normalized sample



to a receiving port of the sequencer and optionally wherein fluids are transmitted in the

normalization assembly through at least one mesofluidic or microfluidic channel.

224. A method comprising :

a) in a microfluidic flow path, performing a first chemical reaction on a biomolecular analyte to

produce a first product, and purifying the first product with capture particles; and

b) without removing the first product from the microfluidic flow path, performing a second chemical

reaction on a the first product to produce a second product and purifying the second product with

capture particles.

225. The method of claim 224 wherein the chemical reactions are enzymatic reactions.

226. The method of claim 224 wherein the chemical reactions comprise at least one of nucleic

acid end repair, A-tailing, adaptor ligation, reverse transcription or double stranded DNA

synthesis.

227. The method of claim 224 wherein the biomolecular analyte comprises a nucleic acid

selected from DNA and RNA

228. The method of claim 224 wherein the microfluidic flow path comprises valves or

chambers.

229. The method of claim 224 further comprising, without removing an Nth product from the

microfluidic flow path, performing at least one step subsequent to step (b) wherein each

subsequent step comprises performing an Nth chemical reaction on an (N-l)th product to produce

an Nth product, and purifying the Nth product with capture beads.

230. A microfluidic chip comprising a library construction module and at least one of an

amplification or a sequencing module.

231. The device of claim 230, wherein said microfluidic chip comprises a flow cell.

232. The device of claim 231, wherein said flow cell comprises a plurality of wells.

233. The device of claim 231, wherein said flow cell comprises a weir.

234. The device of claim 230, further comprising a plurality of a first double-stranded

oligonucleotide bound to a solid substrate and a plurality of a second double-stranded

oligonucleotide bound to said solid substrate.

235. The device of claim 234, wherein said first double-stranded oligonucleotide comprises a

blunt end.

236. The device of claim 234, wherein said second double-stranded oligonucleotide comprises

a single-base overhang.

237. The device of claim 236, wherein said single-base overhang is a T overhang.



238. The device of claim 234, wherein said solid substrate is the surface of a chamber,

channel, or flow cell.

239. The device of claim 234, wherein said solid substrate is a particle.

240. A method for simultaneously performing library construction and amplification

comprising:

providing a nucleic acid sample and a plurality of a first double-stranded oligonucleotide

bound to a solid substrate and a plurality of a second double-stranded oligonucleotide

bound to said solid substrate;

performing a first ligation step that ligates said nucleic acid sample to one of the plurality

of said first double-stranded oligonucleotide;

performing a second ligation step that ligates said nucleic acid sample to one of the

plurality of said second double-stranded oligonucleotide; and

amplifying said nucleic acid sample using a strand of said plurality of first and second

double-stranded oligonucleotides as primers.

241 . The method of claim 240, further comprising treating the pluralities of first and second

double-stranded oligonucleotides such that a portion of said pluralities of first and second double-

stranded oligonucleotides not ligated to said nucleic acid sample are modified to form single-

stranded oligonucleotides bound to said solid substrate; and wherein said amplifying uses said

single-stranded oligonucleotides as primers.

242. The method of claim 240, wherein said first double-stranded oligonucleotide comprises a

blunt end.

243. The method of claim 241, further comprising performing an end-repair reaction on said

nucleic acid sample to provide at least one blunt end on said nucleic acid sample, and where said

first ligation step ligates the blunt end of said nucleic acid sample to the blunt end of said first

double-stranded oligonucleotide.

244. The method of claim 240, wherein said second double-stranded oligonucleotide

comprises a single base overhang.

245. The method of claim 244, further comprising performing a single nucleotide extension on

said nucleic acid sample to provide at least one single-base overhang, and where said second

ligation step ligates said single-base overhang of said nucleic acid sample to the single base

overhang of the second double-stranded nucleotide.

246. The method of claim 245, wherein said single nucleotide extension is an A-tailing step

and said double-stranded nucleotide comprises a T overhang.

247. A method comprising:



a) providing a substrate having attached thereto first double stranded oligonucleotides, each

having a blunt end and optionally at least some of which also have blocked ends, and second

double stranded oligonucleotides, each having an end comprising an overhang, wherein only one

strand of each of the first oligonucleotides and the second oligonucleotides is attached to the

substrate and only at the 5' end;

b) contacting the attached oligonucleotides with target nucleic acids, each of the target nucleic

acids having a first blunt end and a second end, and performing a ligation reaction that ligates a

blunt end of one of the target nucleic acids with a blunt end of the first oligonucleotide;

c) modifying the second end of the ligated target nucleic acids and performing a ligation reaction

that ligates the second end of target nucleic acid to the end of the second oligonucleotide;

d) optionally, unblocking the blocked first oligonucleotides;

e) denaturing double stranded nucleic acid molecules attached to the substrate and removing

unbound polynucleotides;

f performing bridge PCR on nucleic acids attached to the surface using attached unligated first

oligonucleotides as extension primers for nucleic acids attached to second oligonucleotides, and

using unligated attached second oligonucleotides as extension primers for nucleic acids attached

to first oligonucleotides.
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